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THEM

1Twe pace and complexity of modern air warfare are reaching the point where advanced computer akids are becoming
essentia: w assist the air crew in the aircraft and the comnuwnder on the ground in performing functions that hitherto had
beer. considered to be their prerogative. This Symposium considered the advances in and practical W, ficatioc of advanced
computer aids in terms of its impact on avionic systemns design in both manned and ukunanned aircraft and weapons systems
and on the total air warfare command and cotatrol enviru~mnent including communications, electroni wadsr,. intelligence
gathering and operational planning. '

Comptersam reed use exensielyin the operation and control of specific types of equipinent, such as advanced
weapon "ysteams surveillance radars, electronic warfare and communications system. However, in the broader context there
are still many areas which rely heavily on human decision making and where the use of computers will have considerable
impact in the future -

The increasing use of Attifcial Intelligece (Al) techniques, including Intellient Knowledge: Based Systems (UMB) and
Expert Systemrn will at one extreme allow decision-makiall to be increasingly automated or controlled by non-ex~pert
personnel and At the other extreme greatly extend the capab~ities of military commanders by presenting information insa
timely mannver and by making rapid assessment of alternative strategies. Such facilities become even more important in
situations where the persoemael are at personal risk. Now computer architectures promise to facilitate the processing of even
"peter quantities of data at high speed through the use of techniques such as parallel processing and network*n of systems.

K _Te sccesfu aplica of ompter shqjl~rovde mpryedeffctienes, fexiiliy ad rliability of both men

LA rapidite et Is complexite d'une guerre aerienne ont atteint un niveau tel que les Aides-Informatiques de technologie
*avaiic~c devinnent essentielles pour assister aussi bien les equipages dans leurs avions que le commandement au sol dans

l'accomplissement de leurs fonctions tfiches qui jusqu'ici itaient considerees comme ne ressortissant que de leui scules
prerogattives.

Ce Symposiums a tudid les applications avancees et pnatiques des Aides-Informatiques de technologic avance en
termes d'impact aur has concepts des systsimes avioniques pour les avions pilotes ou non et les syst~mcs d'armcs dans
l'envirouneinent global d'un commandement et de contr6le de guerre aericrnne comprenant: ha communications, Is guerre
diectronique, le re-. ed des renseignements et has plans des operations.

Les ordinateurs sont &es maintenant utiusis dana Is wise en oeu-mret le contrle dc types d'equipements sp~cfques
tels que: Systemies d'armes avancees, Surveillance radar, Systenies de guerre ilectronique et de communications. Cependant
dans un contextc phiss ilargi, U ysa encore beaucotip de domaiwis qui dependent encore itroitement des prises do decisions
humaines et oiz lutlisation des ordinateus~ aura un impact considirable dana l'avcnir.

L'accoissement de l'emploi des techniques relatives i rl'rnteigenc Artificielle indiuant has systemes basds sur Is
cnnaissance de lintclligence et les systaines experts pourront dune part, perxnettre un;. automatisation accrue dcs pnises de

dcxonso d'6tr mieux: contr6ides par un personnel non spidaalis et d'autre part d' ndre largement has possibilites du
cmmandement militaire par Is presentation de maniere opportune et dans has ivaluations Sur i'alternative strategiquc.

*%wg detcnqemals u etatmn e aake e illage des systemes.

Le succis de 1'eznploi des ordinateurs devrait fournir une amidliteation de lefficaciti et de Is flexibiliti A Is fois de
l'oinme et de l'6quipement; cc qui a&rait pour risultat l'conorrie des ressources et du personnel.

44NG
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4.

THE E USE OF KNOWLENE BASED SYSTEMS TlECIHNIQU-ESo IN ESM PROCESSING

"oD by

Business Develop feIt Manager - Electronic WarfareI Softwae Sciences Ltd

Farnborougk Hampatilre GU14 7NB
UK

/

Th ect4ronic Support .A m (1in) lysten attempts to detect, analyse and classify souries of radio andrada emsin in theevironment. heSO syte prvie va.luableemt gter cla&-,tfication intformation

"*to the hoot platform's Commtand and Controlt Sysotem or associat~ed Blectg'oni.c Counte~rlt~measres (BCH)
equiupment. Numv x, the current generatin f uo mai E ore oo ften produc ambi•,.,us or in•'orrect

Semitter classificati~ons in t~he advorue conditions of actual conflict. This paper describes the

appmlication of Yhowledge Used System toohiques to SON processing and outlines tl-.e deeopment and

evaiunti of a Kaioledi samed siN system model aimed specifioally at imroving the emitter
•" classification capability of au~tomtc SgON. .

I GLOSSARY_____OF

2C Commnd and Conrol•
Car Current Raigtte File

DI DirectidFl ind

am Eloftroni Conemaus
am alectromfic ilupport Hta&,urue
SW alecotnic Warfare
SWG a1ec+Lxvao Warfare scena•io Generator
ZKO Xlectronic War~ar* Faceiver Nodal
(A. Gige-Herts (10 Me)
3-aGK Moawle" "smed SEoctronic Support 1eseires
K" Kiledge asee" iystem
Re movled"e source
Paz f PLie SIpetition Interval
3M Pula* Width
tF Radio Freroquncy
TA Tina- of Awriyal
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2.1 ft. Electronic Support Measures (353) system in concerned with the dste.Itiofl, enalysis and
classification of rafio and radar signals. ON3 provides details of the signal envirciasat tither to the
host platfornms Comand and Control System. ~Or ase in tactical mit~aatijn assessment or to an integrated
Blectrectic Comteremasomes (8W) system. This paper will be restricted to the discussicon of Randar MR3.
altboagh the techniques described in subsequent sections will be generally applicable to radio frequency
SO 8"Ut A.

P-W *srI Iti .

rIGUM .I..o I nMSS0 OO j

- theI. h.Iac~n Interface

2oom n Teutblocnkom iarada o ets Th typical Aut eaqic enc yse isvpraesente in Gfigr al o ethensyoste io
ovcer tof thlie o folwiagesubsgtems.aoe1 ~ r eoigo nrae motmo lial h

- r~therais A Tenn caanActeristc fatpcl mer~rsgalta r esre ytercie

- hrNioPoeso
- thge ofAnrarinel (ntearfnce

2 Carrer Antequncyn esvreatb aabeo eeto falrda rlunisue I

2.4e tHoevmietrince welnthseeie above detec are becaming eac incrdeas uled iotnchronoloilarly trder

subirosmste. muist beraletoodetec sinls carriein aut all theut Pepvasnglesemertunf the host lteom. ande

eaceiighut detectabeemte in heeniro~nmet aalthaouge thsysi% selon psibivle in preatire. eaga

2.5ctrstc The chapmrateeritialso oft@ a tyial data raterdarcsiona tehatis a to measuresb that rheceaive

prcso canglep o .Aria (beasering nlsscasiiain)n ytmcnto aks na~~i

2. Balce pus Width b h eitreae sete sscae ihacurn nro

2.4ts newvenry sInc the Cureciert wllte detec andF) subsequeahanaidentopulse inchronologca morder.U
ofthe receiver P outpu will preire sortin sto reconstruct thlse chiMenstromteidyiul.itesih

2nvironen *R mas oringeac prgoesi arithtedp to bylv the eproblemsin celtemen of the sysLtemev and is

2.ricla the Ire-processiorlnt alsoeo bacse laaaargl rate predctio watchinig to ensurez that the main

2.6a Each pulbsed chin ie yth e de-intCOWrnraveri isetheirprmt rs "ass orite wit mathn curiatenria.o

2.8 vhe Modulationt Analysis Pmactiomm within Automatic M5 attempt to segment the basic pulse cWhain
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* parameters produced by the 4a-interleaver (i.e. bearing, BY range eta.) with details of how the pulse
paIkamters wary over the detected pulse chain. The Radio Frequency, Pulse Repetition Interval and Pulse
width parameters are often analysed by the compilation of parameter occorence histograms. Theme are
subsequently interpreted to give the modulation details of the particular parmaeter.

2.9 The amplitude modulation of a pulse chain can be analysed to produoe an indication of the
periodicity and antenna mson pattern of the target radar. This information yields Important extra
information for usae in the classifioation procesm, and the function is termed Scan Analysis.

2.10 The emitter claessification function is aoomplished by comparing the parameters of a particular
CAP entry with each record in a library of known emitter characteristics. This library contains
parametric detatle of all radar emitters within the system's frequency coverage that are likely to be
encountered in a particular operational situation.

2.11 The library comparison process results 'n a candidate met of ImWtter records from the library
which match the CR entry. Thin candidate set in then subjected to confidence assessment which produces a
measure of the accuracy with which the COY entry perametire atclh those of the library entry. This
confidence indicates the likelihood of each candidate emitter type corresponding to the particular CUP
entry.

2.12 SIM system can be used in a variety of different roles in a conflict situation# includingi

a) ONLY PmOTfCTIOs, - in assocoation with 'hard kill' (e.g. ship to ship missile systems) or 'soft
kill' (e.g. Electronic Countermeasures) systeii, the OEN equipment can help protect thn host
platform against radar-assisted attdck.

b) TACTICAL SITUATION ASISESMET - since the RIM system provides emitter classification data, it is
obviously oplemsontary to primary radar (which measures range and bearing of targets) in the
assesment of the host platform's tactical environment.

a) EARLY WARNING - it is often possible to detect targets at long ranges from the host platfom
using REP, even outside the primary radar's coverage. It is also poesible in certain situations
to deteat analyse and classify radars over the conditions by exploiting Anomae- ýu Propagation
(AMND•P) conditions.

It is therefore obvious that SUM must be capable of deriving high quality emitter classifications to
fulfill these important roles and to be fully effective.

2.13 However, Automatic EZN system are required to operate in a number of adverse conditions which
makes the successful classification of emitters difficult. These adverse conditions include.

- the very high pulse data rates that may be detected by a sensitive EUN system in postulated
conflict scenarios.

- the trend towards usage of radars exhibiting complex sIfulation strategies, which make the 18H
systems deinterleaving and analysis tasks difficult.

- the presence of notee jmesing in the environment, which adversely affects certain receiver
types.

- the presence of high pored 'friendly' radars in the vicinity of the E system which can
seriously impede certain aspecte of system performance.

2*2.14 Moreover, the structure of the current generation of Automatic USK systems implies that errors
arising at the receiving stages due to these adverse operational conditions are propagated through the
de-intarleaving and modulation analysis elements. As a direct consequence of this error propagation, the
classification function often produces highly ambiguous (i.e. several poesible emitter classifications are
presented) or in the limit erroneous results.

3 OLGE aUSED SO SYTEI DRIIVEW

3.1 To directly address the emitter classification problem described in the last section, and with
the overall aim of improving SAK system effectiveness, Software Sciences Ltd embarked on a
privately-funded •kcwlodgm Daned 48 Sy•tem (uI-ES) development programme.

3.2 The aims of this development were several fold, namely

- to improve the overall performance it automatic POt by optimising the processing subeystem

- to apply novel hardware and software architectures to achieve this optimal processing

- to assess the improvement that WS techniques could offer in the classification of radar
emitters,

- to develop a compeheive UON System Evaluation facility using a suitt of modelling provem.

3.3 During the initial phases of this develogpmnt, a comprehensive survey of the types of snowledge
Sased System (15S) which could be used in SN processing wa undertaken. As a result of this survey, the
Blackboard Architecture was chosen because of its flexibility and suitability to the cople tim. varying
signal analysis pzoblems of ZEN. The Blackboard Architecture was originally developed for use in speech
understanding and has subeequently been used for a variety of applications including Sonar Classification
and Sensor Data Fusion.

BONSE
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3.*4 lthere are three onmpofeurte of the blackboard ArchitecturesU-

- the Blackboard
F I knowledge sources, and

- Ue schaduler

The Blackboard is a struntured global data base which *%y be subdivided into levels, panels and
entries as shown in figure U ,Apprcg. late to tha particular t. 31icatics. The levels usually reprezant
* levela of abttracition-, where the lowest level reprissents, P , examplo * raw eat& gather.ad from a
transducer or s~aao.: and the hiwhs~st levels represent high ocafiaenca informetxon deduced from the lower
levels. Sev :&I different types ef entry may exist at each level.

P EXAMLt

55(1 ~ I THENlv IS TRIMG P5555 Ni-

INITAL$ MISTS O UA

II

A) STR SLACKOARD 8)5M5wE Ot C) "a SCHIUMJ1.11

FIGURE 2 RLACSWA5O Kl.,rrIP

1.5 The Knowledge Sources mani~ulate, create or consume entries in the 8lackboard based upon
procedures (algorithmic) or declarative (rule-based) k.4cwledge. An orasplv knowledge source (KS) ia shown
In Figure 2b. Bach KB has a condition~ part and in action. If the condition part (which referm to entries
3n the Blackboard) evaluates to be true, then the KB become, a candidate for activation and as such is
placed on aun Agenda. If it in activated, its action part will run causing modification to the Blackboard
contdnts.

3.6 The selection of a KS from the Agenda to run in performed by the acheduler, the action of which
is shown In Vigure 2c.* The way in which the &cheduler selects the K$ from ths Agenda on any particular
cycle of cpe:StLon is totally adaptive and in general would also depend on the contents of the blackboard.

3.7 The na&in features offered by a Blackboard approach ac applied to SWM processing are:i

- the support of the hypnthesis and Teat paradigm, whiw*,oeb'. initial emiitter clausifications
hypotheses are formed and subeequently validated or dieproven by the application of specisl
purpese analysis techniques to the pulse chain data.

- the capability to alter the processing priorities adopted within the system according to the
current oituation, in contrast to th.: rigid priorities Imposed by the more conventiuonal system.

- the ability to allow the system to choose one of several pulse chain analysis algorithms
according to the circumatances, for example, special purpose moduletion analysis techniques are
used to Ranks use of 'a-priori' Information of previously detected emitter types or as part of the
hypothesis testing process.

3.1 To make full use of these features, A KncJ edge 11406d mu system model was devcloped to prove the
funetionality of the Blackboard approach and to gather performance metrics for use in optimisation of the
KB-BUG system towards real. t~in operational usage.* The KB-BUG system model inoorpoz,,s' ta ll neceissary
features of the BAN processing system# incl~oding.

A do-interleavur which i. under the full control of the Blackboard mechanisms.

A1, FRI and WV modulation analysis algorithmss.

Biktter Classification algorithms (Including library access and hypothesis and teat)

Special purpoee display format.

Adaptive systot conetrol and sob"~ n'Eg
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3.9 The KU-NUN system model runs on a VAX 11 Series computer under a Knowledge namned gyogem
development environment called POPLOG. The development and ouheequent assessment carried out to date hag
shown that within a controlled evaluation environment, the KU-NS system modal is able to praoduc
consistent unamb4 .gucus emitter classification results.

3.10 Much of the improved classification capability is due to the application of the hypothesis and
test technique. T he emitter hypotheses are formed by accessing the emitter library with coarse but
reliable pulse chain parameters in such the same way as current generation systems. M ach candtdate
emitter is then subjected to a verification prooess using dist~inguishinC features of the emitter retrieved
from the library record. This information is used as the basia for the 'a-priori' analysis of the pulse
chain in questionk to prows or disprove the existence of the candidate emitter. Only emitter
classifications validated in this way are presented to the operator as correct classifications hence
decreasing the probability of erroneous or ambiguous results.* This process is i-*luatrated in Figure 3.

(WE PULSOLi_ 044 M4~0414 G0AL

£04010411 TINlIUS

PAU3 WIUI Am In i its,

3. 1 In ddiionto rovdingrelabl clssiicaion f ac~recty G-inerlevedpule ~ain th
evaluation~~ ofteK-U yTe mdlbepoe t aaiiytocasf eea eaaeeitr

urt1ermore dition toN sysvidem moelicabl sccessifillyirecomfin sprxoclt oitelae pulse hin rw awide band

frequency hopping radar by extending the hypothesis and test technique ooek tu a second (rule-based)
de-interleaving stage.

The IAf-ZNf System model was developed with a set of displays to allow the operator to

- oversee, the system operation, us~ ng the tabular emitter summary displays Commn, in automatic 336.

- monitor the hypothesis and test function from candidate emitter set generation through emitter
* verification uning special purpose display formats.

- monitor the modulation analysis of a particular pulse chain using special perpoea graphical
display options.

The strictly hierarchic nature o, these diloplayr ensures that the system defa~olts to fully automatic sods,
with smumary displays available for this purpose. However, the 'lower level' dirplay options can be
invoked to allow the skilled operator to monitre the detailed system operation.

4 KU-NIH arBTfX wVAwUAvxc

4.1 Tn order to assess fully the capabilities and limitations of the KU-XSX System Nodel, a
comprehensive evaluation programs was undertaken following system development. Since en incremental and
controll id assessment technique wan essential to this evaluation programme, a modelling approach was
adopted throughout. Tais will be followed in the near future by the development and assessmnt oje a
prototype trials system.

4.2 A block diagram of the assessment facility used to evaluate the U3-WI System model is presented
in Figure 4. 'f... evaluation process consisted of the gener~ation of test Scenarios of various coplexities
f~rco which the signal environment at the XUN receiver oculd be simulated, The performance of the RNI
receiving slemeat was subsequently modelled and the receiver output used to evaluate the YD-SSM.
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4.3 The Enrironowntal Aodelling function was accomplished using the Software Sciences ZN Scenario
Generator (ZWSG) programs. 9SNU allowed the operational Scenario to be defined in term. of the relevant
platforms (airborne, shipborne or landhesed), their position and their radar fits. The characteristic* of
the radar fits were subsequently used to generate an electromagnetic environment (i.e. palsed, CM and
jaming signals) an Incident at a user specified sensor position. The operational .icenario was dynamic in
that full platform motion was modelled throughout the simulation including platform manoeuvres in course,
speed, altitude, rofll, pitch and yaw at predefined simulation times. The simulated signals were of a
highly sophisticated natntre to represent postulated modulation agility schemes and scan xtrateý,±es.

4.*4 The subsequent Receiver -Nndelling function was aco glishad using the Software Sciences 2N
Receiver Modelling (Elms program which allowed Whe user to model either

r - Osannelised Receiver,
- an Instantaneous Frequency Haasuremsent. Receiver,
- a Swept Superhet Receiver or
- a Multipart bearing receiver

The antenna system was fully defined in terms of:

- its polar diagram in the Astmuth and Xlevation planes
- the variation of this polax diagrams with RI

4.5 Furthermore, suitable interpolation routines were provided to celauiste the antenna gaini in a
general (i.e. non planar) direction and at any pulse frequency.

4.6 Simsilarly, the Direction Finding and RI receiver element chean&teriatics such ass

- Sensitivity (as a function of RI)
- Dynam~ic Range
- Bandwidth
- Dead tim. (due to recovery effects)
- Simultaneous Signal Capability
- SMresistance

were simulated, as were the principle sources of paraseter weasuremast error within the perticular receiver
type . The output of the receiver made1 wee subsequently used in the controlled evaluation of the Ub-S.M

4.7 Since the assessment of the zn-Zag system model was aocomplished in controlled conditions
generated by an environmsntal modele it was possible to assess autimmstically the performsncs of the
receiving and processing subsystam. This was possible siaom pulse 3%ta generated by the Navirennant
Nods: was stagged' with a source emitter identification Ziuld. This field was comared with the 386
mymt*L . perception of the emitter type t., give an amsseemnt of syste performaence.



5 CONCLWSION8

5, 1 The developennt and subsequent thorough evaluation of the Xncwledge Lased NUN system model has
proven that the application of the Blackboard Architecture and particularly the hypothesis and :est method
c.n prcdune unambigwwos eatter classifioation results. Further, evaluation in scenarios depicting
advers;, operatior.&I conditions for NUB has shown that the techniques ara particularly useful in there
situations.

5.2 To ussarirjoe the application of the novel software architecture has optiisead the effectivenees
.f automatic UN ane, hence the overall aim of the development program were attained.

5.3 Yhe KB-ZW research program continues, howaver, aimed primarily at producing an operationsa] U•
system using the techniques described in this paper. The other main areas of research acti-rity are

" - the extansx.on of the Blackboard Architecture to control the BNO -..eceý.vor and hence produce
optimal xeceiver response to augment the amittex claseifriation proceUS.

the extension of the KB-ROS system model to incorporate smitter association and platform
classification at the ZNK system as part of th. hypothesis and test process.

- the ume of special purpose display format, and interfaoss to allow operator interaction with the
KB-NU system.

These extensions to the XUB-SN eystca will further improve the effectiveness of automatic geN by
optimLisation of the processing elements.

Al
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CDIUMON

R. Volea UK
What, roughly, is the typical scale ratio between the rate at which the modellir4g in performed and

real-time?

B. Jackson
Currentl) th2 KB-ISX system .-a written in POP-ll which ic run on a timehared VAX 11-750. When a

typical coMpl6x EW eceeiario is simulated tle mystem has been found to run at a rate which is
approximately 1000 times slo•er than real-time. Perfor'tance measurements have ihown that over

90% of thii time is spent in the embedded de-interlesver. This would normally be implemented on A

separate high-performance dedicated chip.

Evaluation has shown that 'the techniques developqd are capable of real-time implementation and
7oftwawe Sciences' cUIrent work is in the enhancement of the real-time applicability of the
technique. developed. We gee this as the adoptior of the beneficia) aspects of the KB-ESN but

implementation in Ada. The Ads fi.91emantatilon ill encode the rt'les as interpretted data structures
so as to maintain come of the flexibilit;y of the knowledge bpaed approach.

J. Whalley. UK
Could you briefly describe the POP-11 enviro.,m tnt and tne problems you have experienced.

B. Jackson
The POP-1l. environment used is the POPLOG systnem criginally developed by Sussex University. This
runs on a VAX 11-750 under the VMS operating system. This language has been found to be very good
at fast prototyping of knowledge bused applications in the ESM domain. The limitations encolntered
havy been in terms of speed of execution, overa.l machine resources con3umed, effect on other users
of the time shared system and more significantly the program size limitations encountered. The
KBESN myutem has grown in complexity during its development phase and ha. now reached the physical
limitations imposed by the POP-il system. Some further enhancement would be possible if we
restructured Lhe existing program to make more efficient uae of the available system facilities.
It is felt that this would only provide a short term breathing space.

R.W. MacPherson, Canada
Could you comment on the applicability of your techniques to the identification of emitters other
than radar?

B. Jackson
The techniques developed have been specifically aimed at the problems encountered it, conventional
ESM systems. The techniques and approach adopted are directly applicable to other Signal Analysis
problems. Softwaxe Sciences have already investigated applicability of this approach to the SONAR
problem and we believe that the techniques are also applicable to other similar areas. The
techniques of emitter association and platform classification developed recently as part of the
KB-ESN, but not covered in this paper, are also more widely applicable in the area of multi-sensor
data fusion.

R.S. Dale, UK
How does the system react to emitters which are not in the emitter library?

B. Jackson
When an emitter is encountered that cannot be matched rgainst any existing library entry the system
is unable to generate a verified hypothesis concerning the identity of the emitter. As such the
syatem states that it is unable to reach verified status and tells the operator that it has detected
a previously unknown omitter. This is an improvement on existing systems which frequently inform
the operator of an incorrect identification when an exact match cannot be made. The KB-ESM system
having concluded that the detected emitter is previously unknown can provide facilities to enable
the operator to create an "invalidated" library entry. This entry records the detected parameters
of the new emitter and can provide various recording facilities to enable further analysis on return
from the current mission.

H. Timmer*, Netherlands
How are the inruut data generated? Are they assembled from real life. or ore they generated
artificially?
How do you deal with uncerteisity in the data?

B. Jackann
The input data ho. been generated using two of Software Scionces' EW simulation and modeliing
packages EW1G & EWPN. EWSG is a general purpose Radar environment scenario Frun'i.tor that is
capable of rroducirn digitally uncoded pulse data for up to 99,999 different emitters each of which
can be fully defirned in terms of electromagnetic radiation pro:jerties and positional movement.
KWRM is a package which enables the realistic modelling of all common ESM receiver types with the
ability to fully specify the receiver character

4
.stics using u high level interpretIve English like

language. The suenarioe modelled using these facilities were defined and agroed in conjunction
with the UK NoD, RAF and RSRE to be truly representative of certain predicted threat situations.
The KB-ESI system deals with uncertainty in the data by the use of the knowledge babed techniques
described in the pr-sr. The extensive evaluation exercise that wee undertake, was centred arotnd r
predefia.-d situations which cause uncertain and ambiguous cleauification in the cureant generation
of ESM systema. The KB-ISM system was proven to bo significantly better than existing systcma st t
deriving unambiguous and correct interpretation of mesal! quantities of "uncertain data".
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DARPA's AirLand Settle Mneagemet Prograw and
ISO BA~sTactcal xper Nigle.PLAmmsR (TEMPLAR)

___Peter P.R. Priest II, 1 Lt, USAP
gtone Air Development Center (RADC)/COAD

Griffls Air Force lase, new York 13441-n?00
USA

SUMMARY: The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) hea a
long history of supporting research In the area of Artificial
Intelligence (At). DARPA's Strategic Computing Program 13 developing
an At ýtchnology base upon which several applications programs are
being built includlin the ALrtand Battle Hanageoeua Program (AIAM).
The ALUH program office is cofeadiag the US Air Force's first major At
applicatiou: Rome Air Development Center's Tactical Expert Mission
PLAnneR (TEMPLAR). TEMPLAR Is an advanced development level effort
that is building upon demonstrated systems at the exploratory
develotment level es well as the Strateoic Coaputing tech base. This
paper describes the TEMPLAR program and its links to the AlrLand
Battle Hangsoment and Strategic Computing Frograms.

INTRODUCTION

Suince its creation in 1958, thb Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)
has been a major benefactor to basic research in computar science in the bnited States.
A major portion of the early research in Artificial Intelligence was supported by DARPA
in the 1960's. DARPA boo continued In the 1980's to promote and develop promising
computer technologies with the Strategic Computing Program.

In late 1983 the Strategic Computing Program (SCP) wes announced. The program was
organizsd to develop machine Intelligence technology at may different but complementary
levels (In. This was done to take advantage of the many advances that have reached
maturity in recent years. Figure 1 (21 shows the prigram structure as a pyramid where
the base represents alcrowlectronics technology and each additional level builds from
tha previous. Near the top of the pyramid are the oprlicstion areast Autonomous
Systems, Pilot's Associate, and Battle Management. Each of the areas contains one or
more major application program.

One of the application programs under the Battle Management area Is the AlrLand
Battle Management (ALEX) Program for which the US Army Is the load Service. The ALEM
prograu' namesake, A~rLood BattlQ, is a new concept that baa been Incorporated into US
Army doctrine. Originally called AlrLand Battle 2000, this evolutionary doctrine
emphasieso, among other thing.s, cluser cooperation between air and land forces. Thus it
is fitting that thin predominately US Army program has US Air Force participation.

The ALBM Program Office ie cofunding the US Air Force's first major Al application
program with Rome Air Development Center (RADC). That program Is RADC's Tactical Expert
Mission PLAnneF (TEMPLAR). The technical objective of TEMPLAR Is to move und apply
demonstrated AZ to a military planning problem. The operational or domain objective is
to donign, build, test and evaluate a decision aid to assist USAF planners in generating
the daily Air Tasking Order (ATO) i.e. to assist In solving a resource allocation
problem. The remainder of this paper will discuss the TEMPLAR progeam as it relates to
the Strategic Computing Program, the AlrLand Battle Management Program, and the fiture
of Artificial lntelligomce based planning in military systems.

In order to discuss TEMPLAR's relationship to these DARPA programs we must first
present background Information on the program and the problem area it addresses. The
following section discusses the bisto•y of the technical foundation upon which TEMPLAR
is being built. The next section diaeuseso the scope of the program, in particular, how
the cesearch goals of this advanced development program are different from those of the
earlier explovatory development programs. Pinally, before the ties to the DARPA
prog•ame are discussed, a short discussion of the problem area is presented.

-. ,.
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Figure I
Strategic computing Program Structure

TEMPLAR Program Mistory

The roots of TEMPLAR hegan in the lots 1970'0 with the Knolovedge Based System
(911038) program under Dr. Carl Ingisoma at the MITRE Corp., Bedford MA. Early snpport
for this effort came fros the Air Fores Office of Scientific Research (AFORE), DARPA,
and RADC with later support i.ouing fully from RADC. An objective of this exploratory
development program was to show If or how Al techniques could ha applied to a resource
allocation planning problem. This effort dealt With only one portion of the ATO
generation problem: tasking for Offensive Counter Air (OCA) mission3. KNOBS
sncceasfallwr demonstrated tbot Al techniques are applicable but Is notable more for its
Integrated inse of several knowledge representation@: production rules, frames,
trame-based constraints, and natural language usage.

TEULI" to building npon this technology as well as that from the KNOIS Replanning
System (913), the preliminary TEMPLAR design. end extensive work on Men Machine

* Interface (NMI) Issues done by the Air Farc* Human Resources Laboratory (APRIL) it
Wright-Pettersoo APB. OH. After a six month effort on the preliminary design. the

*present TEMPLAR program was defined with respect to coat, scope, and schedule. The
resnlting competitive procurement ended with an award In September 1985 to TRW Systems
Engineering and Development Division, Redondo Beach , CA.

TEMPLAR Scopie sad Research Emphasis

The main task of the TEMPLAk Advanced Development Model (ADM) will be to assist
planners In generating an entire ATO. The earlier efforts planned only one mission type
sad only one mission at a times. TEMPLAR must deal with thin whole spectrum of mission
types; figure 2 (31 lists the mission types and gives a brief description of each.
TEMPLAR must also allow multiple planners to work in parallel. This raises the iesse of
distributed processing. Thea the scope of the problem domain Is greatly expanded over
earlier efforts.

In addition to the change of scope, there Is a change of research emphasis when
moving from exploratory development to advanced development. The TEMPLAR ADN must be

neoar operationally robust.. This entall, several requirements. first more realistic
data will be useed Is the doat- sand knowledge-bases. Second the Han Machine Interface
(MDil) want he built with the planning process and operational environment In mied.
Close Interactien snd frequent feedback will be needed to ensure that TEMPLAR Is usable
by field level persnenel. Third since the ADD is not Intended to actually be fielded
the following iossues -,ad not he addressed: militarized, TEMPEST, or rnggediaed

hardwore; power, weight, sad transportability requirements; operational security and
int emance.

-4 n
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Another result of requl-ina the system to be *noer-ope retioglo is that e2
operational scenario will be uaed to test and evaluate the final ALN. Rather then try
to build a system enoeric *nough for all of the tactical air forces, TIMPLAR is targeted
at one of them in particular. Ixperleace has shown that may *generic" systems prove to
be only marginally usaful to most and very useful to nose. A CINTAP scenario was
choses, In part, because of ClM7AP's stromg Interest In Setting more automation.
[CENTAP is the AF cosponsot of USCEITCOH, the unified command whose area of iuterest It
South Veat Asia and the Middle last. CENTAF's major peace time constituent is USAF's
9th AF.]

CAS - (Preplanned) Close Air Supportt missions against targets that
are in the immediate renge of the battlefields most CAS is not
prepieaned.

OCA - Offensive Counter Airs includes missions that degrade the
essey's capability to generate sorties and establish o•r superiorit.y;
oflansivv i& nature, thus airfields, radar systems, etc are common
targets.

DCA - Defenslve Counter Air: as above a type of Counter Air but
reactive to onemyo initiative; includes Air Defense, Escort, ind
Combat Air Patrol (CAP).

AI/BAI - Air Interdiction / Battlefield Air Interdictions includes
missions that destroy enmay resources before they can be brought to
bear on the battlefield, the difference between the two Is rqlated to
the distance from battle lines and the amount of coordination
required between air and land forces.

MaCCE - ieconnaisaance: includes missions that gather intelligence
data before and after other utastructive misSions

Tanker: a type of support mission but listed separately because of
its importance to the CINTAP dcaain; whore, when, how such, and to
whom fuel is off-loaded is specified in th ATO.

iission Support: include* missions for electronic warfers and defense

Mission Types

Air Tasking Order Goeeration

The Air Tasking Order (ATO) io a document that tasks the air resources of all
subordinate units on a daily basis. The tasking is done by the Combat Plans division of
a Tactical Air Control Center (TACC) (or its equivilent). The TACC Is a theater level
organisation and yet the tasking is quite detailed and specific. Everything from the
time over target to where aerial rofuel•.n will take place is specifiod; figure 3 lists
the items vh'ch are specified for each mission. In order to best use the available
airpows, many relationships between tasking items must be consldered. A simple example
is the relationship between aircraft and weapons load (they must be compatible). A more
cozaplex example Is the relationship between missions which use the same refueling
resource but which have different targets and objectives.

Target Aircraft Ordinance (Weapons
PD (Probability No of Aircraft, load)
of destruction) Airbase Refueling Service

TOT (Time over Unit (Wing or Call Sign
targit.) Squadron) Transponder

TO (Time of departure) Frequency

Figure 3
Items specified in an ATO

Presently ATO goneration is a lengthy end manpower intensive process. The planning
time Is on the or4er of 12 hours and the intelligesno data ueed may be an ola as 36
hours. Over 50 people are required by the Combat Plans division to generats an ATO. I
There are two aspects of ATO generation that cam be Improved by cowputer automation.
The first is the rechenics of the process and the second is the higher level decision

process. TEMPLAR will help with both aspects. TIMPLAK could reduce the timn by a
factor of three (3) to six (6) and manpower requirements by four (4) to ten (10).

I&ZI
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?UUWIFa Sad the uertegle Comput ag prereagt
Gsstrong link between TEMPLAR sad thu Strategic Competing Program (SOP),

irroeardleas of programmaetic ties, IS the toebmology. Iuth are At PrOgECMs Instead Of
progreme that use Al.* An mentioned above the ICY io addreseiog n wide rtange of sree
Spanning the spectrum from hardware to sot tware sad from At progrem measgement to sYstem
devemlpusat *sivirocments. In feet due to the breed scope of the program It hell *)ftea
been described as the Us response to Japse's Fifth Generation Program. Wi1th reference
to the SCP's pyramid *tructore (figure 1) half of the siz technology areas Identified to

*the level labeled 'Intelligent Functional CaprbIlities* are relevant to IIMPLAR. Those
three *roeas are Expert Systems, Planning Sad kessoning, end Naturnl tausuagu.

The wse of Expert systems. and ?leasnng sad Reamsonag t~eabolegie, is evident In
more than just TEMPLAtes name. The system will assist planner-s by checking relevant
constraints, offering ang~estions, planning details left onspoecfied by the uaser, and
explaining Its own reasoning. TIUPLAR will mot be just a rule based expert syttas. The
technology baseline systems. KN0BS end BARS, do uSem rules bu- also use beirarcbiczLl
frames (a is Mervin Minsky) sand frome based constraints. TEMPLAR irill also use these
anowledge reprecentations. Thus reasoning may be based on inheriteiaoe, constraints,
rules, or a coobination thereof.

TEMPLAR I.a aloe using Natural Language tcchnology. The Natural Language intirfece
will be one of three ways to Interact with the system. Is addition to using 6 Menu mode
Or a graphics node, usets will be able to irteract wich typewritten Snglioh Sentences.
Theme sentences need not always be complete or grammatically correct as long as they are
IJ context, I.e. the syotes must be able to handle ellipsis and anapbora. Figure 4
gives examples of both ellipsis and osnphora.

TEMP LARt
CONTEXT Userl Does* Roostein have any 1-138?

TRIMPL.'Rs Yes, Reastein has 24 F-13 aircraft.

CURRENT User: Dloes Bobs? Bser: Are they ready to take off?
(Ellipsis) (Anaphora)

INTERPRITATION -- > Does Rahn have >Are the F-15s ready to
any 7-15s? taek off?

Figure 4
Eramples of Ellipsis and Anaphora

TEMPLAR and the AirLand Settle Newsuemeut Prvgrme

The AirLend Settle Management Program (ALIN) was Initiated at DARPA in FT 1984 and
the Joint DARPA/US Army program was established In June 1955 [41.* Thus the ALAM joined
the U S Navy's Carrier Iettl6 Group System program In the Battle Management application
area of the SOP. In September 1985 an Industry briefing was htlId on the ALAN Lackgroun
and objectives. This section looks at the links and similarities between the ALAaUM sd
TEMP LAR.

The ALUM briefing stressed several Ideas about how Al and Expert Systems technology
should iee uwed In the AirLand Bottiw environment. The briefing mentioned that Previous
Expert Systems (ES) haew matured in the hands of users. Therefore, the ALUM requires
interactior between the development ueontractors and US Army personnel. Is particular,
two service sahools, at Ports Leavenworth and Si~ll, will he Involved In the knowledge
acquisition and engineering.

TEMPLAA Is oleo Involving operational users. Representatives '-on BC TAC and 9th
AF (CEETAF) have participated In proposal evelustioa-S and varl-.. program review
meati..is$. Vider representation to Include 12th AF, USAPE, and PACAF Is expacted at the
Deas&g Plan review (Mar 86) and the functional Description review (Oct 56). Also, there
wa exisv srInvolvemant and f:*eIbsck, In the design of APERILS Tactical Air
Opera1tionsTanTg: Umrainn System. (TAOTTI) whic Is being Incorporated into TEMPLAR.

The AL~h program structures Army operations into .i1ve fenctional categories; they
are maneuver, Fi1e support, Air Defense, Intel/Electrwoli CVarfare, and Combat Service
support. Two of the foomctienal areas, Maneuver sand fire support are considered
zepresestative sand especially Important. The ALUM requires two expert systems c.:210d
NOVES(C) Sad FIRES(C) to be built for Corps level Operations Sand onea clled MOVIS(D) for
Division level;I figure 5 141 @hows the relationship between the required ago. The three
separate Its must communicate with one another demonstrating both horizontal (Corps to b
Corps) and vertical (Corps to Division) Interaction.

Al---.----------.- -
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H - Nonuex€ r
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Figure 5
ALIN Program Structure

In addition to the individual communicating expert *Tstema, the ALhN program

requires that a customized ayeoeo expaueioe tool called STAR bo built. STAR woold allow
additional commuuicsaing %So to) b% easily buf'% for tke remai ',j functional areas at
both Corps and Division level.

TKNVLAR is not uearly as ambitious in this -aea.'d, but does support the usr of Al
system building tools. One of the TRW team contractirs Is Carnegiu Federail Systems of
Carnegie Croup, Inc. (CGI), Pitta;urgh PA. CGI has developed two co©nsrciel)y
available AI toole.: Knowle,?ge Creft(TH) snd Language Cratt(TN). 1nowledge Craft it a
aet of tools or bh.ildiug blocks for creating IS*. loo are loL required to use a certain
set of Al paradigms, for example, forward chaining ilur productioA rules plus -eSiferouca a*.. TLu L:. le... -.,, e.. ,, ae. an 1S devvlopweLt eavi,--ouset. Langugae
Craft !s a eat of tools that allows a grammar writer to easily crest, a custonized
Natural Language (NL) interface. It is not as generic as Knowleoige Craft, i.e. it doeb
not allow different ML procesoing paradigms. Language Craft is based on the case frman
instantlatiou approach.

A final link between the ALIN .and TINPLAR to be discussed Is the similarity of t.e
problem areas. The Army has the OPORID or Operations Order, while the Air Force bee the
ATO. 1oth orders task eulzordinate units based on guidance fro* higher level@, both must
co€aaldr the constraints or relwtionwhips between component actions, and both are
lergthy and manpower intensive processes. Due to this similarity, one of the two formal
demonstrations of TIHPLIR will be a pert of the ALIN Phase It demonstrations at Fort
Leavenworth, anseeas, in tha fall of ;987.

The Future for (Naturally and Artificially Inaiý.e-leat) lilitary rgaenera

The future for military planners with natural Intelligence is promising. There
will be mire tiae for the high level decisions on str'ategies and tactics vith lees time
spent on mundane bookkeeping and numbs? crunching details. The added flexibility will
llow iucreasingly iopbh.ticated and complex planning to be done TIMPLAI technology
will allow more eificient and effective use of resources *nd ;bus Letter application of
tactical •irpowcz.

The future for planners with artificial ltelligence i I elso promising. A
successful TEMPLAR ADO will clarify whvt areas need additional research and what
cnpabilities can be fully automated. A follow-ov system will be well defined and ready
for insertion o1 the laiest ed 'ances. These advances may be from the Strategic
Computing tech basu (ag. the Compact I'SP Nachine hardware), from lessons learned in
the AirLend Battle Manegement program, r from ongoing research in replanrinS (or real
time planning) at RADC e.p. A'PS (A Netalevel Planning System).

Ahs3
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DISCUMON

R. Voles, UK
You have said that the natural language input to TIIPLAR is "f'ree for'": But soena constraints
must exist. Could you kindly esy what they are.

P.F.H. Priest
Most queries mue- in the system within tne mission planning domfi'n are correctly understood on
the first attemt. Very few queries need to be restated more than twice.

S.C. Boer. USA
What hardware does TEMPLAR use and what hardware will be uaed for BLUE FLAG?

P.F.H. Priest
Symbolic 3670 or 3640.

RJ. Scott-Wilson, UK
What optimization is carried out on the plans produced and what criteria are employed for such
optimization?

'.F.H. Priest
Each individual mirision is optimized to provide a plan which is consistent with the constraints
that the user provide for that particular mission. Thnre is no &)ubal optimization. AIMPS, a
follow on effort to KRS, will deal with this problem.

A
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0 KRSv A Knowledge-Based Mission Planner

! Lt Kevin M Banner and Lt Michael L Hilton, USPif' home Air Development Center/Cona
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ABSTRACT

IRS it a knowledge-based system for planning offensive-counter-air *Lsaions. MR8
aides human planners in preparing Air Tanking Orders. IRS can either be used
interactively an a pl.n ve:lf ier or autonowiu3ly as a plat. generator. RRS informs
the user oZ qny logical or doctrinal Inconsistencies in a plan, and keeps track of
resources and target status. Users can communicate with KIR via A natural language
interface, pop-up menum, or a mouse pointing device. This ;aper presents an overview
of KRO's capabilities, its knowledge representation @chomes, how KIR verifies plans,
and bnw plans are automatically generated. ------

INTRODUCTION

IRS (Knowled;-based Replanning System) in a state-of-the-art mission planning
system that helps a human planner create and manage multiple offensive-counter-air
missions by verifying plan consistency tnd tracking renource availability and usage.
KIRS make* heavy use of Artificial intelligence tecnniq'xes, is prograummd in LISP, and
runs on a Symbolics Lisp Machine.

IRS is the result of over twenty man years of research and development in the
application of artificial Intelligence technology to the planning domain. KRS has
been developed by the MITRE Corporation in Bedfo'4, Massachusette, for USAF's Rowe
Air Development Center. It should be emphasised that KRS is a research project aimed
at exploring the issues involved in automated and semi-automated mission planning,
and is not a product ready for use in the field. The goal of this peper is to
describe IRS's capabilities, how they are used, and how they work.

WHAT IRS DOES

In its current operating scenario, IRS is located at an Allied Tactical
Operations Center (ATOC) in Europe and in used to aid mission planners in the
production of Air Tasking Orders (AT02). IRS is limited to planning
Oftknsive-Counter-Air (OCA) missions end their associated support missions:
refueling, air ejcort, and Surface-to-Air Missile (SAM) suppression.

IRS is properly thought of as a "partnerO in the mission planning process. IRS
can be used interactively by the user us a data base and a plan verifier, or it can
automatically generate ATO@ with minimal human input. As a data base, IRS known
about resource availability and allocation, target defense status, and weather
condition3. IRS can also be used to access facts about different aircraft, ordnance,
and target types. In its plan verification role, IRS checks to make sure a mission
plan in logically consistent (e.g. the aircraft to be used are available at the banse
to be used) and does not violate current airwar doctrine. The interactive and
autcplanning modes of US can be freely mixed -- a user can plan an much of the
miasion as desired and Putomatically plan the rest. Conversely, If a user does not
like the plan generated automatically by IRM, the plan can be modified interactively
until it is acceptable to the user.

IRS has a sophisticated multi-media user interface that utilises natural
language, windows, a *souse" pointing device, and color graphics. The user is free
to mix the form of input in any way. The natural language subsystem is based upon
conceptual depoidaatcy an6 scripts [PAIUI3a, PAZUS3bI. Natural language can be used
to query Vhe data base ('Where is the longest runway located?") or to direct the
planning of a mission (O'Bt V'm runway pith 3 ,?-1ll1 aircraft"). IRS has a
vocabulary of about 100 words and is capable of handling anaphoric references and
snie ungrammatical input. IRS uses scripts to help guide the user throngh a mission
plan by asking questions. The user can choose to ignore KRD's attempt at a dialogue
and plan the mission in whAtever order he wishes.

Figure 1 shows a typical KRS display. The window in the front right, labelled
OCA1003 is an actual offensive-counter-air miselio: plan. The area labelled 8 has the
slotia €osposing the plan. each slot in a piece of information about the plan.

Each OCA missios has 13 Slotes target, probability of destruction, aircraft, unit,
airbame, ordnance, number of aircraft, time of departure, time over target,
refueling, call sign, fzequency, and transponder. (The last three slots are
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generated automatically by IRS and are not supplied by the user.) OCA1003 is shown
after planning was initiated by typing 'Kit Nerumburg's runway with 3 P-1118' at the
KIR top-level window. As you Can see, IR8 was able to fill several Plan slots from
this sentvnce, Nerseburg's runway is the target, P-113 is the aircraft, and 3 is
the number of aircraft.

figure 2 shows how 118 informs the user of plan conflicts. The user has asked
for a listing of all the airbases, and then has told IRU to use Bohn Air Base. In
IRS's data bass there are no F-1111't at Mahn, so IEKt highlights the conflicting
values In inverse video. in this example, both the aicraft slot value, F-1212, and
the airbase slot value, Bohn, are highlighted. A message I also printed out
explaining that Kahn does not have any F-1111 aircraft. The uaer can either delete
the value for one of the conflicting slots, or can specify another value for the
slot. When the conflict is resolved the highlighting disappears. Conflicts are the
results of constraint violations, which will be discussed later. This conflict could
have been avoided by asking EU to list the airbases acceptable for this mission, and
only airbases that had at least 3 F-1112'4 would have been listedy Mahn would not
have been one of them. Listing the acceptable values for a slot is called
'enumeration' in g1s jargon. When IRS is asked to enumerate the acceptable "alues
for a slot, it akes into account all the information it knows about the current
plan. If you are attacking a runway with 1-1113's and ask about ordnance
possibilities, IRS only saggest those ordnances which are suitable for runways and
that are carried by an F-111s. If you were using F-4C's, IRS would suggest a
different list of ordnances.

The mouse may also be used to fill in slot values. The user places the mouse
cursor on a plan slot and clicks a button on the mouse corresponding to 'add value.'
A small window pops up and the user types in the valus for the slot. in general,
anything the user can do with the keyboard can also be done via the mouse, and vice
versa.

Slots have several other nouseable options besides 'add value's they can be
enumerated, ordered, and explained via the souse. E~numerating a slot lists the
possible legal values for a slot. Ordering a slot is more useful than enumerating --
KUR ranks the choices and suggests which choice would be best. Not every slot can be
enumerated or ordored, the plan slots that deal with tise, for example. Ordering is
done by sorting the enumerated values according to a rating function. For example,
the rating function used for ordering ordnance choizes is the single aircraft
probability of destruction using each ordnance.

IRS also uses high resolution color graphics to display geographic data. As the
user plans a mission the target, airbaso, and refueling orbits are displayed. The
user can also plan missions by mousing on targets and bases displayed on the graphics
display. Target and airbase information can be displayed using english commands such
as 'show all the long-track radars' or *show all the West German bases.' One display
particularly useful for planning shows the surface-to-air missile sites (and their
throat radii) which defend a given target.

The data base in IRS can be updatet to reflect changes in the state of the
world. Intelligence reports can be entered to inform IRS of changes in force status,
enemy SAN activity, and weather conditions. If any plans IRS knows about are
invalidated by these changes, IRS informs the user. IRS can either make suggestions
about replanning or replan the missions to avoid new conflicts if possible.

One more noteworthy feature in the IRS user interface is the ability of a
planner to restrict the values of cert:ain plan slots, for example, IRS might be told
to strike a target between 0800 hoars and 1030 hours, or to use eithor Haha Or
Sembach as the airbase. Conversely, the user can also tell KFlS not to use Oahn or
Sembach. The number of values that a slot may De restricted to is not limited to
twos any number of the possible values for a slot may be restricted.

Nost of the preceding discussion dealt with planning offensive-counter-air
missions, but all of the discussion can be generalized to include planning support
missions. IRS provides a framework, called a package, for integrating an OCA with
its support missions. Each package can be given a priority by the user. This
priority is used to determine which missions get critical resources if there is not
enough to go around.

HOW IRS WORKS

Internally, IRS uses five different forms of knowledge representations the
dictionary, fraeee templates, constraints, and rulas. Understanding how each
representation is used and how it Is related to the other representations gives a
broad overview of how IRS works. Each of the knowleoge representations will be
discussed separately.

The dictionary stores word meanings and senses used by the conceptual dependency
parser. The parser provides IRS with a limited capability for understanding natural
language input. Currently the dictionary contains about 100 words. The user can
easily add aynonym to words already in the dictionary. With more effort it in
possible to define adjectives that refer to some attribute slot of a frame.
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Frams are u&ed to represent objects, such as aircraft or enemy search radars.
Frames .tore values for named attributes of an object in slots, For eRample, if an
object has a length and you wished to know its value, you would look in the LEUUU
slot of the object's frae. There are two important properties of frames that make
them particularly useful as a knowlede representation scheme. first, a frese car
'inheritg knowledge from a more general ra.iesaecond, frame alots can have 'deasons'
associated with them. A daemon Is a piece of procedural code that is attached to a
slot that Is run whenever the value of a alot Is changed or accessed. Deamona can
provide information about how to fill a slot if it is empty, default values, and side
effects when accessing a slot.

rnheritanci allows information to be organised in a hierarchical fashion. For
example, a fraoe describing generic fighter aircraft has slots which capture general
information about fighters. A frame describing an P-IS can incorporate the generic
fighter frame. allowing the P-15 from to capture information unique to the F-15
without having to duplicate the information stored In the generic frame. Thaec two
fraom can refer to each other via slots called AlO (a Kind Of) and INSTANI2. eor
example, the generic fighter frame could have its INSTAMCBE slot contain pointers to
P-4, P-2S, and P-16 frame, and each of these alrcrnft frames cou. have their A10
slot point back to the generic ighbter frame. If a fraem is asked for a slot. value
it doeen't know, it looks to its parent, the frame in the AMO slot, fo0 tL.J value.
if the parent doesn't know, it asks Its parent, and so on until the slot value in
question is found.

The natural language subsystem interfaces with frame representations in order to
answer user queries. The interface matches up a query's seemntic representation (the
output of the parser) with a suitable inferencing procedure. IRS has a wide variety
of inferencing procedures available for answering common questions. For example, if
the user asks 'Kow many F-4C's are at Rahn?', several actions are performed by an

inferencing procedure to answer this question. [RG first looks in the frame for Rahn
air base and finds the fighter units assigned to Rahn. Bach unit is asked if it is
composed of F-4C'o. if so, then IRS asks how many F-4C's are assigned to the unit.
IRS then totals up the number of P-4C's, tells the user the total number, and gives a
breakdown by unit.

Templates are a specialized form of frame. A template acts as a guide for
outoplanning and verifying missions. Bach type of mission (OCA, refuel, etc.) has a
template telling what plan slots are needed for the mission and how to go about
filling them. The templates also contain the constraints that apply to each plan
slot.

The fourth form of knowledge representation in IRS is constraints. Constraints
are procedures that enforce relationships between plan slot values. For example, one
simple constraint checks to sake sure that if airctaft X iv to be used from airbase
y, that X is actually available at airbase Y. If not, then a conflict is signalled.
Const ! its deal with the physical relationships, they verity the hardware chosen for
the mission is available at the right places at the right times and can parform the
necessary tasks. Constraints are not only used to verify user specified slot values,
but also to generate legal values for slots. Constraints are used as value
generators when the user asks IRS to eanumerate the possible values for a given plan
slot, and by the autoplanning mechanisms.

The KRS constraint mechanism is quite complex. A constraint cannot be checked
unless all the plan slots involved in the constraint have been given values. If a
constraint cennot be run because all the plan slots involved do not have values, it
Is put "on hold', and run whenever the values become available. The frame daemon
facility is used to coordinate and manage the checking of constraints. The writers
of IRS have given a great deal of thought to what a user should be told when
constraint violations occur. if more than one violation occurs, should the user be
told about all of the violations? For example, suppose a mission plan has target I
and uses -1113 aircraft. The user tells XRS to use Nildenhall as the alrbase. It
turns out that two conflicts are violateds the distance to target I from Nildenhall
is beyond the range of an T-1118, and there are no P-111n's at Mildenhall. lach
constraint has a certain priority associated with it, which is used to determine what
information is moat important for the user to know. In this particular came, only
the latter reason for rejecting Nildonhall is presented to the user. a more detailnd
discussion of how the IRS constraint system works can be found In INILL3I1.

IRS employs both forward and backward chaining rules as forms of knowledge
represrntation. The backward chaining rules deal mostly with doctrinal issues, and
the forwarC chaining rules deal with force status changes and Intelligence reports.
Rules are used in a way similar to constraints, with the added advantage of being
directly accessible to the planner and can be changed while I isPrA saie1. A IRS
provides a rule editor that can translate the rules from LIiP Into oeglloh and also
translates user-supplied chances from english Into LISP. Whemt a rule-based
constraint is violated, the user can query IRS as to why the violation ecczred. W38
allows the user to examine the data and rules leading to the violation.

I..
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The au• oplanning mechanism intagrateS most of 'he knowlcdge representation
schemes, When KU is told to autoplan a mia±P!=. it first looks to the mission's
template for guidance. The template rpecifies the order in ehich the plan slots
should try to be filled. FIS enumerates the possible values for each slot, and
chooses one value. ENS then tries to fill in the next *lot. When a choice causes a
constrain, violation, the violated constcaLnt provides ENS with information about
which plan slots should be changed in order to make the violotion go away. This
search method is known as dependency-directed backtracking. KRA Leape filling in
plan Olots until the plan Is oomplets. If IRS is given a partial plan and told to
complete it, MNS will not change the values assigned by the user. If a complete plan
is not possible for the given partial plan, Ran is usually able to tell the utar why
a complete plan is not possible. The user can then change the partial plan and
resubmit it for completion.

From the paragraph above, it might already be obvious that IRS returns the first
complet4 plar it finda that does not violate any constraints. IRS makes no attempt
to "optimize' plans in any way. An optimal plan is very difficult to produce (either
by man or machine), because there is no set definition for plan optimality.
Optimality is a quality that varies with different situations. On one day a plan may
be optimal if it uses as few morties as possible, on another day a plan may be best
if it guarantees total destruction of a target at any costs another day the safest
mission might be optimal. Because of these considerations, IRS avoids trying to
optimize plans.

If EIS doesn't opti&mie planning across many missions, what is it good for, KRS
wxcels at plauning complete, valid plans quickly. (These examples will give you an
idea of Man's speed. IRS can autoplan a mission against a single target that wil
r-quire aerial refueling on both ingress and egress in less than one minute,
including planning and coordinating the refueling flights. Airbase X has four
missions (2 aircraft each) scheduled for departure at 0900. Airbase I is attacked at
0730 and will be out of commission until around 1300. ERS is notified that X in
dovn? It automatically finds other bases with the resources for X's scheduled
missions and ropleans the missions using the other bases. Whenever possible, these
new missions will have the sam, time over target and refueling rendezvous an the
original missions. Three minutes after IRS is notified of airboss X going down, it
has finished rescheduling Is' missions.) What IRS provides is greater flexibility to
try out several different plan alternatives before making a final choice.

IRS's FUTURE

Am was stated at the beginning of this paper, KRS is only a rasearch tool. It
was designed to be a proof of concept demonstration, not a field-ready product. The
ideas and technology developed during the IRS project is being applied by NITRE in
building ANMS (A Neta-Level Planning System). AMPS will explore issues such as plan
optimization, the use of global strategies in the matalevel control of planning, and
dynamic replanning. Rome Air Development Center is alse, working to bring
artiiicially intelligent mission planning capabilities closer to deployment in the
field with TEMPLA• (Tactical Experimental Niasion PLAnnea). T3NPLAR is a prototype
system for planning a wvde variety of tactical air missions, not just OCA's. TEMPLAR
is scheduled to be test-1 at the USa" Blue Flag exercise In late 1987.
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DISCUSSION

W.E. Howell, USA

What is the relative time comparisons between the KRS mission planner and a "manual' process
for the same mission?

K.M. Benner
Planning a single mission with KRS takes about 1 minute. Planning 10 packages of several OCA
missions and supporting mission, takes approximately 10 - 15 minutes with KRS. Replanning with
KRS takes approximately 4 - 10 minutes depending upon how many missions had to be replanned.
Planning cf these same missions by people alone takes approximately 2 - 5 times longer. There
are cases where it takes even longer.

J. Schmitz, Netherlands
In planning for an OCA mission, can KRS put together a force package, assemble it within the
current airspace constraints and plan for its routing I.A.W. the current airspace control orcers
to avoid fratricide?

K.M. Benner
KMRS can put together a package of OCA, Air Escort, Sam Suppression, and refuelling co-ordination
all iii time only. KRS does not attempt to deal with the problems of fratricide or air space
control.

R.J, Scott-Wilson, UK
In both papers, you have read today, you have stressed the use of natural language input. In your
experience, do operators use this facility, or do they quickly transfer to the mouse and menu input
systems to improve speed?

K.M. Benner
Yes. To the trained person, mouse and menu are always faster. This is still true even if we
assume a perfect natural language interface. Natural language is good for naive users or ea an
intermediate step to speech ,inderstanding.

P. Sommaro, Italy
Preparing the missions package, Does the system take into account attrition parameters?

K.M. Benner
No. Attrition rates were accounted for when deciding how many sorties could be flown that day.

44
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InC DECISION AID FOR THAEAT PENETRATION ANALYSIS
by

ROBERT J. KRUCHTEN, MAJOR, USAF
ROME AIR DEVILOPMENT CENTER01 GRIFFISS AIR FORCE BASE', NEW YORF 13441-570 0

USAI
SUMOARYi The purpose of this paper is to describe a concept for a threat
penetration anjan p decision aid. A proof-of-concept version of this aid has
been builtXdt 9 a Symbolics 3670 Lisp processing system. Route planning
aids have kien created In the past to find a path through an akea of ground
threats. Unfortunately these aids tend to be limited by a narrow perspective of
the threat environment and a mathematical approach that makes it difficult to add
features. The intent of this effort was to create an aid that used heuristic
reasoning to simplify the analysis and which had a more global perspective of the
environment than the exiatting aids. 'Altheugh there has been recent work, most
notably a TIN effort for In-flight replanning, that offers a more global
perspective oi* the environment than existing aids, the approach used in this aid
Is unique. The ocneept presented here offers great increases in speed over
present route planning aids at a slight loss of precision. In addition, the aid
goes beyond simple route optimization and can grow to directly assist in choosing
tactics, Elactronic Warfare application, or saturation techniques. It also can
qu!ckly add, delete, modify or move threats. It can take on these additional
tasks by exploiting Its speed advantage and data structure. This nApsr will
describe the basic architecture of the aid, some of Its limitations, Its
advantages, Its growth potential, and finally some recommendations for application
development and furtter research.

I 1. BACKGPOUND:
RADC ha, undertaken a major effort In the area of decision aid development. As
part of this effort, RADC has developed a route-planning aid to assist a planner
In identifying the least lethal path through a very lense threat area. This aid
6ses an excellent job of identifying a path and guiding the operator. In
particular, the aid makes maximvm use of terrain masking in its selection of a
route. Unfortunately, the aid takes a relatively long time to calculate the
optimum path.
The approach often used for path optimization is called a branch and bound search
with dynamic programming. This technique first constructs a state space which fora single altitude flight 13 a two dimension array with each cell representing a

geographical position. Each cell of the array has a value corresponding to the
lethality/time for that position. Given a start location and an end location the
problem is to find a path through cells whose sum is the lowest. This is done by
an algorithm creating a route from the start (or end) cell. The algorithm checks
each cost of each move to adjacent cells (plus the sum of moves already taken) and
compares Ir with the cumulative costs of all previous moves rejected. The luast
cost move is chosen (branch) and that route is extended (bound) and the process
repeats. As the lowest cost move is always extended first, the first route to
reach the goal is the least lethal. If a cell that had previowuly beeon entered by
another route Is entered again by another route, the second route is dropped froa
cont.ideratlon as redundant (dynamic programming). (reference 1)
The branch and bcund with dynamic programming technique has the advantage of being
a comprehensive search without searching out all possible paths. Its disadvantage
is that It normall, involves a huge number of alternatives. This occurs because
It must have frequent regressions to extend paths. The number of routes examined
Is thus a function of the size of the state space and the threat distrib.ution.
Although some techniques can be used to speed this process, additional
capabilities (variable altitude, SW tactics, ate) exponentially Increase the size
of the state space (making It a n-dimension array) and thus oxponentially increase
the time to complete the optimization.

2. DECISION AID FOR THREAT PENETRATION ANALYSIS (DATPA)

2.1. DESCRIPTION:

2.1.1. DATPA works to simplify the search process by dramatically reducing the
number of feasible routes. The operating heuristic of DATPA is that It Is
desirable to go around threats or, In the absenca of a threat, so straight toward
the goal. Distance (.uel) limitations will also set limits on the allowable
deviation from a direct course toward the goal. This dramatically reduces the
number of possible routes. In Its present state of development DATPA m&kej the
assumption that lethality/unit time for a threat to essentially constant acrossIts engagement envelope. Note, this does not mean it In less lethal to be at the ,•

center of a threat envelope as mt Its periphery since the time of expesure would
normally be higher at the center. Obviously, this assumption detracts from the

7_ _ _ _ _ _ I .
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purity of the aid, but it allows for great growth potential.

2.1.2. DATPA uses a teo.hnique called 
5
objeot-oriented" progra.ming where the

objects are the threats. These objects have all the oharacteristics of the
threats, Including the methods for avoiding the threats, stored with the threats.
DATPA does this by creating a series of data structures. The first set of
structures defines each of the types of threats In a generic sense. This includes
the threat captbilities against various penetrators, threat range at various
a zimuths, and the suseeptability of the threat to EW, These descriptions use the

FLAVORS functions of ZetaLisp and include all the basic threat characteristics
(methods) for going around the threat without being exposed to it. These data
structures are generic since they do not contain any information pertaining to the
specific location of the threat. The methods in the structures require additional
data such as the number of penetrators, type of penetrators, penetrator speedo LW,
etc. These additional parameters are automatically passed to the functions as the
aid solves the penetration problem. As each actual instance of the threat Is
created an instance of the flavor for that type 'threat is created. As this In
done the terrain masked threat edge Is calculated using a terrain masking
technique similar to that defined by SCT (reference 2). The masking algorithm
develops a series of rays from the threat location to the point at which the
threat is masked for a given above ground level altitude. This point is defined
as the terrain masked edge of ths threat. As the terrain masked edge Is
calculated the azimuth dependent characteristics of the threat are also included.
This is done by defining the edge of the threat as the limit of terrain masking or
the threat range on a "bald" earth. The threat range is contained in a list for
that generic threat type (corrected for orientation). Thus the threat need not be
circular or even symmetrical. The calculated terrain masked edge Is defined by
two lists (one being the reverse of the other) that define the point to point
moves around the threat. These lists loop back on themselves and form the
clockwise and counterclockwise moves around the threat.

2.1.3. DATPA next constructs a large two-dimensional array with the array Indices
corresponding to map coordinates. In this sense the DATPA starts like other
planners, however it differs from them in what is stored in each cell of the
array. Rather than store only the lethality for that map position in each cell,
DATPA stores a list of each threat that can illuminate that cell position. The
lists of threats are updated as the rays for each ýhreat are extended for terrain
masking. This means that once a cell is addressed, all threats of interest are
known and through the data structuring all the unique characteristics (threat
location, type lethality, etc) are also known. In addition, since the threats
types are known, the paths for going around the threats are also known. Finally,
this data also allows an estimated lethal exposure to be calculated for each of
these paths.

2.1.4. Using premise of moving on threat edges and the data structure described
above, the aid can construct a series of routes from a starting location to some
goal. Each route Is constructed using the DEFSTRUCT function of Lisp and contains
the actual route, estimates of lethality and distance, EW capabilities, fuel, etc.
As the route is extended fuel, loading, speed, etc can change. The routes are
constructed using the following rules:

2.1.4.1. In the absence of any threat, go straight toward the goal.

2.1.4.2. Upon encountering a threat (array cell illuminated by a threat) from a
straight line, have the threat project the present route around the threat and
have the threat construct a new route (branch) going the other way around the
threat. Note the threat constructs the alternate routes as extensions to the
existing route (binding). This is done by the threat because the threat data
structure contains all the information about the beat paths around itself. As
these routes are constructed, calculate the lethal exposure and the distance of
eanh. Thus two routes (clockwise and counterclockwise) would be established.

2.1.4.3. Upon encountering a new threat while going around another threat,
project the present route through the new threat, construct another route in the
same direction (clockwise or counterclockwise) around the new threat, and
construct third route in the opposite direction around the new threat and through
the present threat. Since the threat characteristics are known the aid can
determine the lethal exposure and the dist. ace of each route.

2.1.4.4. Whenever new routes are created, all previous routes are compared with
the new routes and the best route (based on lethality and.distance) is extended.

2.1.4.5. If multiple threats are encountered simultaneously, new routes are
created and the existing route is extended for each threat as described above.

IL~ 1h AI
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2.1.4.6. Routes that exceed distance/fuel limitations are eliminated.

2.1.4.7. If the same position is reached by two different routes, the second
route is eliminated from the list of possible routes (dynamic programming). The
logic is that since the least lethal route Is always extended first, any
subsequent route that reaches the same spot must be non-optimum.

2.1.4.8. Exit going around a threat when the goal can be seen.

2.1.5. The above rules create many partial alternate routes, always extending the
mnast favorable route. Thus, the first route to reach the goal becomes the least
lethal. This route has also made maximum use of terrain masking. AdditionalI rules are added to avoid loop backs and redundant routes. This technique is

called a branch anJ bound search technique with dynamic programming and is aimilar
to other rqute planning aids, but here the number of permissible routes is
drastically reduced. Throughout this process the main program does not know how
to extend a route. Instead, it gets this Information and the lethality date from
the individual threats. This simplifies the software and makes it easy to
add/remove/aodify threats or threat types. As threats are added or moved, only
the cells illuminated by the threat need to be changed by adding or subtracting
the threat name. The interaction between threats does not need to be changed
since that is only calcuJlted as the route is built. Figure 1 shows an example of
a route found by DATPA. As can be aeen the route proceeds from the point of
origin ('a' position) directly toward the goal ('x' position) until a threat is
hit. Two alternative routes are then examined around the threat. Since both
routes have a zero lethal exposure, the shortest route Is selected. Note that
DATPA, as written, does not give a final route. The route in figure 1 can be
shortened to go directly from the start position to the threat edge. Figure 2
shows a line of threats with a DATPA generated route. Here, DATPA checks routes
alternately extended clockwise and counterclockwise outward from the center threat
until a point was reeched where a route could be found around al threats. Ir the
range precluded going around all threats, those routes exceedina the range would
be rejected and the least lethal remaining route would be selected. Figure 3
shows a case where there was a distance limit. The route chosen is not the
shortest through the threats, but rather the one with the least threat exposure
while still within distance constraints. Once again DATPA as written, does not
give a final route but merely demonstrates a technique. In addition to the route
3moothing, the routes in the examples should also be limited by aircraft
characteristics and tactical considerations. These features would need to be
added for a deployed system.

2.1.6. The previous description was for finding the least lethal route for a
single speed and single altitude with nu electronic warfare. However the speed of
the aid and ;ts basic architecture allow other characteristics to be examined.
For example, If it is possible to negate a single threat of a given type (through
jamming. Wild Weasel etc) a question arises as to which route is beat and which
threat mhould be negated. For this case, as the DATPA is developing routes and it
encounters a threat which is of the type that can be negated It creates an
additional route ignoring that threat and eliminating the possibility of negating
any other tihreats. Thus new routes are built and compared that reflect the
Selimination of various threats. The first route to reach the goal Is again the
least lethal and, in addition, It shows the best threat to eliminate. Figure 4
shows another route by DATPA where the system was given the capability to destroy
one of the small threats but none of the large threats. The threat destroyed and
the route chosen are shown. Alternate routes were examined by the aid but they
would have involved greater distances. Similar techniques can be %sed to
determine the best speeds to use, best altitudes, or other variable mission
parameters. In each case additional routes are created (reflecting the mission
parameter of Interest) and compared. It would also be possible to use the DITPA
architecture for an aid that would have multiple sorties and would determine the
best use of defense suppression or saturation techniques. An actual system could
eliminate much of the code in the proof of concept version, but would require
additional programming to generate final routes and to use real aircraft
polynomials.

3. LIMITATIONS:

?.I. DATPA is not the panacea to mission planning. While it offers significant
advantages, it will also require human interpretation and other tools. In
addition, the DATPA technique does have some limitations.

3.1.1. DATPA does not incorporate all the considerations (is navigation aids,
minimum/maximum leg length, etc) presently used in planning. Some of these could
be added without problem while others may be best left t(' an operator Interacting
with the software.

4# J4.,.• • , -. ,• - ' • * " • - - - ." . -
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3.1.2. DATPA also does not yield the mathematically optimum route since it Limits
rou~es to threat edges or direct paths toward target.

3.1.3. Finally DATPA is sensitive to threat positioning and altitude for terrain
masking. This limitation, which DATPA shares with otner terrain manking toolsr
makes the route validity very much a function of the threat uncertainty.
Additional studies should be conducted to quantify this limitation and to develop
workarounds (eg position the threat at the highest altitude wLthi,. its uncertainty
envelope).

4. ADVANTAGES/GROWTH

4.1. The primary advantage of DATPA is its relative high speed. The concept
dimonstration can find the best routes in extremely complex environments in less
than one-halt minute simultaneously defining defenses to be suppressed. Although
this is a simplified version of a deployed system, it Is not cptlmised for speed.
In fact, the existing system has a great deal of code to slow down the process to
make it easier to demonstrate. Thus a deployed system incorporating actual weapon
system polynomials should have better times. The actual time is a function oa the
density of the threat and the complexity of the task (speed changes, EW, eto)
required. This speed allows the DATPA to incorporate additional characteristics
that are not feasible with slower techniques. This is a key point. The slight
threat simplifications made by DATPA plus its basic architecture, make a wide
range of planning activities possible. In addition to the items mentioned above,
it would be possible for DATPA architecture to deal with routes involving standoff
weapons, threat degradation through EW, excluded areas, and target prioritization.

5. RECOMMENDATIONS/CONCLUSIONS:

5.1. DATPA as it exists now is strictly a demonstration version written in
ZetaLlsp and running on a Lisp machine. A deployable version of the concept
should be built on a machine presently used by mission planners using actual
threat data and weapon system polynomials. In addition, the strategic and
tactical planners should be surveyed to identify growth areas for DATPA. These
growth capabilities should be incorporated in the deployed systems architecture.
Finally, the deployed system should incorporate characteristics such as navigation
aids, map preparation, route summary, etc to make it easier for the .)perator.

5.2. DATPA hap met its original goal Improving the threat penetration analysis
process using heuristics. While not yet creating a human's global perspective,
DATPA's data structure gives the system the capability to look ahead and project
"qasible alternatives while avoiding a large search problem of infeasible

Lternatives. The techniques used in DATPA are not particularly complex,
difticult, or new. It is a symbolic system using simple heuristics, but it is not
a 'rule' based expert system. Its benefit is not complex mathematical
sophistication, but rather the tremendous advantage of speeding a process even at
the slight loss of precision. This principle opens the door to a wide range o.
future applications.

_ __ __ _
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DISCUSSION

R.W. MacPherson, Canada
Could you explain again why the path choeen stayed lgluod" to the threat circles after it
appeared obv..oua that it could proceedi directly to tha target?

R.J. Kruchten
The path shown in an artefact of the way tho path was calculated by applying the heuristics.
As wam said in the presentation, _urther processing in needed on the path shown.
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1SUMARY
As the threat becomes more sophisticated and weapon systems more complex to meet the

threat, the need for machines to assist the pilot in the assessment of information becomes
paramount. This is particularly true in real-time, high stress situations. Real-time is
defined as whatever time is necessary to perform these functions or tasks. The advent of
artificial intelligence technology offers the opportunity to make quantum advances in the
application of machine technology. However, if Al systems are to find their way into combat
aircraft, they must meet certain criteria, They must be responsive, reliable, easy to use,
flexible, and understandable. This paper compares these criteria with the current status
and concludes that significant additional progress must be made before an Al system can be
used In a combat airborne application. Current Al systems deal with non-real time applica-
tions and require significant user interaction. On the other hand, aircraft applications
require real time, minimum human interaction systems. In order to fill the gap between
where technology is now and where it must be for aircraft applications, considerable govern-
ment research is ongoing in NASA, DARPA, and three services. This paper briefly summarizes
the ongoing research. Finally, recognizing that Al technology is in its embryonic stage,

Sand the aircraft need re very demanding, a number of issues arise. This paper delineates
* these issues and prov de idingewhere appropriate.

POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
As the threat becomes more sophisticated and weapon systems more complex to meet the

threat, the need for machines to assist the pilot in the ansessment of information becomes
paramount. This is particularly true in real-time, high stress situations. Real-time is
defined as whatever time is necessary to perform these functions or tasks. For example,
during the ingress/egress portions of a flight, a machine could alert the pilot to the
presence of a threat, suggest/use countermeasures, and/or recommend an alternative flight
path. During the target acquisition phase. tto machine could recommend target priority,
the appropriate weapon and the firing sequence of the weapons. During the entire flight,
a machine could monitor the aircraft systems "health", diagnose problem areas, indicate
the effect on the mission and reconfigure the system where feasible/appropriate.

Although one normally thinks of a high performance combat aircraft performing these
functions, the helicopter must not be neglected. This is most evident when one considers
the pilot workload implications which attend a single crewperson operating at night in
adverse weather at altitudes which seldom exceed 30 feet. A system of Al augmented capa-
bility is required for both flight path and mission management.

In the easier "ncn-real" time portions of the mission, a machine could plan mission
events, Renerate realignment options and also evaluate options for degraded missions. For
training, a eerie-, of "machi&e experts" could act as Instructors and as a by-product also
provide the documentation of much of the expert's knowledge/expertise which for the most
part may not have been disseminated and thus lost.

The advint of artificial Intelligence technology with the machine assessing, and in
some cases controlling information from many Internal and ewternal systems should lead
designers to think more of integrated avionics system. Seasors will provide information
that will dictate the flight path. Flight surfaces in a damaged situation will be auto-
matically controlled depending upon damage assessment and countermeasures will automatially
be Implemented dependent upon the assessment of the threat. Areas which must be considered
in addition to artificial intelligence, include the avionics architecture, processors,
displays, and the man-machine Interaction.
WHAT kAKES Al DIFFERIENT

In contrasting Al with what is typically recognized as engineering problems, the're
are major difftrences Engineering applications usually concern well-defined problews
for which the path to the solution is known, the algorithms are well-defined (e.g. F.YT),
the memory requireaenta are fixed and the execution time is "pre-determined". On thb
other hand, for Al, the problem is not well-defined (no closed solution exists), ane. the
solution path Is determined "on the fly" and changes as the world changes. In doinif this,
the Al system examines the current state of the world and reacts to it accordiug to a pre-
defined set of rules. The system must also be able to support some means of back-tracking
to determine if the conditions are still the same.

• .• . ., ,: .• • •..•..'• . A
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RR:UIRZD L•IARACrZRISTIVS OF AI SYSTEMS
In order to LI -;etema to find their way into combat airLraft, they must meet certain

criteria. The following is a brief summary of some of the more important areas.

Roepnsive - An Al System must provide needed information when it is required. This is

Sparticularly true in "real time" situations where decisions must be made in a matter of

seconds.' Reliable - The question of how reliable the system must be depends on what functions it

*Tis intended to perform and whether it is in a control or advisory role. Since Al is intend-

ed to perform heuristic reasoning to deal with complex situations with incomplete or

uncertain information, one can only expect it to produce a solution that is pretty good most

of tie time i.e., only as good as the experts. Realizing that an At system will never be

100 reliable does not avoid the issue of identifying how reliable it actually is. This

gives rime to the question of testing and evaluation of intelligent systems. Currently,
there are few metrics for the evaluation of these types of systems. In summary, the ques-
tion of reliability is an area that needs considerable work.
Eay 12 Use - An At system, if it is to be useful, must be easy to use. That means the
pilot bould be able to interact with the machine in a simple manner. Means of interaction
include speech, displays, and tactile I0 (touch panels, etc.). The cockpit environment for
this interaction mutt be considered i.e. noisy, stressful along with the different speakier
types and styles and graphic presentation of complicated information.
Flexible - An At system should be able to adapt to the situation, both internal and externiL
The system, for an Ideal case, should be able to evaluate the pilot's condition and present
information which is appropriate for that situation. Also since the Al system will be
conveying a different type and potentially greater quantity of information to the pilot,
although possibly in a more concise or condensed form, new requirements In interface media
may be needed.
Understandable - An Al system has the ability to explain its reasoning. This explanation of
the reasoning and decision making is one unique requirement for a pilot communicating with
the &I system. Also since the pilot may have knowledge in priorities unknown to the system,
he should be able to redirect, reject, or seek another solution.
At Technolog Status/Needs - Table I presents major categories of an Al system, the current
status and what is rquired for airborne applications. As can be observed from this chart;
significant additional progress must be made before an At system can be used in a combat
airborne application. Current Al systems deal with non-real time applications and require
significant user interaction. The rule base is usually less than a thousand and has lined
man-machine interaction (e.g. voice recognition - 100 words in a non-stress environment).
The hardware's architecture allows only sequential operations highly constraining real time
applications. And finally, researchers are only beginning to scratch the surface in under-
standing how to extract knowledge from the expert and representing that knowledge for
machine operations. On the other hand, aircraft applications require real time, minimum
hdman interaction systems. The rule base will greatly exceed 1000, and voice recognition
of 1000 words under high stress conditions will be required. Machines having architectures
allowing parallel operations for real-time applications along with an easily developed/modi-
tied knowledge base will be needed.

STATE OF THI TIECNOWY FOR INTELLIGENT AIDING IN THE COCKPIT
TECHNICAL ARSA CURRENT CAPABILITIES D IRE CAPfIlLITIE8
expert hystem Non-real 1ti Sel TIm

Reasoning about static Seasoning about dynamically
situation changing environment and time-

based informat ion

Limited capability for deal- Rigorous methods for dealing with
ic with uncertain, tricos- uncertainty

|pil~OtS, obr unconserninýent

Information

Ru•le-based system Modol-based system* lO0-loOoef( 1,000 rule@) rules

n pLimited contros structures pffirient control structures for
i dealing with multiple roprnsonta-

ptilont
Li.mited explanatfon nxtinive explanatlon napnablity
capability ai needed
polbolic computation Hybrid ryssooiic about symbolic
c ,and nSmeric dnformation
Sinale g•pert Multiple Aoopereting lnt ollBont

, Systoems

knowlodg* representation Limited exprensibility Repre rentations for toral,spatial, qualitntive, default,

Plfunctionl, stlcturnl and anilog-
ical knowldeae

problem Nolviulg/pl~ansins Well-defined, fixed goals. Dynamically changing goalsn ondl-

S copdords, robjects and tionS r objects abd proportnes

linglane speech, traMulanguaAgent
Non'-over appn eet Simultaneous and overlapping ovonta

Temporal relations
Plan execution monltora
Incremental Planners

Speech Understanding 100 wordu, roestricetd 1000 word vocabulary, connected
language speech, ratUr 1 languagle

Cowuter Hardware Crew Sequential operations Parallel operations
Crew Intarface Mon-flexible and limited Cram Information requirements

capability by (intelligent systems)
fuot ion
Adaptive aiding
Multlple intarface media
Natural huma-Ilke
Commnication

TAuLE I
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MOnolnE Effort - In order to fill the gap between where the technology is now and where it
bunt re for aircraft applications, considerable research is ongoing. The following is a
brief anmmary of the pertinent efforts.
"DARPA - ')ARPA has initiated its Pilot's Associate Program as part of its strategic computer
program. The Pilot's Associate Program will have as its focus a demonstration that will
both challenge the technology base programs, and that will show the military potential and
the utility of transitioning this work to service programs. Such goals as cooperating
"expert syst.ims, processing speed through parallel processing, and new ways of information
portrayal fir pilots provide majnr program direction.
NASA - The f1'llowing are the applicable ongoing NASA program@:

- Inflight Fault Monitorit • and Do•ia osis - This work is concerned with onboard fault
detection and diagnosi as n aie the flight crew. The purpose of the work is not only
to identify the failure within the aircraft but also to identify its effect on the aircraft
capabilities and functions.

- Crew Error Tolerance - This work is concerned with detecting crew errors and identi-
fying them to the pilot.

- Crew Interface with Intelligent Onboard Systems - This work is concerned with humans
interfacing with intelligent onboard system. This includes using AT for Intelligent
interfaces (e.g. natural lagnuage understanding for voice I/0), the content of the inter-
face between the pilot and specific Intelligent aids, and the interface media used for the
comunication.

- Navintion and Gui•mce
S 2anni ole - This work is mainly focused on space applications, but many of the

basic concepts apply to aviation as well.
ARMY - The Army has established as Centers of Excellence for Al, the Universities of
WPe'sylvania and Texas. The following is a brief description of these efforts:

Universit of Pennsylvania - interaction with dynamic data base, flexible data type
systems, nmvement representation, 3-Ci Ision and robotics.

University of ITxas - problem solving, text knowledge systems, problem solving with
uncert hniques, parallel architecture.
The Army also has the following efforts underway,

- Helicopter Mission Planning and Enroute Navigation - Stanford Research Institute
- AT Theory and Reconfigurable Control Systems - Princeton University
- Study in Natural Multi-Media Communications - Louisiana State University

Representation and Decision Mechanisms in Al - Duke University
- Role of Experience in Common Sense and Expert Problem Solving - Georgia Tech Univ.
- AI, consultpnt program/diagnostic troubleshooting

-Army Aircrew Aircraft Integration - AVSCON
- A! Applications to Army Aviation Systems
- Multiple Expert Resolution - SWL
- General Al - NVEDL
- Decision Aid Supplied to Short Range Air - HEL
- Artificial Vision
- Application of AI to automatic EO Target Tracking and Classification - CSTAL

AIR FORCE - The following is a delineation of the Air Force Programs:
-- Investigation of Combat Aids for Pilots by Expert Systems - Systran Corp.
- Adaptive Tactical Navigation - Analytic/McDonnell Aircraft
- Al Applications for Pilot Decision Aiding - Gen Dyn/TI/GE
- Avionics Expert System Definition - BBN, GD, Boeing/AI/DS
- Panoramic Coc )it and Control Display System - TBD
- Threat Recognition and Processing Techniques - TED
- Unified Trajectory Control System - Lear Siegler
- Cockpit Automation Technology - McDonnell Aircraft, BEN, BDM
- Pave Pillar - TBD

NAV, - The following are the relevant Navy Programs:
- Modeling - ONR - Cognitive Structures and Processes, Human Decision Requirements

Man-Machine Interface
- Threat Classification - NRL, NADC, NUSC - ISAR, Acoustics
- Multi-Sensor Information Integration - NRL, NADC - Radar, BSN, Acoustics,

Intelligence
- Mission Planning - NOSC, NADC - Air Strike Planning, Tanker Air Refueling

Scheduler
- Attack Planning - NADC - ASW Localization/Weapon Launch
- Fault Monitoring/Diagnosis - NRL - Automatic Test Programs
- Target Assessment, Adaptive Control - NWC

PROBLEM 1"MPLE
A typical Navy platform that could be aided by Al is the 12-C aircraft. Its mission

is to provide fleet protection by serving as a command and control post. The operators
on this aircraft are faced with large amounts of data coming from both the on-board sensors
and the data links. After processing, this data is displayed. Because of the amount, rate
and diversity of the data, often the displayed information is cluttered and fragmented.
This leads to an overloaded operation and hence poor tactical decisions. The ultimate
penalty could be fleet destruction.

An AT based solution for this problem could be the addition of an Intelligent adjunct
(machine) that could be inserted after the information is processed and correlated. The
responsibilities of this machine would be to resolve uncertainties and conflicts, provide
sound threat assessment and interpret and predict the actions of the threat. The results
of having such an adjunct would be a unified, Informative display presenting a clear
tactical picture leading to an informed and in control operation.

-SA
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* A key component of an intelligent adjunct is the plan recognition model. Plan
recognition is a process by which hummms interpret/predict the actions of others.

* Theoretical models have evolved in behavorial scieoce which are symbolic, heuristic in
nature. However current plan recognition models/Al techniques cannot deal with threat
activity. If one compares the present atatum of plan recognition against what is required
for the tactical problem, significant shortfalls can be identified an follows:

PRESENT PLAN RECOGNITION TACTICAL PROBLEM
"Where re Are" "Where We Are'

o Single Action/Simple Task o Multiple Actions/Complex Tasks
o Well Defined Goal o Uncertain Goals
o Constrained Actions o Unconstrained Actions
o Certainty in Actions o Uncertainty in Actions
o Limited Revisions o Multiple Revisions
a Time is not a Fetor o Time in a Factor

This problem is currently being investigated at the Naval Air Development Center,
Warminster, Pennsylvania. In order to make the transition from where we are today to
fleet operations, significant developments must be made in knowledge acquisition, parallel
processing, man-machine interaction, and AT tools (e.g., higher order language). -
ISSUES - Recognizing that AT technology is in its embryouic state and the aircraft needs
are very demanding, a number of issues arise. These issues must be addressed by botp the
research and operational communities if AI is ever to realize the expectations peopl.. have
for it. The following is a delineation of some of the issues.

"o How reliable must an AI system be? (Real Time vs Non-Real Time) How do we determine
that reliability?

"o How will we test and evaluate these AI Systems?
"o What should be automated using Al? How far can AT go?
"o What are the limitations on implementing Al in the cockpit? Al Techn.)Ilogy, Hardware,

Pilot-Machine Interface, Pilot Acceptance.
" How adaptable will the Al System be?
"o Hnw are multiple Al and non-AI systems coordinated? How are con #cts between them

resolved?"o How should the emerging AI technology be integrated with convent j•nal automation?
"o What special requirements exist for communicating between pilot itd Al system?
"o How far can Al go in being a successful training device?
"o Can a real time Al system be made cost effective?
"o Is the current ongoing research work in Al addressing the ke.- issr-s, if not what

should be done?
"o What are realistic expectations for Al for aircraft entering serv:-Ce in 1990, 1995,

2000 and beyond? 4 % .
Fd s- After reviewing the operational need, the current state-oY-tht'ýrt, the on-going
rese;rc efforts and the questions still unanbwered, one can conclude the :ollowing:

- The areas in which AI could be the most benefit will be the most difficalt to
implement. The Combat Aircraft Pilot is faced with making life-deciding decisioas in an
uncertain, high stress environment. These decisions in many cases must be ma6e in a matter
of seconds. However, for AT to be able to aid in these sittvations, significairt progress
must be mAde in all aspects of the technology.

- Development is needed in - knowledge acquisition, parallel processing, ns,.n~machine
interaction and AT tools (e.g. high order language).

- Ongoing research efforts could be better coordinated - As noted earlier in this
paper, considerable research efforts are ongoing in DOD and NASA. If fnformation from
these efforts was shared among the workers, duplication could be avoided, the most pressing
issues addressed, and applications to combat aircraft be available earlier.

- Expectations for Al should be in consonance with reality , Currently many people
feel Al will be a cure-all. However, as mentioned earlier, since AT is dealing with heuris-
tic information it is unrealistic to think it will be 100% reliable, (Nothing we have now
is 100% reliable.) Again one has to identify thi roles of Af in providing advice or
actually controlling events. Once that role has been defined, realistic goals can be
formulated and research performed on the outstanding problems.

- Designers should be thinking of system integration aspects of Al - Since aircraft
have a minimum life of 30 years, it faces a changing, ever more sophisticated threat.
Designers of avionics systems Should keep this in mind and attempt to extend their vfiion
to ensure new technologies, such as Al, can easily be integrated into the avionics system.
For example, it is envisioned the Al, systems of varying degrees will be available ovov the
next 25 years. Combat aircraft for fleet introduction in the 1990's are currently being
formulated. These aircraft should be so designed to easily accept the AT advances, This
is the responsibility of the systems architect,
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lu scanic generuticn subsystem contains tw crpments, a scenario excutive which peo'osam th
bookkoeping fuctio for the system, at a scanar moittor which alows a men-, in interfc. I
scnrio escutive mc bles and oate evnt starting with initial orders received from a text
editor. This processm legim after th. modal hs buti coanstrucd., Th omacuti interacts with
mode file to produce a scenario file basd an th events Mlited i. the model file. It also interacts
with the mnario monitor. The scenario monit permits Interactitn with the scenario through a graphic
display. Events can be added or modified through the somario monitor. Tionre options are provided to
allo eagts to be sdded at any point in the soenariot amits may be aIded and scheduled to begin
immediately or thiy may be scheduled to begin in om ,specified length of tirne or they may be scheduled
to begin at m specific time in the scenario.

Sosarion have been developed from the Motorized Rifle Regiment to the ombined Ann Army level
operating within a 200km x 2001m arm boned around the Fulda Gap region of Garmny. Activities reflect
the hierarchical nature of the military unit as well as military doctrine. Detenministic unit moment,
vhicla mefnt, siommcation activity atd air defense activity are ontained within the modela. In
addition, tiem is probsbilistic oamm~icatian and air defae activity icrporated. Physical
realities such as cartographic features, terrain, weather and ttmir effacts have been ircluded.

hn Dynmmic toit Target Siulabaor hns been implmanted on Digital lfuipsnt COrporatitn's VAX
11/785 utilizing a N4MW display system for all usar interactions atd graphic displays. Thn DO1W sys-
ten provides an event driven, deterministic simulation approach. A variety of san ics can be gan-
orated utilizing the systm simply by varying initial order oxsmitiais, entity data or via on-line
interactive event schnduling. Scenarios are recorded for future playback and all generated scenario data
can be viewed an the PAK graphic display system.

Sensor simulation becae a requirement for the SE Teetbed due to the unavailability of sensor
output data. Also, a need arose to be able to generate sensor data utilizing varying operating
characteristics in order to fit y test the exploitation functlios.

The sensor simulation portion of the ASE test environment consists of three euI•pcnents: 1) the
sensors, 2) the platfos, to the extent that sensor performance JI altered by a characteristic such as
altitudR or flight path, and 3) the information content of the output of a sensor grotnd processing
station. Tfs test environmnt currently includes generic models of an MDI senor, a radio da•action/
location sensor, a radar detection/location sensor and an imaging sensor.

Groud truth inforation which has been gensrated utilizing the 0DB system is sent to the sensor
system. Pased on the sensor atd sensor platform characteristics as well as environmetal factors such
as terrain an weather at the time, a detsa-ination is made as to whether or not a detection has bein
made by the sensor. If it is determined that a detection has been made, messages are sent from the
ground processing station to the correlation and fusion functions regarding the detections. Errors are
introduced into the system at each stop of the infonmation flow process to maintain as much realism as
possible.

Tne saeor slualation package has been implemented on a VAX 11/785 utilizing F(RTRAN as the pro-
gramming language. It should be noted that the sensors are simulated only to the degree required to
provide realistic data to the correlation and fusion algoritbme and do not consist of any full scale
simulations or complex calculations.

EVAUJIa7lO

Tie evaluation subsystem of the AME Tetbad consists of two phases: on-line evaluation and poet-
eqpriment evaluation. On-line Evaluatiat is a set of softare and procedures which is modifiable
either at time of experiment initialization or during the corree of an experim•nt. The statistics
gathere! as a result of this data gathering proosw can be displayed orztizunusly or as required. This
permits Judgetts to be male as to whether the experiment is proceeding properly and whether the
proper data is being gathered. If not, modifications can be rade as th experiment progresses.

hi Post-FAverment Evaluation process includes the software necessary to collect the data which
was archived during thi On-Line Evaluation phase and to message the data so that post-experimnt analysis
can be dns. Post-Experiment evaluation also utilizes tho ground truth file created by 0019 and other
file which are asosse.! during the exparimnt. Products created by the Post-Experimnt Evaluation
prom inclue a trace of all functions utilized, a trace report of any products produced by any of
tin algoritim, a list ot any "ground trth events" rot detected by the saemors, ad a data base
activity report.

MSE 5501?T

The AMSEle t is the segment of tinASE Thstbsd %tare all of the Alti-sensor exploitatio
fiactians are implamnted. finMEAB Seant software performs rapid correlation of inforsetiat obtains!
from both tin advance, metr-reel-tins, high volume sensor systmandt intelligence inabouatiot KAU=
at utilize the resulting correlated data bos to locate areas of high ground activity, identify mil-
itary units, maintain a continus cteervetiat of hgh priovity targets, at identify threats to
friendly air mission. These tasks are p, F , I by the n-cxatia, of six functions; correlation,
wide aea surveillance, military unit analysi, special target unlysia, Jynsec situaticma assessment
ext aba~tic threat analysis. Support filies rictss cart uogrpi ead terratin data files, ruder atd
radio characteristic files atd tit torplsuing films are utilized by thn aix functions.
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The ability to fuse the raitti-seisor data and display it in a omrehoosible format to the user
fuidaxintall~y depioda an the ccrreilation or "association" of the serow reports to each other. Oorrele-
tinacep~ts the muow reports fromr all of the sensor types an a C31 sou". and integrates tiuse
reports into a single data base that is util Ised by the other functions to develop a dynmldc representa-
tion of the battlefield. itre date in the correlate data baee ia stored as either an entity or grup
An wartity is a radio or radar anid a grnW is made up .af several, vehicles and my have arm or awre
entit~ies associasted with it. New reports are aseomiatad with existing daua by utilizing radio and radar
detection reports for entity to entity and entity to group associations and the MI, Imging, ari C31
reports for group to gru" asoocistions.

when either a radio or radar detection rw~ort in received, the confidenc levtl of tte sensor target-
ID is cherked. If a high ocinidenoe lemel Is ind~icated, the association file is ireardnad to find wa
ent,.ty pr~eviouuly ltike! to that sumso target- ID. if an entity is found, the association file is
updated. Otherwise, a niew entity is added to the associationr file. rf the connfidence level of the
sensor target ID is ice, then a mesuremet of association (WA) is calculated. 7.10 K is a foinsega
that weights various aztributaxsuc~h as frequency, position, and pulse repetitioni interval by their
reliability. lIhe Mk is caeimalated by first filtering out entities that arm of a different type or axe
i4ierating at a dif Fe1en1t frequency. Thre rmimming entitles are given a 'closenes amausr" which is
based on phuysical location. Thre *cineemss measure" value of each entity is then corpered to a
specific distaawe and if the ratio of the f~ to the latter is greeter than ame, then the entity and
target. vaport axe aaiewed to he the saur.

if the target report is associated to more than one entity, a hekwill be und to see if the
entities sh=Wl he merged. A check in NOde into encn of the candidate entities history files and than
an 4altmftixx Ise me as to whether to crehirw the entitle. cr riot. if the aentities are oaibined, a now
ID ia qiLven to the g I entities and the old. entities 3re delo*e! from the data baue.

For M@I aesoctiatitms, candidates axm first screened by uma of intereat (AM) . The area cf
interest imi the sexines radius possible given the zmkwfRM speSO of the groW and the time 'speed since
the lest gru report. Thre remining candidates are then assigned a MR- wichi is basnd on phyaica.l
location. if the timea lapee froe the lest group report to the curren target report is large, than tee
MR is calculated based on trafficabiLity. lihe candidate grous that are ruemaning are then sorted

aocxrrdin to whether they have a strong or wowc associatioun to the tariget report

PtC31 iden!fiction ad Mingig snorertthe grou sssry Eile is aeardned for groups

area of interest. 1noese groups which peass the k)I test axe asuigneel an NOR which ia ba-sed an physical
location. Oeing predetermined thresholds, the group is given a strong or week associatiomn to the

t rget r~ based on its MR v"hre. If & target is asauciatad highly with more then one gmaupt then
the history file of each groupo is checked to sam if the cvzuqm shourld be merged. If the group sire

Irr then the nowdy formd growi is given a now IM and the old grt~ are deleted.

Fbn entity to groW aasociati-ns, the rad- anid radar detection reports are clocnkal to see if they
Icrss with an entity that was pr-eviously associated with a graor. If a link does exist betweem

the entity aid a groW then the =r44m in the data base are ecreened acorteing to physioal location.
Me MA. is calc~ulated for all groups that pass the screening brat. lire caimdnticn of the MR~ is
brsed on thre pittiabi~lty of the eintity being associated with the group given the location of the
entity. Based on the value of the !A thre entity to group association is given a confidence level.
A check is thren nrale into the histories of thu entity and groupo to see if they slriuld be associated
together. "inow that pass the history check and have a high ornifidene levell are associatei together.

WIDE AM SUVXZN

lItnovedge of the L-wrl &rd type of activity acrcas the battlefield is an essential a-met when
deciding wtw-e l imited peresonnal and resorce rihwMl be concentrated for intelligence collection.
such information would -3lijnnsat waste and speed up the identification proceas of units i-n regions of
high activity. Wide Area Surveillance (MRS) utilizs the sensor reports to toildA a srwmillac rJMp
divided into SN. x 5N. grid crell. over the whole cartographric area. Eac grid cell imuoates the level
of activity Lveral and the level of activity for each sensor type by using a colm coded schwa with
each codr reprowenting a different thresho~ld set by the user.

in datensining thre activity level of each sensor in the grid cells, the Wide Area S~urveillance
func~tion co~unts the 1 , r of target reports for each sensor type per grid cell. within toseparate
time pericods. lire tim periods are divided into a aart one of five minutes arid a long oure of an tr-ur
excet for WIT target reports idare eurveillann data is already in a surveillance rap format so the
short interval in already coqlsets. Vim an end to either tire interval occurs, the finished sur-
vail~lanice mop is a sore anid the riew data is diuplaystl.

MILIUM~ UNIT ANALSIS

lire lilmitation of resorces iwceed upon a tactical battlefield decision marker mike essential
the identification and prioritization of potential targets. Providing tire lAentificktion ospebilt
within the Ass a33.ent is the Military U~nit Analysis MRt) functions. lre nL. ibary mrits can be
identified from the correlated sensor aid inftellgec data by aggregating Um.r grous and entities
i.nto larger units ard then temlating the larger tantis- cheracteri~st~ics with characteristics of b1si
msite. ine military uknit Analysis funiction takes the groups and entities ant aggregates them into
battalioins andl the battalicons into regiments and then identifies these units by their chrarcteristics.

Thre battalion wes chosen as tkie basic militury unit because, in nm-nuelaer conditions, the conierds
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in bttaio adth veicesina compan ame both po 25 to 50 a~ part. ThsMakes it

NM ggrphaall ofteetiiten ad grup frus tJ-m cozzeated afta busa into highe level

they fall within te - 'uo m oth of tim unit ourenty being buUt. GrAs all of the highmr levell
units have been foom, a dusrectecistice waoter, Wichl is the ocuine cheranterietics at all the
elemnits in the unit taozutd Lu Idscaracteristic vacbm is j Io against io un its ad an
attemt is mids to identify theunmit type and associate with it a confidw level. Afte thm type
of the unit has been distinguished, the sleen M of the candidateunit am coprdwith thm
s laemut Iaof units already in the data baes and if over orne-hlfl of the Me du than the data
bass is updaead, otlmuewise a new unit JA established in the data buss.

An ausst to any fighting unit is thm ability to disupt thm wot and control. 70 do
*this, iiomation abot tem um uum n its ia uequired. Suc infointion is supplied to the

user by musizng aitity rptsof the corlated data buss. Fzoa tiemes reports the Special Target
Ar&lysis (O fiunction am bam uimp'a ns, uhpli nutw and also ident~ify tim nodes and ui4xlm noet
by type.

In processing tim re;os the Special Trge - kalysis furnction orn au en tity blook if tOn
incomt ing is tim first am for that anittar. "au description of the enittar is uplao if the

rotis thm second or geatar tim itter reotis then Ius firtatr.

If the anittr Amsit red=r, it is first tomlatMd to allvedly existing nodesan thmeai of cc-
l~otion. Eac nods type nent contain the radar typo, and tim nod mint sot lave its full comlamit
or the suitter Will rat be associated to the nods. If the emitter -v be added to an udietiMng ods,
then a now nods is create utilizing unclunterel radars and applying tietm 1aiting process to them.
An attempt is made to fornm edditiroel air defaus unit I elemens whow~ initial identification
was niLguoun. This is done by tamplating anl using additional " ctr Ijni and deplayot cmutraintA.
If the amt~ter smos~ be asacxiated with a sods, time it is put in the iunluntard amittar file.

If tim smitter is a radix then it can be of two types; aszxlax or diilmc. A sliqilei radio
czpwrates on a single frequency while a hupluc radio operates so multiple fr.eumecius. if the candidate
emitter in a simplaz radio, the function tries to find a -JqimW= nut operating at the uwe frequency
and sodulati-ni as tem muitt. The saitter is tianaded~ to a nods soi the hais of co-loostiso and the
fact tiat no otni- ajimplex radio at tie nods can have thm mam frequmncy. if the emitter cannot he
added to a sod* or nuft than a now nods or nut is crested utilizing uncliantere entities. WWmVr a
sieplam not has three or aoe-members it is tamlate to find its type. Div] radios are attempted
to be added to cdating duplex nut& or nodes in the esame m ds tie-mWszi~ radioe and the urn-
clustered duplaK radios are toosussd t-. fi,- new nuts or node. The noda that are ; Ita are
tempate to 4stabJ~ish their type and any emitte %;--t .. mu be associate with a roda is pit in the
umclustared emi~tter file.

Smursodue are fore fiwi the fuion.s of radar, sWeplax radio, and duplax radio portkmns of a
soda. Once suprodam have been crested or updated by thm incoming emitter report thay are tempilaetm
to findS their type and identification.

AUZO THFWt ANALYSIS

Timheb Atohreat Anelyris function deterainmu if any air defenie n i~t (ADO) posese a threat to
any planed friendly missions. If athrest dome cc=u, a qjrti issued o teimue indhicating the
threatzmad mission, tim threakani~ng PJDJ(s) and the legs of the wAdsicri that are threatmene.

At the start upi of tim ASE 1tamt anu for eauch mission that insubsequenntly adde, a check is
and. against every AMi and its coverge envelops. Thm coverage arvelo or threat circle is assmed
to be a cylinder outrlat tim AW's locutijon with thi radius equal to the dmaxia ug of the ADI'.
mnissile and the )mitrt equal to the mda-4- sffective altitude of the missile. Both the radius ard
height of the threat circle are dwtanane wi-mut regard to the terrain. Also, after a delta time of
t, where t is deterined beforehand, the Mr File is searched for all kwunm ANX. if there is a now
AM, its darertaristics (speed, lcatioun, type, and id) ame ~~ to the A13 Table of the hfto Threat
Analysis functioni. The now MU is tian dm-dIcal agaiinst all aiasionis in the Threat Table to determine
if a threat dexits. All tim A~s that were previoualy re,-r I dI in the AlM File are oqpred to their
ocoorlinates in tiem V TWI sl and if there is any aignificat moaet of tim ABU, it isn md against
all tem Missions in the Threat Table to detanwizm if a threat dexits and tim AWes nrA loction is
recorded into the 11V TMAbe. Any threats as determined by the Auto Threat Asolysis function are
sent to the C3 1 subrystem, inicanting sdausion, threstaml lope, and threatening MU This data is
then displayai so a Catd Pay Tube (CR) screwi.

The user may select oertain units as being of high priority and wish to followt thm devselomint
of thoss mnits. Buit data is available so tismm targets ceuly as long as the manors can e" "thus.
once em m lass a target Ane to atlcin orc tarrain smking, tie user mm"n, valumabl
time rinlaiclftizg all of the possble wit positionsu fteL that target. The Dynantc Situation
Auwsnt MW) funcation of tem An Elam*t eliminates the problm of manual mearduing for a target
arm it is lest to shadosing ad evi identifies those targets that am a high priority.

Tem %wmriac Situaiomni Aeemmnt funatim first seartiui. the Dynado0 of Battle PMI) adl
SW. Data Meuu to identify targets that are to be conidered high priority. Vhuu a high priority
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target is found4 its tye ", and looation ar e aved for later use by the func~tion. Ito every high
priority target at an itrscczthe poition of the target at the neat intesesction is projected.

00 rojctd pthis then d to see if there will be any swner loss due to shadowing. if
sme lass is found, the location of thu loss andi the msensr type are Pent to the task sensor functioni.
Vhi. loss informtion is then used to teask the owner to "look at the projected ext points of the

shdwdarma at a tim when the target is egce to be there. In this usermer, the owneors keep
a Iran-iuu watc an the high priority targets as identified by the user and the location of the
targets is Alay )OM

All of the functions of the ME Zlumt intearct with moio control fiunctions whuich allowi all
data generated to be dispaym graphically- this date in represented by varying symbols and Colors
ad is ovelayed on a digitized cartographic data bons. Tti resulting 'pictures' give the user an up-
to-date graphical representation of the battlefisld. Wem graphic displays, thro4ug the use of a man-
adnchn interfaes func~tion, allow the user to brinea up specific statistics an the exc coordinates,
speed, frequncy, and etc. of ary target in the date bases. 7his knowledge helps the user in deciding
the plann~ing, allocation ard depbijeent of resource within his arma of interest.

"ai AS 214int hes been implemeted an a VAX 11/785 utilizing POMPN as the programming
language. All grapics are displayed an the ftMUC graphuics display monitor. Omed inputs are made
thrioughthemiNW=display systan also. All textual date is displayed an Digital Equipmnt Cmwxpration's

Utilizing the AC Blemet: within the Ast ?etbad allow a sore realistic evaluation of the functions
utilixed in the identification of battlefield targets. Themoadular aproach in the deign also alL.us
the subistituition of Teatbad edemaits or ASSBIlemat functions to test a variety of sourcessasd fur~cticnu.
Plamund Iupgraes aid aditions to the Tastbad will sivand the capabilities of the Tetbad and provide
an eve soc. realistic teat envrzromt. Plalistic teat environments expedite the development of con-
cats and todiquse that provide the user with the informationi that is requiredl in the most afficient

Allen, Steven D., at al.,* PAR Technlogy Oerp., Advance Sensor Eqlgilitaticn (ASE) Dupleauitaticn
Pinml '1edmical Pao , P 1983, RADC-'lR-82-334, Vol. 1.

DISCUSSION

N.L. Bumbridge, UK
What database are you using for your line of eight terrain rbscuration?

J. Antonik
The database used is the US Defense Napping Agency's Digital Terrain Elevation Database (DTED).
The level of the date is DTED Level Ill.

R~. Cowderoy, UK
* How such of the system hes bean constructed and how is the system being demonstrated?

J. Antc'nik
All of the functions and capabilities discussed in this paper heve been constructed and
implemented. The system is being demonstrated at RADC on a VAX 11/785 utilizing a RATETKI
graphics system. Graphic symbol* (military units and such) are overlayed on a digitized
cartographic database of the area of interest.
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The Itw ted multiseor tarsetin effort presented In this papers s a United Statee Navy Exploratory Development
prepram directe at the development and demonntration of multbemor targeting alrftun for air-to-air applicaton. The pro.
OVE1 .fr develolng the capty is deecribed. The current al1orithu development is presented. The simulation tool and the
real-time systen which support the development and demonstration of the algorithms, respectively, asho are described, and
finolythe plans for bdtetn the capability are discussed briefly.

Future air combat and attack environments will confront the pilot with a density and diversity of targets, defenses, and
countenneasures that Lway overload the unaided sngle.- or two-place aircrew. This paper describes a computer-based multi-
sensor targeting (MST) as-.tem development, which will combine multbsnsor data in real time to generate an Integrated MST
display for air-to-air combat. This is a critical function which is needed to sapport the future development of an automated
knowledge-bsed itformastion procesdng system that integra•e mu controls various aircraft sensors fox fully automatic target
detection, acquisition, identification, and tracklng

CThe ongoin pbog r a explortory development program directed at the development and demonstration of an
MIT tracking algorithm. Targeting outputs from a multifunction radar, an Infrared search and track (IRST) set, and a passive•- intercept receiver aen being integprated and correlated to provide accurate, hish-confilenxe multisensor tarsgetins in go higld y

dynamic ir-to-air combat environment under all conditions of weather, visibility, and electronic order of battle.

A real-time demonstration system is being developld to demonstrate the algorithm. The system is being designed for

flexibility of use. It will be capable of simnultaneomly acoepting sensor data, processin the MST data, erchvn time-
correlated sensor data (both raw and processed) and MST data for later analysis, and generating UIST symbology fcr presentation
on a graphica display. A rged host computer is used to Implement the system for use in the laboratory or at a ground-
bassa test site. A non-real-nec imulation system saso has been assembled to support the development, test, and evaluation
of the algorithms in the laboratory under simulated test and air combat conditk .IL The non-real-time simulation also
provides a capability to simulate senaor outputs for driving the real-time system in the laboratory as part of the system
Integration and checkout prior to field integration of the system with real sensors.

SINULATION

Because of the limited reources available to mspport an exploratory development project, the deslgn philosophy of this
psogram has been to make maximum use of existing software and facilities. The creation of a multinsar .lr-to-air simulation
s an ex ample of the application of this principle. An existing radar-only simulation was modified to add the additional

sensor, needed. The basic simulation, celled SLAATS (System Level Air-to-Air Tactical Simulation), was developed by the
Weapon Department of the Naval Weapora Center. It is written in Simacript. a hblheworder computer language with special
feature de&*ned to facilitate slmustlon writing, and includes an event timer and linked-lt storage structure.

SLAATS is a dynamic air combat simulation which models each aircraft as a network of interconmunicating subsystems
(se Figure 1) that interact by exchanging discrete mse*n This structure made It possible to add additional sensors t( the
airraft in a tralshtforwaro l way. SLAATS operate& in finite time steps, with typlviW event-to-event separation on the order
of I second. For multbisor tacking, the mos important events aem the end-of-frame time of each sensor when the sesr'so'
updated track ffies are tranmaitted to the muitisnsor tacker. Aircraft dynamica as normally updated at a one--parecond
'ate and am modeled with three degrees of heodom so that aircreft orientation is specified by velocity and acceleration
vectors.

S,'• ",,..: ".1 '"
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FIGURE 1. SLAATS Node Tree of an Aircraft.

To make SLAATS a multisensor simulation, a new program module was created to model the IRST system. Like the
existing radar module, it transmits the contents of its current track files to the multisensor tracker at the end of each frame.
Simple models for the infrared (IR) emisions of aircraft akin tailpipe, and plume were created, and their input data added
to the parameter list for each type of target in the simulation. In addition, models weo set up for the IR surface and sky
backgounds, and for atmophesic attenuation. The general approach has been to match the level of reallan In the IR inodel
to that found in the radar model, which urse a Swerling model with a multipath correction factor for the radar cross
section.

The modeln of the passive radio frequency (RF) sensor chosen for the demonstration was accomplished by adding code
and input parameters to the existing radar simulation.

Two features enhance the usefulneas of the simulation. The first is a simple ineasure of effectiveness foa evaluating the
effectiveness of the tracking algorithm. The function is inversely proportional to the average error between the track and the
tne target position, and directly psoportional to the length of time for which the track is maintained. The second is the
capability to generate output files containing time-taged multiensor sensor data, and to replay thes files later without the
need to repeat all of the calculations of the simulation dynamkn. The real-time computer sytem is being designed to accept
these ille as inputs when rpe sensona are unavailable. In addition, the simulation will be able to replay the data archived by
the real-time system in teats with actual sensors. Fiure 2a is a block diagram of the software modiule used in the simulation,
and Flgure 2b shows the dein concept which Is being used to implement the interface betv en the simulation and the
real-time system.

MULTIS SOR TARGETING ALGORITlM

As with the smulation, an exstian software program was taken as the starting point for the development of the multi-
sensor tacking algorthmn. This was the Misdon Avionics Sensor Synerglasn (MASS)/MIINYAN algorithm developed vt the Naval
Air Development Center for the miultiensr tracking of ships by murveillance aircraft. Although substantial charges were
needed to adapt it to the air.to--'- environment, it embodied the basic structure of a tracking algorithm, a diagrammed in
Figure 3. The tracker condsta c • basic functions:

I. The amoclation function, which accepts the data provided by each sensor in turn and attempts to corrlate it with
existing multivensr tracks. If this is not possible, it creates new tracks. It also deletes old tracks if they have not been
updated for a sufficiently long interval.

2. The update function, which combines the new data with existing tracks once the best matches have been deter-
mined. Kalman 11ltering is the technique used to implement the update function.

Agreement and brands-and-bound algorithms are employed as the central elements of the association function. Branch-
and-bound Is a standard mathematical technique for findft optimal solutions 'p search problems In minimun time. In orde
to use this algodrthm, It is fst neesasary to defme and calculste an agreement function that measures the likelihood that a.A
one sonsor detection is associated with any one multseaskor back. The specific function used by this tracker is the chi-aquared
distribution function of the standardize d iffsence betweem ma ultsor trc and a senaor detection. When a ssor coar-
pletes a san frame and delvm its data to the wacker, the valuaes of this Weement function ar calculated for all possbed,
combinations of tracks and detwct-s, and w sn olaued in an agreement matrix. Finding the set of one-to-one
matches betwee•n ws atw 'W .At wrl as sun of the matrix elments for the set is thus equivalent to fnding
the most probable cu sl detetion' , tracks.

"i' -'-_-'_._
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FIGURE 2a. Structure of Non-Real-Time Simulation.
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lAPMS

REAk'AIME SYSTEM .. tz I
FIGURE 2b. Real--Time System and Slmilatlon Interfaces.

The following Is a description of the basic steps performed by the brunch-and-bound allovithm, in resolving amnbigulties
in the association of multisen*or tracks and senio:- detections.

1. Set up the track asnkment problem as a decision tree.

2. Define a numerical measure for the goodness of all possible solutions, with the best measure behij the one that is
minimum.

3. At each point ani the deddon tree, determine a low., bound on the goodness meassu If 1thi branch is foilowed.

4. Use heuristics to determine the branch most likely to yield the br* solution, and fol~ow it to the end.

5. Explore other branches only aunhit their Iowea bounds exceed the bedt value alhady found

V, -I - - -- -
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FIGURE 3. Generic Munltieesnr Tracker Functions.

The fis modification made in the tbuckes was simply the conversion from buacking in tyro dhmensions to three. The
parameter of the Kalman filter In the track update function aim wr modified to reflect the vastly plester maneuverability
of aircrft targets and the difierent resolution of the air-to-air umanr Further modifications Include the following.

!. An alternate rlanch-end-bound procedure, wic cannot reexplore the same brnmch of the dectlo~ln tree, a
developed and urbe•Ituted. The original branch-and-bound piceur could become trapped in an infinite loop if presented
with multiple buacka ocuapyhs the mane "region of confusion."

2. A cnlusering altorithm Ii being developed to modify the bucket to provide a capability to handle closely packed
targets. The origlnal loetion function viewed the trac-matchn problem - smtrctly a one-to-one mapping: one buack can
neve- match wr~h more than one sensor detection, and vice vae.L This property, canses problems because of the minnatch lii
sensor remolutlon-het'rmen radar and IRST, for example. The radar cannot resolve multiple targets within a resolut~on cell,
and so creates a single buack for a closely space formation. However, the IRST has multiple dete~t~one for the same for.
matlon becauas of Lts urperor anglalr resolution. The orilglnd association procedure would match only one of there detections
with the radar buack and leave the rest of them "dangling", unassocleted with the radar danta. Our solution is to preproes
the IRST data and cluster multiple detections occupying the same region of phase space into "raid buacks" with truck
coordinates gliven by the cen~trd of the individual trucks. The limits on the size of the clusters will be matcn~ed to the
radar resolution.

3. The requirement of onk-to-ons comresondmnc between tracks and targets also causes difficultiss for the case of
multiple targets on converin or diegn courses. When a grup of closely spaced targets, which are detected as a single
track, approaches near enough to be resoled into individual aircraft, thre present version of the algorithm creates new trucks
that have no correlation with the buack history of the origlnal buack. Tihe revers of the same process occurs when multiple
individual targets come tog~ether to make a formation. The reulting single raid track does not preaserve the truck history of
the merged trucks. A bruck history function most likely will be added to resolve this deficiency In the algorithm. As described,
the tieant multisensor brucket has been desigated the baseline for the development effort, and will evolve further as the
progran progrsss and better understanding of air-to-sir tracker requirements i gained.

The baseline multiensor targeting algoritiri has been coded into the non•-real-time simulation and is currently operational.
An example of the performance level achievable by the b,-aellne /is illustrated by the plots in F•gure 4.

* ~~~These plots were generated by a glraphics package acin on the output of the multisensr simulation. The graphics were
* ~detigne as an englneerlng tool to aid algorithmn development, and not as a tactical display simulation; however, they do

demonstrate the problems involved In effectively interfacing multiple sensors with an alire~w. Figure 4a showe the true poal-
tion histories of the targ~ta In a typical simulation scenario: a five-aircrft formation passng obliquely acro- the field of
regard of the mnultlple-.ensor platform. In this scenario, the sensor platform is stationar, as under conditions of roofhouse
testtng. The simulation asor permits a flying and maneuvering unsor platform. Figure 4b shows the instantaneous sinle-sensor
burck data when the targlets are centered in the field of regard. Figure 4c contains the buack histories generated by the '

*multleemsor bucker to be compared with the bstraect•ories in Figure 4L "

IREAL-TIME SYSTE

The iardware architectun. of th-• real-time systam, which will host the eeuitisenor targeting aliorithm for field tes~irn8

and evaluation, !• shown in Figure 5.

The system is built aroend. a Runed Digital VAX 11/751. The functions, tn,be Ispiernanted in the VPX inlud'ue: thte

traerd atel In rea time; and archiving the data for laera replay anid analysis

,A RATE 422514220 grephlce nueeo pal wil mappost both it~lgb-.-sanrioa cooapl display and low-reeobotiun;
* ~~video reeoria of data in reel thm. Dt arhie wil be maintained on a VAX-Ill/751 Winchester dk in reel time, and

• :: )on stndr half-inch magnetic tape for long-term stolse, e. .
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FIGURE 4s. Five-Aliraft Oblique Scenario, Track History, Truth Data.
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FIGURE 4b. FPW-Akrraft Oblique Scenario, Single Sensonr Snapshot.
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The detb bus planned for the sysem 13 MIL-STD-15S3113 which it spporteci at the VAX UNIBUS by an SCI Systems
but controllec. RS-232C and RS-423A tux interface are also implemenited to poMde additional veranitlty. The IS$3
interface with the hod computer and the bus controller it implemented In an AvioOICs Laboratory Integration Device (AUID).
The ALID device also includea a shared UNIBUS memory which allows a second VAX-I 1/7S0 to be btterruetd with the
system to add another half-MIIS of processing power.

The multlhensor tracking meal--time systm softw~tre architecture Is shown in !irns 6.
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Inadtint huig e S agrthn hemkm syte Inldesspotsfwr moduee that: intterbe the

rqal.41U10 the desmostration -teost esutlom remults. Tlsmain feature o t%s syse softwase architecture Is loosely
coupled asynchsonousa syste that -us under the VMS operat&% sytm The softwae modules that make up the achitecture
an as flollows.

1. =UUIAnLUUORB - provlide a realitic. asynchronous model of the sensor data outaputs and ratee for driving
the reel-ime system dunkin development and debuggng.

2. ACQUIRL.Th(EIAML.AND-BUITEILDATA - is the software module responsible for interfacing with the
suamer to acquire data, to tbmestamp the data with systsen cloK* time, and to route the data to the appropriate RAM
memory hkcations for use by other programs.

3. 11,WSFO3N ON.YLATFORM..MOION - Is rseponsible for processing target tracking data from range instrumenk-
tation am)' provlitif a pseudo inertial navigation "yaem (INS) data store, designated (OWC-PIATPORLYLIGIIT..PROFILE).
The data is available flor kinput to the tracking algorithms. Also, the INS data can be manipulated by the TRAN4SFORM-n
OWN- .. ATFORJI-dOTION program to make the stationary test site appear to be maneuvering, which is a requirement for
the operation of the RANGE-PASSIVELY module,

4. RANGE..PASSWELY - computes range eatimates for the target aircraft based on own platform mensor angle-only
and INS data.

5. M4A] AM-30M4UOLTRACY-FILES - processes RAW-SENSOR-DATA using gating functions and KALMAN
tlltering to generate and maintain sensor tracks

6. CORREIATE-MULTISEN8OR..ThACKS - designates the multisentor targeting algorithm which will be boated by
tic system.

7. ARCHIVE-TEST-DATA - is a series of programs that store all reel-time data on magnetic media for later replay
Or analysia.

8. CONSOLHIATE-TEST.DATA-.FOR-D5PLAY - prucema target position data from dissimilar data bases and uni-
formly flonnata them for acces by the DISPLAY-TEST-DATA programs.

9. DUPLAY-TEST-DATA - implements interfacea with either a D.E.C. VT241 medlumn-retolution graphics terminal of
a RANTER 4225 hlgh-resolutlon graphics device for displaying multitensor targeting teat and evaluation rMUHLts

The software architecture selected for the implementation of the reall-time "yatm Is very flexible and versatile. Its
loosely coupled. aaynchronous design allows independent development and testing of the modules, and additionally will support
major architecture modifications at a low incremental cost as the programn progresses and for follow-on efforts.

The real-time syatm and the non-real-time simulation also are designed to enable the exchange of data between the
two systerm to expedite and support algorithm developmeut and demomvtr-tlon. A utility program Is used ins the real-time
system to convert eimulation output tape, to an acceptable f mist P,> input to the. ARCEIVE-rILES module. A REPLAY-
ARCHIVE mibftiction in the ARCHIVE..TEST-DATA module is cabkt '( replaying the data into the real-time systm in
pseudo real time. Similarly, data can be transferred from the real-time vRý,tem to the simuittlon by a utility that converts
the ARCHIVE..FILES data 'o a modified simulation input format.

TEST PLANS

The real-time systm will be installed in a roofisouse environment and tested and evaluated against flyover targets. A
data feed f~rom the range Instrumentation radars will provide ground truth data against which sesr performance and multi-
sonsor tracker performance can be compared. Controlled target aircraft will then be flown in patterns within the field of
regard of the colocated wnsmous. Patterns will be chosen to exercise critical aspects of the multisensor tracker (merging, sphtltg
centrokldln etc.) at rangea and altitudes that take advantage of optimum multisensor performance. The test ranges and
attitudes of these scenarios are expected to be somewhat different from operational scenarios due to the ground-based nature
of the demonstration. Data will be acquired and processed in real time in the field, after which the archive data will be
returned to the laboratory for detailed analysis and to support fusrther development/retingMnet of algouithmns, Algorithm
modifications made as a result of the laboratory analysis of the data base will then be added to the real-time system for
evaluation In fusture field testing.

CONCLUStION

The MiST program is the firat phase of a lona-rang program to develop a fully automated targeting system for tactical
*icraft, capable of processing .7aw sensor data for: target e.-tectlon, identification, and tracking; controlling sermor modes;
displaying targeting data to the aircmw; and pasing data to weapon systems. Targeting souroba to be integrated include radar;
IRST; padse RF sensors; fbrwa.,d-ooklng infrared; Identification, friend or foe; Joint tactical Information distrnibution systm;
etc. The realization of this long-rag goal will depend on the successfual dstvelopmot of an effectie MiST tdracing algorithmn.

The status of the current algorithm development effort ls that a baseline multisermor tracker has been demonstratd in
simulation. The tracker kai msucessfuly correlated las from multiple sensor Inputs and provides snooth, well-behavred tracks
under optimum conditions. Its performance can clerl be improve in --vatl areas and wosrk will continue in this direction
in the months ahead. A system architecture for the rash-time demonstration of the algorithmn has been defined and is currently
beina implemnuted. ThW requirements for tesins; and evaluating the algorithm ane generally known, and testing Is phanned4
to stant in about the Soptember 1986 timefosm. ,K

"I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . &Nam_ ______
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DiSCUSSJON

M. Stoll, Yrance

If there is digital data transmission between A/C. you could consider co.relatinfp sensors which
are not on the same platform. Have you worked in that direction?

P.O. Krueger
We have worked in that direction, addressing navigation accuracy requirements in relation to
"targetting accuracies desired. But that is not a part of this effort.

R.J. Scott-Wilson, UK
How well does the sensor fusion algorithm handle the occurrence of data arriving in a non-
chronological order, such as from sensors with extreme differences in data rate?

P.G. Krueger
There is no particular problem. The algorithm as implemented, updates the correlated track file
every two seconds, using data in the individual sensor's track files. If a sensor reports, say,

Severy 10 update intervals, its data will be correlated with the other sensors' data wher. it arrives
and integrated with the existing multi-sensor track file.
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O Abstract
0• Alternatives to the von Neumann arohitectural model are under study by members of
O the advanoed computer arohiteoture community. Recent developments in multiprocessor

technology can be shown to provide performance speed Increases in the execution of
expert systems. Several of these efforts have boon followed closely and are assessedQIn this paper.

A predominant operation In Al programming Is pattern matching. Searching a data
base of K elements with a von Neumann arohiteoture requires, at worst, 0(K) steps. Inthe Ideal came, a linear speed up Is reallned through the use of associative matching
on a suitable multiprocessor system. Two multiprocessor systems that provide or simu-
Late associative memory are DADO and ASPRO.

DADO is a binary tree machine under study at Columbia University. This topology
was chosen owing to the simplicity of interconnection of the processors while keeping
the number of intermediate points down in a worst case message passing setting.
Furthermore, two-way branching In hardware provides flexible moleling of the problem
domain. The forward chaining production system model maps quite naturally onto this
architecture. Indeed, a linear speed up over execution on a sequential machine is con-
oeptually realizable. This is gained by making the match phase a fully parallel acti-
vity.

While DADO Is a multiprooessor system designed with AI applications In mind,
Goodyear Aerospaoe Corporation's ASPROTM was found to be an existing architecture that
is suited to the task of eliminating the match phase bottleneck. ASPRO is a nearest
neighbor bit-wize associative architecture that can also provide linear speed up during
the matching phasa.

Both multiprocezsors are fine grain, having many processing olements, each with a
small local RAM (Randcm Access Memory). As such, they quite naturally are able to per-
form associative matching. They both have a problem when there Is need for procedural
Intervention during the exeoution oyole. ASPRO would have to handle a multiplicity of
such requests sequentially on a 16-bit processor. DADO has a small processor locally
available to each rule for procedural intervention. ASPRO, on the other hand, requires
fewer processors than DADO to achieve the associative memory etfect. Both processors
have potential communioations bottlenecks. ASPRO, which operates in strict SIMD
(Single Instruction Multiple Data) mode, does not have the need for synchronization
required of BADO when it performs matching while In MIND (Multiple Instruction Multiple
Data) mode (3).

Bolt Beranek and Newman's ButterflyTM multiproossor is a coarser grain machine
that has fewer processing elements, each with much more memory (up to 4 MBytes). The
associative matching schemes of DADO and ASPRO would not fit this architecture
directly. An advantage of Butterfly Is realized when there is a need for procedural
intervention,laince It could be easily handled using a M68000 prooe3sor and a large
local RAM.

Thinking Machine Inc.'s Connection MaohineTM represents a unique type of multi-
processor in that the processing elements are lynamioally reco:ifigurable and are of
fine granularity. Ls such, It can be made to resemble ASPRO and DADO. It can also be
used to experiment witi. other possible topologien.

In this paper we will expand on the points made In the abstract and sad further
considerations which inolvde: availability, suitability to various inferenoing sche-
mes, development too's, and host processor possibilities.

1.0 Introduction

Fo" over three dcoadem software systemn have been designed tu run optimally on the
pervasive von Neumann eomouter arohiteoturi. Various geniral and special purpose
software!hardware systems have evolved. Recent developments in omputer hardware have
resulted in the omsrgeno• .•ialternative, wultiprootaaser ar'hlteotures. Paw A;proaohes
to software systems thaC ,ý:-uerror- their von Neumann oountsrpartz ýre else erorqing.

Concurrent with the evolution of computer a-ohitaoture has been the independvnt
development of the field of Artificial intelligenoc (AI). More rsoently, several Al
systems have been demonstr;.ted to be capable aide to humans In taking Ciffioult doei-

.. .... T.,,, ---.. .. ..- 
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sions. Perhaps the best known of these have gained recognition in the area of medical
diagnostic*.

Fueled by DARPA and other government agencies world-wide, there has been much J
recent interest in using AI to develop aids for the planning and execution of military
operations. As developing 11 systems were tried on von Neumann processors their
performance has been found to be too slow for then to be viable in many military and
real time applications.

One reason that AI systems perr'orm poorly on von Neumann architectures is because
they must repeatedly cycle through many memory locations and process them sequentially.
Accessing and processing one memory unit at a time is the nature of the sequen-
tial von Neumann machine but not neoessarily the nature of the AI system. We are thus
led to a general requirement for alternative architectures which are suitable for Al
system execution, namely, that they provide parallel access .o many units of memory and
the ability to process each unit concurrently.

Some memory accesses and associated processing may trigger procedure calls. This
would cause even slower execution in the 3equ6ntial execution model. Performance in
the parallel scheme will be affected by the number of prooessors that are available.
In tht worst case, only one prousesor handles all procedure calls. This causes another
form of performance bottleneok--whera all memory units have been accessed but a queue of
procedure calls is being handlso ty a single processor. Accordingly, another general
requirement of Al iquohlne arohitectures Js that they be able to provide procedural-
level parallelism.

It would appear that assigning one processor per procedure call would solve this
problem. However, it may occur that various procedures require multiple access to a
shared resource. This is a third potential bottleneck and introduces another design
requirement.

The above discussion representn some of the issues involved in the execution of AX
systems that should be kept in mind when evaluating hardware. To compound the
situation further, AZ systems are continually changing. An architecture that works
well for today's system may not handle the evolving systems of the fvture.

There are many multiprocessor arohitecturcs proposed for different non-AZ applica-
tions, and it is not apparent which architectures, if any, optimally support AI
systems. In this paper we shall provide examples Af current Al architectures and
illustrate how they handle the issues raised above. We oonalude with a reooumondation
on how to proceed with the selection process.

2.0 Haohine Arohiteotures Past and Present

2.1 The von Neumann architectural model has a 3ingle processor oonnected to memory by
a communication bus. The bandwidth of the communications link limits system perform-
ance.

--------------------------------------------------[~S0

Figure 1 von Neumann Architectural Model

The model illustrated 'n Figure 1 is the classical model for senuential computing.
Here one unit at a time can be transferred between thi store and the CPU and hence, one
unit at a time can bi processed.

This model made sense when the aemory was of a different teohnology than the pr-
eessor, for exemple, ferrite cores versus discrete transistors. Today, however,

memories and processors are made out of the same sils•on. As such, alterziatire archi-
tectures are possible. With today's (VLSI teohnelogy we now have the capability of
providing one or more oomplete prooeasors with their own local mamory on the sama ohip.
The tere proessing eleiment (0H) is used to refer to a processor and it3 associated
local memory.

3.0 Nature of AZ Computino

We enviaion tnat vand.'date AZ syst.oma for aiding in the planning and exzution if
air wrrfaer and ground strike operations will incorporate knowledre through rules and
data structures. As a findamental activity, external rnpvta.uill be 1.izegrited with
known date to form an upgraded eet o' facts on whAch tc operate. These facts will be
used to draw inferenoes which lead to further updates to the coumulat~ng facts. All
of this activity, if it Is to be oi any real use, -ust be acoompliahed quickly.

The production system (pW? foemallsm is widely used to model such sybtems. This
as bucause the PI model Is reactive to change sinoQ all data, inocluding new Inputs from

sensor readings and Inferences, Is considered immediately for tile next system update
cycle.

We present an overvteir of the PS formalism. Then we explain how traditional com-
puter technology limits run time perfmrmanoe of this model. We follow with an explanu-

?' " " "i' "
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tion of how speed up can be achieved by taking a forward look at possible next-

generation Al machine architeotures for PS execution.

4.0 Production System Overview

A PS consists of three components: rules, facts and a rule interpreter. The
rules are logloal expreseions in the form: IF antecedent THEN consequent. The
antecedent is of the form A1AA2A ... AAk where the Ai (121,..,k) are the oonditions Under
which the rule will fire or besome activated. The consequent Is of the form
C1 V C2 V ... V om where the Cj (Qal,...,m) are alternative oonolusiona that the firing
of this rule leads to. Oftentimes J:l. The facts are in the same form as the rule
antecedent conjunction elements, Ai and consequent disjunotive elem:3nts, Cj. The rule
interpreter is a three phase loop that repeats until the system is halted. The three
phases are the match phase, selection phase and the action phase.

As an example, suppose we have the rule IF (Ao'C IN COMMERCIAL AIRLANE)A (VELOCITY
112:0 KM/HR) then (A/C IS POTENTIALLY NON COMMERCIAL) V (CHECK VELOCITY SENSOR). Here
we assume that commercial aircraft fly at velocities S 1120 KH/HR.

Suppose that we already know the fact that A/C IN COMMERCIAL AIRLANE due to
prior monitoring. At such time when the velocity increases to 1!20 KM/HR or more this
rule is able to fire.

4.1 PS initial load and execution cyoee

The following flow diagram captures the startup and execution of i prodiction
system (7).

START

LOAD RULES

LOAD FACTS

EXECUTE INTERPRETER

STOP

Execution of the rule interpreter consists of repeating the loop Illustrated In
* Figure 2.

MATCH PHASE: corpare existing facts with anteoedents or a i
rules. Keep track of matching rules.

MATCIC' NO

OCCU5REý go terminate

YES

ISELEC•ION PHASE: e~lect ort e tio--IEg rule acoord njE i
(confliot or-etvlutoto) colloy, e.g.. FIOJ

rCTION PHASI: fire the r by dding its oon iquent elem'mt
ro thm foots and deleting (or marking) the
entecedant facts in We~ Wi~coien rule so it vill
not fl'r *gain infinitum (otherv'se mark the
rule in some way so it will not mstoh with

____________t combin~ation).

Figure 2 PS Rule Interpreter

4.2 PS execution pe-formanoe Lnefeneral "

Experienoe Iasu shown that about 90f of the ouputing time in PS exeoutior is spent
in the metoh phase with ýhe rest of the time diviced evenly between ;e conflict reso-
lution eseleoticn) phase and the aotion phase (4). Since the exeoutton is d(,mi-
nated by matcning, we will focus on the exeoution of thtp phase in this vcapoe..

... . .
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4.3 Matching von Neumann style

Suppose the P1 has R rules and F facts. The match phase involves comparing the
left hand aide$ of all rules to see if they matoh the current facts in working memory.
Suppose the rules and facts are stored as follows:

R4

Figure 3 Rules and Facts In Memory

To match rule I (1 - I -c 3) would require the CPU issuing fetoh instructions to bring
rule I into its proaessTng registers, then fetching facts until either a match occurs
or all facts have been tried. We shall refer to this activity as match cyole. Since
all rules are to be matched, R match cycles are required during the match phase of each
production system execution cycle. Figure 4 illustrates the PS execution cycle
from the serial viewpoint we are describing.

-- tmatch f mL1h fmor RULo L --. b(oonfliot resolution)--

Figure 4 PS Execution (Serial Viewpoint)

In the above scheme, while the left hand side of the rule I is being matched, rules 1
through I-I and rules 1+1 through R are sitting Idle. Either they have been processed
or are waiting their turn. Many enhancements have been implemented as an aide in
speeding up this process, namely, pro-fetch strategies, caching and pipelining. Even
to the degree of producing supercomputer level performance, what remains Is a bottle-
neck where rule I is matched before rule I+1.

What does this mean in terms of execution speed? Studies have shown rule firings
in the range of 1 every 3 seconds to about 60 firings per second (4, 6). If AI systems
are to be fieldable they must be made faster.

4.4 Match Phase parallelism - a Kenerio view

Matching can be handled in parallel by dividing the rules into several partitions
and performing the match for each partition in parallel. An upper bound on this
would be to have the number of partitions equal to the number of rules in the system.
In this case the match for each production in the system is done in parallel. System
execution can now be viewed as follows (4):

mate or

Foonflict resolutionj-j~m t .ho. oroo*

Figure 5 PS Execution (Parallel Viewpoint)

In the above design R rules would be aatohid on R pro~esaors. The best speed up
expected is a factor of R (2). Such a matching scheme can be accomplished using a
ontent addressabl3 memory.

5.0 Neo, cenerac'.on machine arohiteotures

Using multiple PEs we are able to implement an assooiativn memory in which we
aamultaneoualy access the content of R memory socations in parti'el. We can have R
PIm, each waiting for a signal from a controller PC to access their local memory. When
thrt signal is received they perform an operaLion on their local RAM. Using this
"scheme we can have parallel match phase execution where the local operation performed
Is to match a rle that is stored In the local RAM against fiats that are also
&vai.dble locally.
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Ideally one can realise a linear speed up in the match phaae and thereby achieve

* a ~substantial Increase in execution speed of the PS exeoution or:,,(2)
Many schemes are possible for configuring multiple Pga, and a great deal of

ourrent research is devoted to finding suitable architectures for Al computing. We
*present an overview of two candidate systems which we have chosen since they allow for

assoniative matching. As part of our overviev we shall show how the PS model maps onto
*the architecture. We shall follow with a view of two other multiprooessors, then com-

Pare and contrast the four.

6.0 DADO

DADO is a multiprocessorsystem under design and development at Columbia
University (7). The Pgs arle aranged based on a complete binary tree. The first
prototype, which has been operational since 198., has 15 PEs, one per binary tree node.
Each P3 has 8-16K of local RAN. The next prototyow. will have 1023 nodes or P~s and
should be operational this year. Future plans oa.1 for 100,000 P~a.

5 .1 An overview of the DADO maohine architecture

Within DADO earnh PE oan execute In either SIND or MIND mode. In SIND mode the PE
executes instruotions which are brcadoast by some ancestor P3 within the tree. This
mode, for example, would be used when loading Information Into the tree. In MIND mode
each PE executes Instructions stored In its own local RAM. This allows a PC and its
descendents to be disaonneoted from the rest of the tree. In this way the tree can be
partitioned Into logical processes. The MIND PE may broadcast Instructions to be exe-
outed by its own deoeondents provided they are In SIND mode. This combination of
MIND/BIND supports the logical division of the machine into distinct partitions, each
executing a distinct task. The root node of the entire tree would be a conventional
processor macting in MIND mode (e.g., a VAX) which controls the operation of the
ensemble of PEs.

6.2 Production systems on DADO

6.2.1 Loadina the system

S uppose there are 8 rules in the PS. Select the level in the tree having at least
Rnodes (P9s). We reter to this level as the PM level (for Production Memory). Load
one rule per PM level PC so as to achieve maximum parallelism. As a result, each rule

can be Matche simultaneously. At the same time load a copy of the matcher Into the PM
level P' local RAN. The P~s located below tht PM level are referred to as the MM
(for Working Memory). The WN level PEs will be loaded with facts. Bince rules are
loaded first we can use their left hand sides to filter the facts es they are broadcast
downward. In this way only relevant feacts are associated with eaoh' rule. The result of
the initial load can be visualized as follows:

VAX

MACE MATCHER MATCHER

FFIN Ano~ther rACT Another FAC
S Irelae related Irelated related
to~E RULI t RUE J to RULE R to RULE R

/ .. /\ /4/N.

Figure 6 R rules and F facts on DADO

6.2.2 PS oexeution on DADO

Once the system Is loaded the PB can go into its inferencing cycale. A new fact
Is broadcast by the host (root$ PC to the PM level Pga which sore In SIND mode. In lock
step they switch over to MIND mode and proceed to execute the antuh phase-- all rules
have their left hand aides matched in parallel. The time to perform the matching is
independent of the number of rules. When the matching phase Is over, processors having
matching left hand sides will have flags raised. One rule is selected from among those
that match. This selection will be made according to a standard strategy, such as the
recent activity of the system. The facts on the right hand side will be passed up to
the host which will, In turn, broadcast them to the PM level P~a which are again In SIND
mode. This process continues recursively.A

Y'



6.2.3 Perforanceo

In an Ideal case where each PH level PE contains I rule as we have just described,
we canreallso alinear speedup In match phase execution. In a system with R rules the

convntinalmacinerequires R match cycles, while this scheme requires 1.

70ASPRO
70Unlike DADO, which was designed with production system* In mind, Goodyear Aerospace

Corporation has found their ASPRO multiprocessor to be an exisating machine- that is
highly suited to speed up at the match phase of PS e'teoution (5).

7.1 An overview of ASPRO

It 14 Moelest to think of £5130 as an array of 2048 SIND Pga each having 8K bits
of local RAN and 3 registers 1, Y and 14. £5110 Ise a bitwise processor where the bit
being processed Is at the Intersection of a bit column window and a bit row window.

t~' -- bit column window

IPOESO II
L.bit row window

------------ 81KDITS ----------~ b M X

Figure 7 ASPRO (General View)

A row of bits, or some gortion, Is accessed by advancing the bit column window
while holding the bit row window fixed. A column of K bits is processed by fixing the
bit column while employing the corresponding K processors. Any of the 16 Boolean
operations can be performed.

7.2 Production system Implementation on ASPRO

In the following discussion we shall assume an F fact/R rule system.

7.2.1 Fact base

The P distinct facts are ekther known or are inferrable from right hand sides.
These are stored in a dictionary of F entries. The position of a fact places It in uni-
que correspondence with the natural numbers I through F. As an example, consider the 4I
facts which appeared In the rule we presented In Section 4i.0. F.i gure 8 shows these
stored at locations 1, 2, 15 and F In the fact dictionary.

2 LLEKVLCIYSNO

Figure 8 ASPRO Fact Dictionary

The dictionary Is stored in the processor meosry.

7.2.2 Rule encoding (IF-part)

Any of the W facts may appear on the IF-side or TN.ZN-alde of any rule. An F-bit
map Is sufficient to encode each side of any rule. For example, suppose facts 15, 32
'~nd 495 appear In the IF part of a rule (assuming F 1 495). This op~n be encoded as
follows:

1 15 ~32 OF

To obtain the actual facts the system Is required to lock up entries 15, 32
and 495 In the dintionary.

_7 I'
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7.2.3 Rule layout in meaory

The IF-parts are stored In an R word by F bit partit.on in memory. The first word
corresponds to the F-bit encoding ot the IF-part of rule 1 and so on. The THEN-parts
are stored in a separate F by R block. Here the first F-bit column corresponds to the
THEN-part of rule 1 and so on.

In Figure 9 we show how the sample rule of Section 4.O would appear in the memory.

The F bits of the X register are used to keep track of the current facts in the
system.

ENCODED
FACT DICTIONARY SENSOR INPUTS

-101 A/C IN COMMSRCIAL 1 -
2 AIRLAN 2I v 2 A/C I2 POTENTIALLY-

THEN NON COMMERCIAL
0 parta

Ii115 A/C VELOCITY- 1120
F 1  

Z:M/HR - F

F CHECK RLOCITY
SENSOR

F bits
4----- -- -----~

(one per fact)

[ ~IF parts'

IF rR words 13processors
RULE I -1 W---1- 1 (one per rule) one per
IF-part 1 rule

Figure 9 A sample rule on ASPRO

7.2.4 PS execution on ASPRO

Suppose sensor readings indicate that A/C IN COMMERCIAL AIRLANE. If nothing else
Is known, this will be encoded as follows:

I'IF*--- 0 -•
12 F

These F bits are loaded into the X register and represent 4he Initial state of the
ourrent facts. This portion of the X register is matched againit all rule IF pa•rts.
In this case, the Ith rule does not match owing to bit 15.

Subsequent sensor reading may detect the additional fact that the A/C VELOCITY •
1120 KM/HR which is encoded as:

0 __--- W o - 1W•---o--- +
15

Now the IF part of rule I will match. When the rule fires a pointer Is followed to
rule Its THEN-part. The F bit column vector used to enuode the consequents
is added to the current facts In the X regitstr by performing an OR operation. This
results In the following updated status of the current facts In the system:

.M
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2

0

15

0

SLi

I : I

Four facts are now known, two were brought in by sensors and two were inferred as
a result. The Inferenoing oyole continues reourslvely.

7.2.5 Performanoe

Current facts stored In the X register can be matched against the IF-parts of all
P rules In 1 match cyole. The first bit of all R rules 1 cheocked against the first
bit in the X register, then all second bits are chocksd and so on through bit F. Again
we observe a parallel prooessor that is able to matun all R rules concurrently.

8.0 Butterfly

Bolt, Beranek and Newman's (BBN) Butterfly is a MIND multiprocessor where each PE
has a full 32-bit processor and at least 256K bytes of local memory. As such, each PC
provides far more computing power than those in either DADO or ASPRO. Currently the
Butterfly comes configured with 1 to 256 M68000 PFs which oan be expanded to contain
from 1 MByte up to 4 MBytes of local RAM. Thr memory As shared among all the P~s.
This is acoomplished by allowing any PC to reference the local memory of another via a
switch (1).

[HPýT ----------- BU
S T
H mA M2]P2 ............... T

R
K F

tS.g-2 5 6 D L
Y

H .

E
"
0

Figure 10 Butterfly (Genoral View)

The Butterfly can simulate single processor von Neumann as well as SIND arohiteo-
tures. However, the assoilative uatoh schemes that mapped naturally onto DADO and
ASPRO would be lost here. Several ruzles would be distributed acrors the P~s when rules
outnumtqr the P~s. Actually, having several rules per PC might be suitable. As Al
systems grow larger they are likely to be partitioned into subsystems themselves, con-
sisting of goups c'f related rules. The related rules could be distrihuted across the
3utterfl.y P~s. Tho shared memory would provsde a faoility for communication&.
Unfortunately, there has no' been much work done at BON onr the suitability of the
Buzterfly to the execution of Produutioa Systems.

9.0 Connootion machine

Thinking Machinvs Incorporated~ has produced the Connection Machine. Currentlythis Is a 64K PB S1MD, software-reoonfigurable multiprocess oystem. Bach PC has 4096
bits of RAN. The assooiative match sohemes of" DADO or ASPRO are each able to be sapped
onto this t,,ohiteoturs. So are multitudes or other sohew.-s, since the PCs are able to
be logicolly connected Into whatever pattern best suits thl application. A P1 can be
connected to any other, at any time, by simply storing the address of the second In an
appropriate reaister in the first. The reconfiguration can occur at system set up time
and dyna&ically at run time (8).

~%,-
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CONNECTION MACHINE

a Its novnese

0 Availabilty

* Not all speo'd

* Procedural Intervention would be handled on the host prooessc'r &nd t~huft May
constitute a potential bottleneck.

11.0 M~rs oom2arlsons

We shall nov consider eaoh multiprocessor with regard to availability, suitability
4 to various interenaiitg schemes, developatfit tools, and host processor possibilities.

DADO

0 Host Processor -VAX 11/780

0 Host Language -Assembly Language, PL/14; PR.OLOG, LISP, OPS5, HERBAL are under
study.

* Development Tools -Undetermined

a L.ISP Suitability -Under study

a Inferenoe Engine Suitability - Rule based system, logic programming

0 Expandability - 15 processors DADO 1 since 1983; 101:3 Pr*cessors PD00 2 end
of 1985; 100K processors proposed.

* Physical Size - DADa 1 Is roughly the size of an IBM-PC

a Rule Capaoity - small for DADO 1

& Availability - Univerhity Researchs Machine

ASPRO

* Host Processor - PDP 11/341 (VAX 11/T80 soon)

* Host Languages - Assembly language/FORTRAN

* Development Tools none

0 ILISP Suitability -Under development

e Inference Engine Suitability - Rule based system

0 Expendability - Capable of expansion beyond current 2K processors

* Physical size - Bux10"x9.50, 37 lbs.

e Rule Capacity - 2K rules

0 Availability - Currently available, fielded In an E2-C environment

BUTTERFLY

e Host Processor - VAX 11/780 or Sunvworkstation (Symbolics 3670 soon)

0 Host Languages - C

o Development Tools -Unix tools

0 LISF Suitability -MultILISP currently Implement; major effort to port
parallel LISP

e Inference Engine Suitability - Undetermined

e Expendability - 1-256 processor nodes are povsslel

0 Physical Size - Standard cabinet

* Rule Capacity - Undetenxtned but larger than ASPRO

0 Availability -Currently available

CONNECTION MACHINE

9 Host Processor -Symbolio$ 3670

ýM.7;
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0 Host Language - CMLISP

* Development Tools -Symbolics environment

0 LISP Suitability - Primary language

a Inference Engine - Various

* Expendability - 1-64K processors can be virtually configured

e Physical Size - Standard cabinet

S Rule Capacity - 64K plus

0 ability - End of 19e5 for 64K model

Conclusion 4
•'-*-e1IU9v pointed out several issues that shojld be considered as part of an eval-
uation of potential AI machine architectures. -Mie have then exemplified several activi-
ties of the advanced architecture community that focus on improving the run-time
performanoe of Al systems. One can conclude that when the architecture matches the
algorithm, the performance increase is substantial over that of von Neumann archi-
tectures. For example, when ASPRO is given an exact match forward chaining production
system to execute, the performance increase is linear over von Neumann. If that same
machine architecture were presented many procedure calls during execution, performance
would degenerate to that of a sequential architecture.)

Real-time AI system designerm should address the issue of matching their
algorithms to machine architectures from the beginnin& of the system development pro-
cess. The higher the real-time performance requirements become, the more critical this
ongoing evaluation becomes. 4-
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T NEW TECHNOLOGY IMPACTS ON FUTURE AVIONICS ARCHITECTURES

0 Riohard S. Me asak S~(CODE 20P3)

•l• Navll Air Development Center

arsInster, Pennsylvania 18974

USA

SUMMARY

This paper provides an interpretation of avionics arohiteoture with respect to
system components, organization, and design fdctor•. Initially, general avionics
architecture oharaoteriet~os are addressed tollowea by discussions on emerging new
teohnologies and their impact on advanced systems. Information handling requirements
are projeoted for future taotical aircraft. In addition, advanced aviortis arohiteo-
ture design consideration and technioal issues are addressed relative to achieving
improved performance, reliability, survivability, flexibility and low life cycle cost.

ARCHITECTURE - AN INTERPRETATION

Although the term "architecture" is subject to interpretation, it generally
applies to system design characteristics such as implementation, structure, organiza-
tion, and performance. This Implies the desien of specific building blocks, the inter-
connection of building blocks, and the dynamic Interactions and management of building
blocks which control the behavior of a system.

As related to avionics, a system oonslsts of the combined electrical, oleotronic,
and physical integration of those on-board subsystems required to perform the opera-
tional functions of the stated mission of the airoraft.

1 
Figure I deplete a simplified

diagram of a typical avionics suite oonsisting of three major subsystems interconnected
by means of a communications network to form an architecture. A sensor suite generally
consists of equipment that enables external information (e.g., navigation, com-
munications) to be acquired for use by the system. A prooess3ng subsystem provides the
necessary mission processing, coordination,and information distribution functions. A
displays and controls subsystem provides the vital lt', bttween the operators and the
system.

C--' UNICATIONS

STOPOLOGY

POINT TO POINT
e BUS

i . INTERFACE UNITS
I I

SENSOR SUITE PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM DISPLYS I COT
NAVIGATION PROCESSORS DISPLAY SURFACES
COMIUNICATIO OIES DISAY PROCESSORS
FL16HT C01TROLS -PIMARY e
WE.APONS -SECONDARY
RADAR SOFTWARE

Figure 1. Simplified Avionics Model {i.
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Thero are numerous ways or configuring an avionics system where a particular
architeoture results from various design and programmatlo considerations and
oonstraints. This implies that all system design objeotives must be optimized to the
degree possible within these constraints.

(• To Illustrate some of the praotical aspects associated with the design of an
avionios system, consider the alternatives involved with the processing subsystem In
Figure 1. The major oonsiderations to be addressed are shown in Figure 2,

, IPROCESSING SUBSYSTE1
{ ARCHITECTURE 1

4,
ýROCESSING oPT'IoN4 IN-TERCONNECTION OPTiONS1[I FACTORS I

I I- PEWFORMMC
- INTERFACF COWPAIABILITY

NTRALIZ PISTRIBUTJ4 BUS PARTITIONIN6/CONTROL
- GROWTH/TECHNOLOGY

AVAILABILITY/INSERTIONSS! DP, LRELIABILITY

- SURVIVABILITY

1553B - CORI'NLITY

*- IGHT/POWER/VOLUWE
TWISTED COAX - COST/SCHEDULE/RISK

UKIN G LOBAL 1 PARTITIONEDI

SINGLE Aq IREDUNDANT

Figure 2. Design Considerations/Trale-Offs

Processing Options

There are several general approaches that oan be oonsidered for avionics pro-
cessing. The traditional approach is centralized processing. This implies that all
processing functions reside within a single processing element. Alternatively, for
inoreased reliability, a back-up or redundant processor could also be provided in the
event the primary processor falls and is typically referred to as tha dual redundant
approach. However, dual redundanoy is still a centralized approach since the pro-
cessors are Identical buth In hardware and in software. For this approach to be
viable, provisions must be made for detecting. oonfirming, and recovering from a pro-
oessor failure. Other variations of the centralized approach to Incorporate higher
degrees of reliability can be referred to as N-redundant processing.

Another approach that is currently gaining impetus is distributed processing. The
objective of this approach is to find methods of improving performance by creating
systems which exploit parallel, concurrent, or simultaneous exeoution of tasks by using
multiple processing elements. There are many claimed potential benefits of this
approach which include improved performance, reliability and expandability. One of the
problems, however, Is that there are oirrently no uniform interpretations or standard
approaches to applying distributed processing In general, let alone in the military.
One way of viewing the variations In distributed processing 1i by specific methods of
application which Include dedicated, functional, and cooperative. Dedicated Implies
that a processor Is specifically associated with or dedicated to a particular equipment
or system function. Functional implies that system functions are grouped or par-
titioned in a manner that these groups are assigned to specific processors. Coopera-
tive Implies that several processors ncllectively or oooperatively perform the
necessary processing functions.

4 4,
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Interoonniotion Options

Figure 2 characterizes the basio types of Interconnection options available for
V •connecting avionics system elements. Point-to-point connections are employed forS•idirectly connecting equipment-, by means of dedicated links. These could be either

parallel oi- serial. Since point-to-point connections tend to increase wiringIcomplexity as well as overload processor I/O channels, systems are converting to bus
Soriented architectures. However, systems typically a-e never completely bus oriented
and require certain selected point-to-point connections. The reason for this is that
for certain critical functions, where bus latency is into).erable, a direct connection
ma? be required. Another reason Is that interface changes to existing equipuent to
acaommodate the bus may be cost prohioitive. Bus bandwidth limitation is also a fac-
tor. Consequently, what usually results is a hybrid consisting of both bus and
selected point-to-point connections.

From an aiohitectural point of view, bus organization could be either global or
partitioned. Assuming the 1553B philosophy of using a redundant pair, a global bus
implies a single path is provided for communicating with all associated resources.
Redundancy could also be provided as back-up by adding another pair of busses, where a
global or partitioned scheae could be employed.

Another approach that could be used Is referred to as partitioned global busses.
This impltes that several bus pairs could be provided for simultaneous or concurrent
use so that collectively a higher bus bandwidth could be achieved. For example, if two
1553B bus pairs at 1 MHNz each are amployed, the combined bandwidth would approach 2
MHz. This approach requires that the system equipment be functionally partitioned so
that the bus traffic is proportionately distributed. Schemes could also be devised
such that the loss of either bus pair would not result in a system failure by
appropriate equipment distribution on the busses.

Other Factors

Other factors that influence the design of a processing subsystem architecture are
shown in Figure 2- They are typical of any military syutem and are both technicel and
non-technical in nature. This implies that trade-offs are constantly being ma.!e to
optimize and balance a design to the degree possible within the constraints of a par-
zicular program.

ADVANCED AVIONICS

Estimates for future tactical aircraft indicate the need for at least an order of
magnitude increase in avionics integration when compared to present systems. Countering
threats in a dense ulectronic countermeasures and a night/adverse weather environment
impones difficult real-time constraints to accurately represent constantly changing
situations. Future tantical aircraft will be required to handle an abundance of infor-
mation from multiple sensors and automatically initiate action and/or present the crew
with reliable decision aidk that permit action to be initiated without assessing
multiple independent information sources. This implies that an integrated avionics
system will be required to process and transfer massive amounts of data from on-board
and remote sensors at very high speeds as well as integrate navigation, communication%,
weapons, flight controls, -nd other functions to pr-ovide a high degree of system
synergism.

Requirements

Based on estimates emerging from Jndustry and government for future tactical
aircraft, a quantitative information handling requirements model was developed and is
provided in Figure 3. Referring to Figure 3, information handling is concerned with
the flow and processing of data/information between the sensors and the displays and
controls. Data rates between the pre-processors and signal processors are estimated to
range from 20G tc 500 mega-bits per second per channel and the data rates between the
signal processorc and data processors are collectively estimated to range between 100
&nd 200 mega-bits per second. Thesa data rates are considered to be associated with
the sensor distribution network portion of an avionic syseam. The data distribution
network portion of the system (which connects the daa processors to mission/aircraft

subsybtems, mass memories, and df~plays and controla) is estimated to range between 50
and 100 mega-bits per second. Total signal processing riquirements are esEimated at 10
x 1U

9 
operations per second while the capability of an advanced signal processor is

projected to be on the order of 109 operations per second. Total data processing
requirements are estimated at 50 x 106 operations per second while the japability ef an
advanced data processor is projected to be on the order of 2 to 5 x Io operations per
second. Other requirements include significant improvements In reliability as well as
data fusion capability to optimize the use of all sensor Information to enable the
pilot to make rapid and accurate decisions.

- '71
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Figure 3. Advanced Inf"ormation Handling Requirements Model

New Technologies and Concepts

Performance requirements indicate the need for signal and data processors using
VHSIC technology speeds. In addition, the magnitude of processing required implies the
need for multiple processors which will employ distributed processing and networking
concepts. The high data rates required indicate the need for high speed fiber optic
bussing as well as sensor and data distribution networking schemes. Achieving high
reliability will require effective fau.*,t tolerance concepts coupled with high reliabi-
lity VHSIC components.

Data fusion is a key that is required to optimize the use of available sensor
Information. However, fusion processing has difficult real time constraints both In
the time in which to perform the required processing and required time response to
rapidly developing situations. Performance could be Increased by $he uso of artificial
intelligence (AV) to provide additional tactical decision aiding functions. However,
the Incorporation of AI will require a vast, tailored knokledge decision tree operating
In a real time environment. The use of data fusion and AI aloo implies the need for
significant iroreases in memory storage capability, both on the primary and secondary
levels.

Table 1 provides a summary of avionic system architecture goals and objectives and

the means or technology needs for achieving these goals.

•1 >
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Table 1. Technology Needs

60AL ffEANS
FE OWICE e HIGH DATA RATES 0 WISIC PROCESSORS: 5-10X SPEED

a HIGH PROCESSOR * FIBER OPTIC BUSSES: 50-10OX BNIDWIDTH
ThRHPU a SENSORISION/AI/INTEGRATION

EASE TECRIIOLO6Y a DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING-INCMEFJENTAL EXPANSION
INSERTIS S STAIIMRD BUSSES/INTERFACES

e FLEXIBLE/STAPRBIAR ARCHITECTURE
___________________ INFRIASTRUCTURE

FLEET READINESS ,7 RELIAUIILII¥/ a FAULT TOLERANCE
IrAWTAINABILITY1 a VHLSIC. BU/ILT- IN-TEST/REiF.ANCIAY
AVAILABIILITY/ a NE'TNWORI NG/RECOINF I GURAT 100l
SURVIVABILITY a FIBER OP1iCS: E1NI/IFJ

1•LIFE. CYCLE COTS NAIMXINJ HARWNARtE1 v IqONMNMLE ,SET (40-50 Mq~)
SSOFTWRE ONAI ONAIIITY a AD)A SOFTWARE

W.IGNT/VOLXUMr/ a INTEGRATED PACKAGING
POE 9 RESOURCE SHARIING

•-FOSTERt a CO ,DLEST
COEIO ARCHI TECTURE STANDARDSSo01PILT I IO INTEGRATED PACKAGING

Technical Iss11es

The choice of architecture will depend on the availability and maturity of key
technologies and concepts as well as their ability to co-exist In a system environment.
Issues regarding VHSIC and fiber optic technology Include interoperability, insertion,
"and interfacing as well as their ability to support selected system topologies and con-
cepts. Issues concerning distributed processing and networking include partitioning,
communications, and control strategies. Issues concerning fault tolerance include
techniques for fault detection, containment, isolation, and recovery. Issues con-
cerning sensor fusion and AI include system integration requirements as well as addi-
tional information handling functions are resources.

Architectural Impacts

The evolution of avionics architectures, as a function of time, is depicted in
Figure 4. Earlier systems employed single 1553 bus architectures which are growth

limiting and subject to potential single points of failure. Newer systems as well as
updated systems, employing curreut technology, are exhib•'ting the u3e of multiple 1553
busses as well as multiple processors. In general, the use of multiple busses and pro-
oessors would tend to increase bandwidth as well as reconfiguration alternatives.

In the longer term, future systems will employ the advanced technologies and con-
oepta previously discussed and shown in Figure 4I. There arn numerous approaches for
Incorporating these technologies and concepts Into an avionics architecture. Possible
Implementations could range from multiple bus to total switch networks or some com-
binatlon of these and other topologies. As shown In Figure 2, since the selection of
an optimum architecture Is subject to many factors and trade-offs, an architecture
development model is provided in Figure 5 to facilitate analyses. This would enable
the allocation of functional parameters; information flow, and the selection of
appropriate coupling mechanisms. -,Vý
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Figure 4. Avionios Architeoture Evolution

To illustrate e possible implementation 1)f an advanced arohitecture, oonsider the
sensor distribution and data distribution network partitioning as shown in Figure 5. Tf
thie ooupling mechanism connecting the signal processors were point-to-point fiberoptio
busser And a orossbar swltoh, ther a resource sharing oonoeot nould be e*iloyed. By
using a pool of signal processors rather than dedicating then to each sensor would
enable the u.e ot redundancy. This approach could provide a worst oese signal pro-
cessor to ba spar-d for inoorporating reoonfiguratlon. Point-to-point bussing is
requSred beoause of the high date rates (200-500 NBPS/ohannel) shown In Figure 3 while
the crossbar switch would permit any sensor to be ooaneoted to any sional processor.

The sensor distribution network could connect to the data distribution network via
a multl-drep, party-line, 50-100 NHx, lual redundant hue. Current conoepts for '.oor-
porati,., . multi-port fiberoptio bus Is by the use of star oouplere. It Is envislon.,d
that multiple/dintributed data prooessoro, mIssion/alroraft subsystems, diep-!ys and
oontrols, and possibly Al subsystems would communicate via t~la busainE oonfigurat•on.

Fur'ther tnformation regrdlng avionic oomput.r aruhitrotuee anG alternative topo-
logies Is provided In Referenoo 2. Assessment fiOtors that ,an be aiplied to qualita-

tively eva'.uating alternative architectures are provided In Reference 3.
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THE DIGITAL COLOUJR MAP

SIMPLIFIES GROUND ATTACK OPERATIONS

David V Hussey
- GEC Avionics Limited

Guidance Systems Division
Airport Works Rochester

Sf Kent MEl 2XX
England

) A pilot flying low and fast needs to know where he is all the time. He needs to
know the nature of the local terrain and his actual track. He needs help in identifying
waypoints, threats, and targets. He needs all this and more without distracting him
from his attention to the safety of the aircraft and the overall demands of the mission.

The ideal way to provide this information is as a continuous colour map, orientated
track up, with all associated information overlayed. It must also be usable by day and
by night. No currently available equipment can achieve all these aims satisfactorily,
other than a digital colour map generator providing video to a multifunction colour CRT
display. Such an equipment has been developed by GEC Avionics and successfully flight
tested.

Interest is now focussing on increasing the benefits that accrue from the use of the
equipment in helicopter and fixed wing aircraft, in training, operationally, and as an
aid to mission planning. The ease with which the digital map database can be updated
and overlayed is a factor. It is as useful during mission planning as it is to the
pilot in the air. This paper considers how such a computer aid might be used and
identifies some of the increases in effectiveness that follow.

INTRODUCTION

Most modern aircraft designs configured principally for air-to-ground roles have
recognised the importance of topographical information to the pilot by providing a
projected map display in a prominent position in the cockpit. Examples are: Jaguar, A-7,
Harrier, F-18 and IDS Tornado. All such systems to date have used electro-mechanical
techniques to project an image of the map around the aircraft's present position from
charts stored on optical film. The intention of providing the pilot with an automatic
means of maintaining an awareness of his position and track in relation to the
s,'rrounding terrain and points of interest has only partially succeeded. Shortcomings,
in no particular order of importance are:

(i) The dedicated map display occupies prime instrument panel real estate which
cannot be shared with other sensors/functiona;

(ii) It employs electro-mechanical technology which tends to be unreliable and
requires maintenance skills which are becoming less and less availablel

(iii) There is no provision for annotation of the map data with celated mission
information such as route plan, targets, threat d&ta or other intelligence
unless, as in some designs, radar or mission overlay symbols from a monochrome
CRT are introduced via a beam splittar in the optical path. The complexity of
such a technique in the confined npace of a cockpit instrument panel can only
aggravate the lack of reliability without adequately satisfying operational
needs. Nevertheless, it is an approach which has benefited from great ingenuity.
Today however other technologies are available which make alternative solutions
much more attractivel

(iv) The use of optical film as the map storage medium leads to a considerable
reduction in operational flexibility. Despite the provision of spools covering
different operational areas, it is very difficuJt to ensure the availability of
the right combination of scales of the required geographic areas. For example,
it is not normally possible to predict in advance those target areas which might
be required for future missions at large scale (1 in 50,000 or 1 in 100,000 and
conveniently the same as those used by friendly ground troops). The spools
generally contain smaller scales (1 in 500,000 or 1 in 1,000,000), with a large
enough area to cater for as many potential missions as possible,

•. • .. , •.•• • : , .. •. : ," • •• ,• ,
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(v) The inflexible nature of the film storage medium leads to other problems. The
long supply cycle ensures that information ts out of date At issue and is
unlikely to be updated at a greater frequency than twice a year. To compensate
for this pilots usually fly with additional paper maps, involving just the tasks
considered to be unacceptable in the high speed low level environment and which
the moving map is intended to avoid. The pilot has to carry paper maps for the
larger scales with the greater detail and also the smaller scale paper maps with
greater coverage marked up by hand with the latest chart amendments (CALF).
These paper ma a are used to fulfil primary functions. Only if they were carried
as a last ditch altsrnative against the possibility of an equipeent failure could
they be justifiedl

(vi) Flying close to ground, particularly at night or in adverse weather, requires
close to 100 per cent head up concentration. Head down glances should be
restricted. Safety is bound to be affected if head down scans take more than a
frnction of a second to complete. ExAmples of map generated delays and
distractions are north/south transitions from one optical film strip to the next,
manual selection of scale changes, or map slew/look ahead which can all take
several secons to complete. In his hostile high workload environment the pilot
needs an instantaneous reaction to a coand. Waiting for a response could be
disastrous. (This consideration applies to other relatively slow access storage
media too, e.g. optical disk, but not to random access semiconductor memory),

(vii) The requirements of night vision and compatibility with night vision goggles can
not be totally satisfied by the introduction of optical filters or the control of
display brightness. Greater flexibility in the control of individual map colours
is necessary to reduce the general brightness of light coloured map background
without losing the colour contrast necessary to pick out the information in the
map. Significant light reflections around the cockpit at night are to be
avoidedy

(viii) Any techniques used to mix map and overlay information after subjecting each path
to disimilar error sources is bound to degrade registration accuracy. Perfect
registration can only be achieved by encoding both sets of information at source
in a digital database1

(ix) An optical film allows no flexibility to provide desirable display facilities
such as an electronic sboom= or the ability to declutter unwanted i. formation
from the display;

(x) Optical film storage does not permit integration with the digital terrain
databases likely to be required by other systems in the future. Two forms of
database would need to be carried and be maintained. There would be no
possibilizy of introducing some o: the exciting new concepts intc the map
display, such as terrain avoidance or threat displays: it merely reproduces an
image of the standard chart.

While I have listed a number of inadequacies in current projected map systems, there
is no doubt that they have been well received by pilots. They have provided the
essential direct link between the navigation systims computed present position
co-ordinates and the pilot's appreciation of his relationship with the outside world.
No longer should he need to identify his position and track on a paper map folded tor
unfolded) in the confined space of his cockpit while simultaneously trying to avoid
hazards and complete his miIsion. Automated map displays are potentially a major
contributor to flight safety. One might have averted the mid air collision between a
Harrier and a Starfighter in 1985, reference 1, and there are no doubt many more cases
to suppcrt the argument. However, much more is now possible using current technologies.
The ten criticisms of projected maps outlined above can all be overcme with the latest
Digital colour map built by GEC Avionics. Indeed the map's value extends beyond the
dedicated Ground Attack roles into those of Air Defence.

TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS

A general overview of the development of technologies from the earliest Projected
Map Displays is given in Table 1. By the 1970s operators were aware of some of the
shortcomings of these dedicated displays. They were unable to annotate charts by hand
as they used to with paper maps and a need to provide radar updates of the navigation
system by map matching was identified as a useful supplement to visual updates. At
their best however, combined map and CRT displays designed to satisfy such requirementssuffer from the majority of the problems al••oady identified 9nd in addition offer|J
inferior resolution. A satisfactory solution had to await the 1980s and the development
of:

o high performance colour CRT displays

o high capacity digital storage media ,"-

'541 ,
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Table 1 Map Technology Progression

1960s 1970s 19808

Source Film Film )igital
Data Database

Image Electro- Electro- All
Generation mechanically mechanical Electronic

Driven + monochrome
CRT for

Radar/Symbol
Overlay

Image Optical Optical Nultifunction
Presentation Projection Mixing & Colour

i Projection Display

Examples Jaguar Tornado AV-OR
A-7 F-.I8

Harrier

The relatively recent but long anticipated demonstration of high brightness high
resolution rugged shadowmask CRTs has met the need for truly multifunction cockpit
colour displays. It is now c.-tirely practicable to provide a relatively low complexity
display, capable on the one Land of a high quality remotely generated colour map image
and, on the other, of a FLIR picture with a resolution equivalent to that achievable on
a monochrome display. The use of colour to highlight FLIR detected targets is a topic
not yet fully explored. In the wings there remains the future possibility of even
greater performance from the now emergent beam indexed CRT technology, slightly
optimistically predicted for the early 1980s in reference 2.

The second technology development relates to the strides made in digital mass
memories. Earlier magnetic media 311 suffered from physical size, environmental
constraints or access time limitations. Only recently have optical disk and
semiconductor memories been developed sufficiently to be considered practical options.
Even today acme doubts must remain with regard to the ability of an optical disk to meet
full military environments bearing in mind the necessity of maintaining read head track
and focus with a greater precision than the wave length of the laser light used.
sowever, considerable effort is now being applied in these areas which should ultimately
offer the potential of several hundred megabytes of memory in a relatively compact
package. Other developments of the disk itself may permit the use of an erasable media
instead of current 'write once' tochnology. Even optical dask drives cannot fully meet
map requirements for instantaneous access.

Long access times are not a problem which randomly addressed semiconductor memories
suffer from. Requirements for large capacity memories of this sort have driven the
technology to exceptional increases in bit densities. One meg3bit uv erasable EPROM
chips Pre available today with 4 megabit devices promised in the future.

The development of efficient data compression algorithms has given greater map area
coverages using more restricted memory capacities. Actial compression ratios achieved
vary with the map content but sufficient work has now been done to confilently predict
achievable values. This has led to relatively economic map memory designs using EPROM
tuchnology with no attendant doubts about environmental soundness.

An intermediate technology not discussed so far uses the older optical film storage
technique and converts the image to an analogue video signal for remote display on a
colour CRT. While obviously benefiting from the use of a multifunction cochpit display
and preserving the use of existing film database support systemP, this hybeii approach
founders by preserving most of the inadequacies of the curreat projected map systems
listed above. It is unlikely to find a role in the face of competition from digital map
generating systems in the future, nor ý.an it benefit from the existing and emerging
digit&l databases.

•'•'• W-,a, , -
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THE DIGITAL COLOUR NAP

The G6C Avionics Digital Colour Map has been described before, reference 3. This
discussion will therefore be limited to an outline description, identifying key features
of the latest design configuration.

Earlier versions have been flying in a Royal Aircraft Establishment Wessex
helicopter since October 1984 and have since been delivered to support a US simulator
progrmme. Equipments of this class will also be delivered for an RAE Lynx helicopter
programme and the British Army Phoenix UNA where it will be a koy feature of the Ground
Station, Fixed wing flight trials are expected to begin soon in the RAE Hunter ano a US
Navy A-6. In all cases the digital database has been prepared in-house using, in same
cases, subcontract map digitisation. An enthusiastic response from the pilot community
has been received.

Figure 1 shows a simplified block diagram of the Digital Colour Map. A key feature
is the partitioning of the database memo- into two categories: that which changes
infrequently but is required in very largw quantities; and that which is changed from
mission to mission but of which there is conveniently lees:

(i) EPRON data, consisting of large areas at several scales of compressed map data
formatted as small individual "tiles". This data would normally be changed only
in the event o.. out of area operation o-. when the map is subject to its
relatively infrequent but regular update requirements. The tiles can either be
composite or be subdivided into feature plane layers to facilitate the declutter
function and to allow DLMS DTBD (Digital Land Mass Survey, Digital Terrain
Elevation Data) to be introduced in place of contours/elevation shading.

DATA ROB

Fig. 1 Digital Colour Map

The DTED gives the flexibility to reproduce contour lines or provide alternative
displays for terrain avoidance, threat avoidance, radar shadowing, etc. Although
EPROMS require UV expOsure for erasure, they currently provide the moat economic
form of non-volatile semiconductor memory.

(ii) EE.PRON data, consisting of mission specific data. It is normally inserted as a
cartridge but can be loaded in situ from an external pOrt and a ground support
bus. The data is generelly formatted in the eme way as the EPROM map data and
is indexed to provide exact correspondence. Typical dsta are the limited ares
lsrge scale maps which cain only be identifiaad at target briefing prior to the
mission, targets, weypoints, routes, known threats, VERA, PLOt, or the
.. eronjutical overlays which change so frequently in peace time. Although more
convenient to use than EPRON, EBPRWE at this time provides about a quarter of the
density at four time the price per bit. It would not currently be econom ic to
use this media for the whole memory.

The microprocessor based CPU is controlled by software resident in non-volatile • -
memory in the CPU card, It controls the data flow from tho databases according to 1,'.".'
commands received over the multiplexed data bus. It calculates the map areas required •r

,.• ,,...."to update the sceno memory and initiates transfer of this data plus any overlay to the .,••'e*',,, ...

• I~~Dcompression card. The data is then reformatted into the expanded pixelised form •t
• ~required by the scene memory. Part of this reformatting involves selection/deselection ,

• ~~~~of overlay/map layers according to the level of declutter selected by the operator. The''•;_i
•.• /,•.area maintained within the scene mamory is in a North-up format, and from this the area.

• •,•? to be displayed is accessed with the appropriate orientation and present position. The ;

S,:.;; 'i:•scrolling of the display with no discernible breaks in the ma• picture. .
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The colour palettes on tlbe Vida*oOutput card further condition the d-%ta by assigning
colours to the pixel tiodes. Geveral palottee can be stored and s4.leated by commands on
the Multipiox Date 3su.

¶ While tiw; block diegras outlines the functions necessary to produce in image of a
convent ions! mirp, sms additional facilities are required to oak* full, use of the DTRD
data, or to intorface the database with other user systehma. The ability to interface a

*largo capacity optical disk drive aystom in place of the RPF40N memory is a feature of
the design.

Typi:7al map Iinagop are shown~ in Figure* 2 and 3, but of course In monochrome in: this
reproduct ion.

* operational modes ores

o Switch-on/Standby

* o Normal

a slew

o Test

During Standby, Initialising operations including self test are carried out
automatically. The processor then interrogates the database and Indicates the
geographic coverage and scale on the cockpit diaplay.

During Normal, the map automatically aligns to present position which is centred in
the display screen in the Nortii-up mode or offset in Track/Heading-up modes to provide
increased "look-ahead". Typical functions includes

"o map orientation - North, Track or Heading-up

"o scale selection

"o Zoom - continuous to 2:1

"o Mission overlay

"o Declutter

o Look-ahead - to selected waypoint/target

"0 Mark or Ragreas - to identify point. of interest

"o Colour Palette Selection - day/night

in the Slew mode, the map may be offset under manual control to provide a visual fix
update of thL navigation system. This feature may also be used to review map areas away
from present position as an alternative to the Look-ahead function.

in the Test mode, normal operation is interrupted and an easily interpreted test
pattern is presented to the operator.

The Digital Map is typically 3/4 ?.TR short sixe and diasipates 150 watts.

DIGITAL DATABASE

Although there are several database* available internationally, coverage is
incomplete. There are plans in both the Us and UK to establish standaid digital
databases for cultural information, becoming availablo from the early 1990s. in the
interim electronic maps must maLe us* of existing material.

GEC Avionics have experience of using several different sources. Tbey includes

o Digitisation of paper charts

o Digitisation of individual ink/feature planes which are used by the printers as
source material

o Use of UK PAdR vector data

o Use of DLNS OTED

-,--~zw
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The blending together of theme source& has been demonstrated auccessfully. Figure 4
outlines a general scheme reflecting the tasks to produce map data in an efficient form
for loading into the aircraft. National sapping agencies would normally provide the top
tier of source data to rii agreed standard. A central facility would most probably alao
be involved in producing ccmpresaed tile data in a format suitable for downloading to
the aircraft. The only facility essential to the local baae is a memory system to hold
the above extensive compressed date and the ability to select a subset for particular
aircraft and download this into SPROM or EsPRON. This facility might most usefully be
linked to a multiple Mission Planning facility, networked to a similar work station for
the intelligence officer's use.-- ' - I I1 [ -- -- --

SI DATABASEl DATABASE DIW~AL VECTOR
P ACMETA DATABASE

OAOAI .J L 'r

OI,4

OWR~

MANUAL
INTER VENTION ~ ncsPotePROCESS

COMPRSSED T ;Y81

Fig. 4 Comprehensive Map Digitisation Scheme

MISSION PLANNING

A key feature of the map is its use during mission planning, allowiag complete
missions to be developed and "flown throug?, on the ground using the same information
that is available in the air. Targets or waypoints can be identified and verified on
the map before loading into the system, as can relevant intelligence data. The mission
planning process can take over a multitude of processing tasks currently carried uut
manually or in a fragmented manner. Fig. 5 shows such a simple user friendly facility.
other capabilities could be straightforwardly added, such as a printer for a permanent
record, a video frame snatching facility to allow IR reconnaissance pictures to be
viewed, selected and loaded into the mission database if required.

The Mission Planning Station can also be used for debriefing. On reloading the
EEPROM cartridge, information recorded in flight can be re-run, including possibly
mark/regress points, new threats identified during a mission, and many other features.
It would also be straightforward to record the actual route flown and compare this with
the intended one. Actual time over the target could be compared with that plannei.
Although potentially valuable for training purposes, such a facility is likely to '5e as
popular with pilots as the tacograph is with truck drivers.

A very importtnt capability of the Mission Planner is the provision of absolutely
up-to-date CALF data as an overlay on the electronic map. It also enables the required
large scale map patches to be carried as an aid to IP and target identification. Both
of these facilities should ensure the pilot does not need to use any paper maps under
normal conditions. He would only carry them for use in the event of an equipment
failure when he could expect some reduction in operational capability.

Vi
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Ci C

MAP AND SYMBOL ERMLA R
GENERATOR

MAP AND INTELLIGENCE DATA NETWORK

Fig. 5 Mission Planning Station

CONCLUSION

Digital Colour Map technology is with us today. Technical risks hove been
eliminated. The Napping Agencies are now advancing their plans for cultur'tl database
systems of the future. Very significant benefits to the low flying helicopter and fast
jet pilot are in the offing. Some of these benefits will also aid the Pir defence pilot
where knowledge of terrain 4,:d situation awareness is also a factor. Integration of the
map with other terrain referenced functions is planned, sharing the dat?,base overhead.
Some of these future development are discussed in a paper by Mr L BEvbridge later in the
symposium.
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1 AOUrTI LAW ATTAC MaISSIO"ANKIG SeTATION (C l)
byRobert T. H•ints,

1M. J. Bloyd and D. Uibben

Naval Weapons Center
C China Lake, California 93555

CL

cThe proposad mission planning station described in this paper is a reoult of a Novel Weapons Center
discretionary funded study performed in conjunction with the &V-83 Program Office in 1985. The approach
deacribed draws heavily on the development and deýloyment of digital map techoology for use on modern
attack aircraft. The characteristics of the digital map are derived from a draft product specification
currently beit# prepared for submission to the Defense Mapping Agency (DNA), and the AV-SB requiremente
document Lor a digital map capability. The envisioned digital map would utilize optical disk storage
for the map, and additional solid state storage for the annotdtion generated by the planning statLion.
The mission planning station is shown in three configurations ranging from a baseline capability (%,hich
may even be appropriate for an individual aircraft), up to a fully capable station capable of inter-
actiog with o.her digital data bases and even generating its own optical disk.

Mae 0

The critical difference in this proposed mission planning station approach is the digital map cap-
ability envisioned for future aircraft. In order to put the impact of the digital map capability into
better perspective, a brief discusaion of this technology is warranted. For all versions of digital map
a navigation computer Interfaced to an inertial navigation unit (I1U) is assumed. No specific imple-

eantation will be described, but instead a generic digital map will be described. For a more complete
discussion of this topic, see reference (1).

Navigation for pilots has been in a state of slow evolution ever since the Wright Brothers could fly
far enough to got lost. Early navigation was accomplished by pilot recognition of landmarks, and has
,volved to the flight =aps used by pilots throughout tha world. But navigating with maps was rapidly
found to be deficient during bad weather, at night, and when the pilot was in sufficiently unfamiliar
terrain. Military applications demanded solutions to these deficiencies. Radio beacons (e.g., TACAN)
"were one way to stretch invisible lines through space to augment navigation. 3ut the vulnerability of
these links has been recognized and autonomous navigation techniques were soon sought. The I1U, a con-
pleax set of gyros and accelerometers was developed to provide positional information. Since these
systems hav. inherent (and typically random) drifts, they require initialization, alignment, and updates
to maintain the needed accuracy. It was recognized from the navigation designate (update) mode that a
correlattor, could be made between inertial space and a map space. So the projected map display was
born. A film strip of DMA maps is produced to cover the expected opezstlng zone for an aircraft. The
initialization of the INU and the film ttrip are performed simultaneously, and a pilot can wotch his
position superimposed on a photographically produced map (see Figure 1) from A-7 aircraft. This leaveS
the pilot's handa free tG operate his controls with no further need to juggle flight charts. For

aissions requiring precise weepoo delivery tine and location, this system is a fantastic Improvement.
So why do we need digital maps? Especially since current cathode ray tube (CRT) displays willt never
match the resolution of a photographic image.

FIGURE 1. A-7 Projection Map Display.
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The current photographically based projected map displays are Iimittd to standard paper map
formats. An area of complication can occur due to the diversity of map formats. The ground forces
typically uttilie a map called Universal Transverse Mercator (0TH), while aircraft navigate in latitude
and longitude. So the maps are not the same, and the confusion is difficult to resolve. Conversions
can be made between positions on both types of saps, but cannot he readily displayed on photographic
projections of naps. So what is needed is an absolute map standard which can be readily converted into

Njany formtat. The Defense Napping Agency (DMA) is involved in the development of this data base. Using a
variety of infornatlon sources, a digital representation of the surface of the earth can be generated
(Figure 2). The Dialtal Land Mass System (DUMS) is currently available in two general classes:

Digital Terrain Elevation Data (DTSD)

* Digital Feature Analysis Da~a (TFAD)

'-.b o 11%,t •• " •i =, ,,P , t

FIGURE 2.

Each class is composed of many subgroups depending on the level of complexity. The accuracy goal
for these data sets is considerably better than that aveilable from prpec maps. So digital map
zftchnology ultimately will involve a match of highly accurate digitized position information to low
drift iner ,al systems. Intermediate steps may involve digitt., stion of paper maps (Figure 3) due to
Lasues of availability and uniformaty. Of course, once the position information is in a digitized
format it can be ma ipulated and this is where the real pay-off occurs.

"In particulsr, this digitized map informtt-on can not be integrated with reconnaissance, and
intelligence infor-ition to provide a gieatly improied land attack alision planning capability. A
potential method for accompli. ,ing this integration is described in this paper.
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FIGURE 3.
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CLAM4PS is an approach to developing a modular ground support station for aircraft equipped with

digital moving map displays. An attempt is made to match the capabilities of each level of m~odulsr
station to the envisioned requirements for that level.

The mission planning station is initially configure d for the AV-BB aircraft with growth to the
F/A-18 and V-22 (i.e., JVX).

The Night Attack version of the AV-8B requires the following digital map capability:

Coverage - minimum 400 na xc 400 nm

Scale - 250,000 to I

-50,000 to 1 jslcal
Display - Multi-purpose Color Display (MPCD)

I IiO. Drift - I nautical ..ile/hr.

The current development contract for tl~is hardware was awardsd to Sperry, and is scheduled for
delivery and Installation in May ~1W. Although Sperry initially proposed onily 300 x 300 no (about 60
sq. ft. of 1 r map), they have been instructed to consider broader coverage (up to 100 sq. ft. of
map). This iyetem will Initially be based on digitization of paper maps. Even though Sperry has
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selected an extremely dense storage media (the optical disk (Figure 4)), they will still require some
data coupressiom. There are a number of methods to accomplish this compreasion, all with some inherent
level of information degradation.

K OPTICAL DISKS PERMANENTLY HOLD
INFORMATION PROTECTED INSIDE

THE SURFACE LAYERS

WRITING CAUSES A NON-REVERSIBLE PHYSICAL CHANGE TO THE MEDIA

LAMINATEo

VPROTECTIVE

ILLUSTRATION OF 124 MEDIA, COURTESY OF 3M.

FIlURE 4.

GBOUND ILES t FO APS

The mission planning station described here is a prototype for all attack aircraft utilizing a
digital map. The station can exist in varying levels of sophistication depending on the functions
required and the hardware/software limitations available. It is assumae it performs the same fuaction
as the Computer Aided Mission Planning Station (CAMPS) which has been prototyped for the U.S. Marine
Corps. Its capabilities will be divided into three groups, all having a baseline capability which is
then expanded as needed. The system must be capable of using a variety of digital inputs such as:

1. Paper Maps (after appro;,riate digitization)

2. DMA Data (DLMS)
DTED
DFAD

3. Tactical Electronic Reconnaissance Processing Evaluation System (TERPES) (Reconnaissance Data)

4. All Sources Image Processor (ASIP) (Intelligence information)

5. LANDSAT

The details of 3ome of these data bases are classified and will not be described here. Suffice it
to say that CLAMPS will require special software to utilize these data bases.

The output of CLAMPS will be optical disku and other solid state memory sources, which can be
introduced into the aircraft.

W4XA JIM DISCUSSIONS

Paper maps are the most readily available and offer the broadest coverage. They are from basically
three sources.

I. Defense Mapping Agency

2. U.S. Geodetic Survey (USGS)

3. Native Editions (derived from international sources)

The current draft product specification will specify the format for DMA to digitize paper maps (all
sources) and record them onto optical discs, The amount and type of compression required is yet to be
determined. In time the source will switch from paper maps to the Digital Land Mass System (DLMS) pro-
ducts mentioned earlier (DTED/DFAD). The familiarity of DNA with all of these products sakes them the

ideal choice for accomplishing this task. DNA currently produces the photographic maps for the

projected map displays (e.g., A-7).

n 6,. • •, ..... .. .... ,•, : • •. . . • ::,-,•
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TF.IPKS, hASI and LaJDSAT to a certain extent. require special processing and only limited access io
available or expectol.

OWUIa-AI~M MM~Iov pumxl= aTAT (CAMPS) inorAM2

The CAMPS functions are considered critical to any aeV-nced Lend Attack Mission Planning Station.
In particular, CAMPS currently uses TWA elevation films (DTED) to generAte a terrain data base. It then
include, aircraft flight parameters and threat locations and envelope. to generate an optixi.m flight
prL'Zile (position and altitude). A prototype of CAMPlS was operated in the Floet on the U.S.S.
Saratoga. A block diagram of the hardware is shown in Figure 3 acd the equipment layout In Figure 6.
It ii intended that CLAMPfS can incorporate these functions in equipment requiring comparable* if not
loes, size. weight and complexity. The basic Inforefation flow is shown in Figure 7, which In general Is
an iterative procesd requiring considerable operator Involvement.

WO USKSTAHIW

1l MONQMRWATI

FIGURE 5.
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Level I to shown In Figure S. It Involves a capability to reed an optical disk (OD) and the
contents of the Cog. Since then* two storage media cannot intera.et directly, a data synthesiser is
needed to call up annotation at the appropriate portion of the map. This could be included in the
central processor. but since It Is needed in even the aircraft Installation, would probably be a
stand-alone microprocessor. The operator would need a meane of Interacting with the DSU to generate and
update annotation information. The operator Input optione would involve a torminal, hand controller, of
potentially a touch panel overlay. The touch panel would be superimposed on the display to allow rapid
easnotation. The central processor would be neede to extract the stored Information from both sources
and produce the digitized map display. One* the Information haa been generated or updated, the
processor muat be capable of writing the 00 sand potentially even produce a multi-color paper map
(Including annotation) for non-digital map equipped aircraft (or even as a back-up for digital map
systems). The processor has not Noen Identified but a desk top unit (personal computer) is a potential
candidate syste.

INPUT OUTPUT
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Mission ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ CNTA ploigtiefaesmydiv h roesn equrmn o agr cr xesvemci
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This system could interact with the optical Disk Library directly. In facts *It could draw on the
library to extract only the sections needed for a mission area and optimize their storage for rapid

disla ma anotation. it would elso allow inrorporation of limited feature information to the optical
desk to Improve user utility. The system could then generate copies of the diske to be dietributed to
the squadrons for their utilization. Costs shown &g*In ore the off-the-shelf eammercial hardware, which
may not be applicable for military use.

* All of the functions considered critical for CLAWS are listed in Table 2, along with the hardware
together. So these are combined Into modules. The list of module* is as followat

Read/Diuplay Module

Optical Disk Writer

*)Mesmory Cord Writer

Annotate Module

Nag Tape Drive

Digitizer

CPU

Processor

A potential user couild, by identifying the functions he needs to perform rapidly, determine the set
of modules needed to support this. So mission planning stations could be ruadily tailored to the user
needs.

mONAN
CLAMPS Li, a proposed mission planning capability basid on a generic digital map technology. it is

intended to support a number of attack aircraft and user requirements. It performs all of the existing
CAMP functions and adds additional features. Although optical disk and solid stats memory Are
projacted for this capability, It could be used for other data storage media. An evolving system baced
initially on digitized maps is described, as well as growth potentlal to higher accuracy DLXS data
beses. The functiona are tailorable depending on the modules selected. This is intended as a candidate
architecture currently for planning purposes only.

1. Shupe, Norman X., U.S. Army Avionics Research and Developeent Activity., Fort Monmouth, NJ, presented
*at the 37th Annual Forum of the American Helicopter Society. New Orleans, IA, "The Night Navigation and

Pilotage System," May 1981. Reference number 81-18.

A4, '

*t*~*- *.. Z%
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/ ~~~H.A.T. Timersre ntherlands DSU~O
) ~Which firms are delivering ruggedised optical discs?

Author's Reply
Nuggedised optical disks are not now being delivered. U.S.A.F. RADC has a program to develop such
a disc. It is called The Tactical optical Disc System. The program manager is Albert Jamberdino.
McDonnell Douglasa &t St. Louis has contracted Sperry to build such a system for the AV-8B. Other
companion are working to develop ruggedised optical disks also.

J. Whalley, UK
Are you able to say anything about the software or algorithms that are used in this system?

* Author's Reply
No. This study Indicated whet co.~ponenta would have to be put together to obtain desired function
in a digital-itap support system (syst,'m architecture at the moat superficial level). The study

* vwow not takcen to the level that would iiocludo *pecific algorithma.

V I.*~ ~.i).tK~ ii.
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AUTOMATION STRATERG AND URSULTS FOr AN AIRASE COMMAND
wAND CONTROL INFORMATION SYSTE (ARCCIS)

by

R.P. do NoelNational Aerospace Laboratory KLR
•t• Antaton Pokkerwa8 2. 1059 CH Amsterdam

0The Netherlands

C W.N. van Dranen
Royal Netherlands Air Force (9lLIAF)

INTRODUCTION

Automation is considered the approprirte way to improve the effectivity of preparation and deploy-
ment of weapon systems in the increasingly complex scene of battle. This automation is aiming for the
support of the activities, because, according to the opinion of the RNLAF, human intellectual capacity is
essential to a balanced comercial and control process. Humamn intalligence and creativity combined with
speed and storage capacity of the computer may improve the quality of the preparation and the effectivity
of the deployment of weapon systems.

2. COMLAND AND CONTROL IN THE RNLkF

if we talk about "command and control" in Royal Netherlands Airforce this term deserves solo expla-
nation. This explanation is related to:
- objectives of the RNLAF,
- main tasks,
- hierarchical structure,
- readiness of operational units,
- airbase services,
- comand and control process/C2 systems.

2.1 Objectives of the RNLAF
The mission of the HATO, in which orgsnisztion the Netherlands are participating with 15 other coun-

tries, is to maintain the status of peace and of international safety, and to stimulate the stability and
the welfare in the North Atlantic area.

The contribution of the INLAF to this mission is specified by the following objectives:
- defending the air space in the area of the NATO countries from egression (air defence);
- obtaining and maintaining the air superiority in the HATO command and control area (air defence,

offensive counter air and air superiority);
- giving tactical support to the NATO land forces (close air support and interdiction);
- giving tactical support to the NATO naval fc.ces in the allocated part of the NortA Sea and of the

Channel (tactical air support of maritime operations and interdiction).

2.2 Main Tasks

The a'forts in this framework form the main part of tho tasks of the Royal Netherlands Air Force. To
obtain a correct overview, it is important to recognian the coherence of these tasks and the related
activities. A breakM.own of the main RNL.AF tasks yields the following overview:

a Air Superiority. The following mission types belong to the efforts aiming at air superiority:
S- Air defence: air operations executed by aircraft and guided weapons in order to reduce or to nullify

the effectivity of an hostile air attack;
- Offensive counter sir: besides defensive contribution also offensive operations are needed in order

to undermine the hostile offensive power;
- Air combat missions: offensive missions against airborne hostile aircraft, especially close to the

baztle-field.

b Tactical support ly airforces. In the support of land and naval forces two types of operations can be
distinguised:
- Close air support: this type of operations is directed mainly to hostile targets in the battle field

area close to rte own forces;
- Inteodiction operations: concerning the land forces these interdiction operations have the intention

to seal off the battle field by interrupting the connections and comunications of the hostile land
forces witl- their logistic and operational support facilities; concerning the naval forces the
interdiction operations are directed to hostile surface vessels rnd harbour installations.

c Additional support operations: both the obtaining and the maintaining air superiority and the support
of land and naval forces will be combined with additional air operations. nose operations are:
- Air Reconnaissance: reconnaissance is executed by means of visual perception, and by sensors such as

photographic. electronic, radar, television and infrared equipment;
- Air Transport: air transport facilities are deployed as well for transport of manpower as for

logistic* support.

2.3 Hierarchical structu.ýe
Also in peace time the comond and control of the operational units of the Royal Netherlands Air

Force is assigned to NATO-cosmanders. The forces in. Central Europa ara under the co'mand of AFCIT,-
situated in Brunssum. The Central Region is dividel into a northern and a southern sector; in both
sectors an Army Croup and an Allied Tactical Air Force (ATAF) are operating. Above these ATAPe' an
umbrella headquarter is functiocing, Allied Air Force Central Europe (AAMCE) situated in Rsmstein

(Fig. 1).

.4
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2.4 Readianes of operational unit.
Besides the taternational centralization of the operational command aad control. another assential

aspect of the alrfrcres io the high degree of readineass. This important capability of quick reaction
gives a major iotrribution to An preventive task of NATO. Several elements can react within 5-30 minutes

end all oporadonaJ unIts have to be fully operational within a predefined ti"s limit. These requirements
are valid snev days a week anld are evaluated several time a year via uneu unced emercises. The high
degree of readinesa ~equires a quickly reacting puacess of comass and control (fi2-procems) at *-mmugt
othere-, the ainbases of the IPLAF.
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Dutc NaloadAerspac Laoraory ewl fordevl tof comuter based Information systaft, it is
also suited for the comaio bowo Isua an ofptr6aa momtusses

In the "Scheme of air task* preoenaing" (Wig. 6) ahigh-level overview Is presented o h cii
ties related to the preparstions sad deployment of weapon systems at airborne level as a consequeen of an
air teask from the neet higher command ~avel. The 'misoico preparation flaw chart" (Fia. 7) presents tha
air teask message flow through the organesational structure of the 3irbare.

The Information~ supply can be sobdivided Into fiv e lemnts: enqeisitine (collection), storage.
headli.g. distributiom and preseatatiom of Information. With the help of thesm five elnomta the
u±Cfereatee heamon semv&al an autoamted Lnfermetion su"ply can be explained In more deaisl.
-does acquisition ; iformattion irom elsewhere. local seamear data and local Information collected

manually. in the mammal sodt the wsesor data io transferred only to the prisary
workplace, In the automated sods the data is available to anyone Interested and
authorised. Information from elsewhere arrives is books. lists sad by tolephouncall
In the seual mode; If computers are applied. computer connections are used for dots
collection;

- data handling is the manual mode data handling Is provided by people. In the automated mode by

computers;
- da. distribution; in manual information supply data Is distributed by couriers. telex, telephone, in

-data storage ;In the manual mode the storage media are wall totes. booka, lists and maps, in the

automated mode computer memory is applied.
- data prestentatin; in the manual mode the sams media arm applied as for stora~e, in the automasted mode

displays &ud printer are used.
Teoverv'igs cf the above smetioned differences between manual and automi -ed informaction supply is given

in pis. 8.
3.1 Comparleorn of manual and automated information supplyI Tha main performiance characteristic (Fig. 5) of inf.)raation supply is the truetworthIness: the rate
in which a user can trust the information system f or his information supply. This main characý;erietlc is.1 subdivided into five groups with the headings availability, continuity, Integrity. accessibility sand tins-
liess. rhe dafinitions of theme headings are:
- availability: the rate In which the Information supply is proof againaZ non-intootional disturbances

Originating within the Information system;I - continuity: the race In which the information supply is proof against all interference or changes onl-
ginatijig outside the information system, and against Intentional interference originating within the
Information systcm;

- intezrity: the rats in which the information corresponds with the reality that has to be represented;
- accessibility: the rate in which the information can be easily accessed within the restrictions of
authorization;

- timeliness: the rate in which the time requirements are met (in relacion to information supply).

During this presentation It is impossible anod needless to consider all characteristics mentioned in
the scheme of FIg. 5. Not all characteristics are equally relevant for the comparison. The complete list
of definitions is given In Appendix A. During this prssentatioa the feasibility of the requirements
related to robustness. resilience, protectability. up-te-datenoss. consistency and responsetima will be
discussed. As far as exact figures are given in the description of the requiremets, these figures are
not yet validated. It is assumed that the figures approximate the real figures sufficiently for a reclis-
tic argumentation.

Robustness is defined as the rate in which the information systsm hardware Is proof against all ex-
pected operational environmental conditions (shocks, vibrations, humidity. temprature. radiation etc.).
The requiremnts related to robustness range from maximal one disturbance of maximum 8 hours unintaor-
rupted within an operationmal period of 400 hours In peace 4nsm up to the war time requirement of wixImal
one disturbonca of mazinmu 5 minutes uninterrupte.d withi±, an operational period of 16 hours. Of course
the manual system im loes vulaorablo than the automated system with his electronic parts. Especially the
war ties requirement with respect to the 5 minutes maximum down tims Is stringent. But also in the cam..
puter environment this requiremant 'can be met, although the provisions are estimated to be expensive.

Resilience is defined as the rats In which the Information supply can be continued after non-inten-

tional disturbances originating within the Information sywtem. The requIremnts range from mitnual back-upj
with a reduced nasber of air tasks per time period to peace time up to war time requirements for auto-

mted back-up without Intermission. Also the war time requiromenra with respect to the electronic systems
cnbe realised.

Protactability is defined mas the rate In which the information syjtoa is proof r"Inst all Inten-
tional interference and against non-intentional disturbances originating outside the Information system.
The peace time requirements concern meantur@ against firs end lightning. the war tine requirefents also
concern measuras against shocks (caused by bomsb).* vibration and electromagnetic pulses. The problems
related to @bock* and vibration cem be solved, tha electromagnatio problem Is under Investigation.

Up-to-dateness Is defined as the rate In which the information corresponds With the recent actua- W
lity. The acceptable time-lag depends on the t7po of Information and on the ciroumstances. E.g. with
regard to meteorological information: In peace ties a time-lag of 3 hours is acceptable, 

4
1A war ties a

lag of half an hour Is permitted. it appears that these requirements can be met only by automated
systems.

Conairtancy Is defined as the rate In which coherent parts of Information corteoondam with each
other. The requlromets ran&. from I error per 10.000) data elemants in peat;s time up to I error per
10.000 data elements In war tims. With cdoputer support those requiremmnts can be mat.

leaposastimo Is defined as the time between an, Inquiry and a response tm it at a terminal (deter-
amdby the queuing-tine and the speed with which the Inquiry is executed). The requirements related te,

reaponsetime for inquiries is 20-30 ase.onds, related to responaetims for modificstinns the maximas is

'A
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cots with respect 4to the manul sfermaticm supply depsede, on the storage madawl in the came of wall
tat". the Voesoamtlu s in Ust awet. In the case of booke Che iraspesse time are act feasible. W'ith
respect to eeimted tmformatiom supply the eeoetime reqimreets ecabe mast.

.2Althoug the comarLsoo betweem =not cod automated Information supply Is does only for saw promi-

cest performace characteristics. the comeleainamay hWe drews tt it advantages sad disedveataeas of manuel
end automated laformatiem systems &rise fote diEfetmat performance characterietics. The major disedven-
taem of manul iaformmtlo~a system is the low Integrity of laformatico; the Major disadveastag of com-
peter based istoxmatcou systems 1. the vulnerability of the electronics.

The tueerworthiaeee of Information supply requir as wail sufficient availability and continuity a&s
wall as natietylag Information Integrity. Becomee the Integrity of Information In masuel information

systems cannot he further Improved the attention should be paid to the decrease of the vulnerability of
omiputer based Informatice system. especially to emanuves against electromagnetic Interference.

4. All. USE: 0WK AND COUTKOL IhIFOSN&TIOR $TTZ th(oyANXhI.nm i orean)h
oeatMioS thd aroesuatious ahe in c omntalibutioneat by thiRoyl extisor!of is Anowledce and the ii

National Aerospace Laboratory MLI. The IMLA contribution Is baseed upon Its know-how of the actual ground
tyop rgeiations n ai d oferaitns. Te periencewthrirbu t tion i .ta oreratsion fIs e noaluation inthegratid

comat training. snd automation.

Technical feature, of AMCIS are:
- Data structure

m atiefies, rarvivability. reliability, and aecurity requiremntsna
Sis in balance with high update rates.

- frocessing modes
a transactions: single updates, sin~le Information requests era processed Immediately
b atch: items ore collected in groups before they are processed

SInteractive: Is capable of man/machina Interactions luring engineering sessions.

Presantation capebilities
a alpha.-ummricsl. graphic, and Imaga-processing display units
Calpha-.nmerical and graphics printer
C coour and overlay facilities.

-Informaticon, arrangement
*:eaotdt b pecific requirements of each usur

* efors redfine sceen ay ut* n easi"sly adaptable
Cis driven by control tablas.

- oenoication
SIs limited to point-to-point connections
Soffers reliability-based ire-routing pousibilitiea
CIs tuned to the existing c ~ication network.

ASCCIS comrises the following four main subsystems (Fig. 9 and 10):

-Operations Management Information System (OMtS);
-Computer-Aided Mission Preparation System at Airbese Level (CNEFAL);
-Intelligence Information System at Airbasa, Level (ZUTAL);
-Meteorological Information System at Airbaee Lý-vel (Mt*L).

4. 1 Operation* Mtanagement Information System ((315)
01115 supports the processing of all order and massages related to the allocation of resources fox

air operations and ground operaetions. Therefore, all relevant status data at- collected. Information on
pilots, critical personnel end equipment. w ar consemmblas. airbese. and alaru, These data are stored In

'1 the database and can easily be retrieved by the user. The central element of (315 is contstitutod by the
data manaoemnt facilities; the spectfic %.ser slemeta aze dedicated to Air Task Processing at Airbase,4 Level (ATPAL) and Ground OperetIonua at Airhaase Level (WFPAL).
(bIll is operational at two of the RULAY airbaoss (set Fig. 11).

01115 is equipped with (see Fig. 12):
-Off-line, Support Packages for structuring the totes and the database sand for evaluating the (315 use
and performance.

*The Information Arrangement and Definition Package enables to "elect informeation to be prasented in
a rigid way (in view of security req~dremsas). it supptea the tedls for determlinin databaee cross
sectious and for arranging various screen layouts.

a 'A*e Data A~dainitration Package enables to maintain the datibase and th2 data dictionary. It
supplies the tools for determining the structure of the database end the data dictionary, and for
maintainiag the database contents in case of apprafed changt, in the databahe structure or data

a The Evaluation Package enablese to survej the a"seaed performance of OH15 daily. It preps-nat the Ugeor
errors.* the frequency of requests for said updates of Information per user, the maen anmd :aezIi wait
wan processing times per cocamnd. and the total amber of Informertioc requestas. updates, sand other -

pt;comands. Comeequeatly. It Is also a highly effective security tool.
- Dta Nomagompant Facilities for efficiart execution of the various management tasks rolated to the %ft J

and control of stored Information.

1A
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- User Interface Package, which moks@ poseibie an adequate connection with the various application proce-
dures.

- Application Procedures, such as ATPAL for air task processing and GR3PAL for ground operations.

ATPAL supports the procuseaag of all orders and nsseages related to the allocation of resources fir air
operations. It provides the mans for monitoring the progress of the processing of air taks, iL ensures
that the standard procedures are observed, and it reports the result of the operations.

GROPAL supports the groud operations by msking available information concerning the alert status, the
ground resources, the runway staLuas, the VIC status, the local weather, etc.

4.2 Computer-Aided Mission Preparation at Alrbase Level (CAMPAL)
CAMPAI a- pports the preparation of air-to-ground ainsiona. It improves the preparation process

through the easy availability of the moat recent infroration on intelligence scenario, operational condi-
tions, and aircraft and avionics status. The pilot consults the relevant date sources interactively. On a
raster-scan colour monitor, the map Oate are displayed together with route information. CANPAL consists
of two main functional part.: fcr pwviptio and for threat evaluation.
CAMPAL is operational at one of tt.e RNLAF airbasue in a prototype version, and can be deployed for both
mar- and peace-time mission prepai'ation.
- This computer-based infurmation system:
- speeds up the preparation by atomatiaL of standard procedures;
- improves the preparation thro•jSI the *emy availability of the most recent information, based on the

specific veapon-system characteriaties and the ever changing circumstances;
- facilitates the preparation because the pilot e4-a interactively consult (no computer knowledge

required) various relevant data sources (Intell, standing procedures, mate", geographic) before taking
¶ ~ his decisions;

- trenthens the preparation by automatically assessing the threat figures using the comple, quickly
chmngig intelligence, scenario in full detail;

- is validated in F-16 operations in the European scene.
The process Is controlled via tue alpha-numerical display of the interactive workstation. For the

actual route determination, the workstation includes a tracker ball. The digitiser serves as an addi-
tional input moan.. On a raster-scan colour monitor, the map Information and related data are displayed.
These data can be printed via the colour haidcopy unit. The graphic printer shaos all planning results
other than the navigation maps. such as the navigation-system (INS) data. the weapon-syaten (SMS) data.
the alpha-numerical navigation information for the Combat Mission Folder. and geneats mission data.

The interactive workscation is supported by a VAX 11/780 mini-ccaputer. This computer can serve at least
three such workstations. See for the current operational hardware configuration Fig. 13.

4.3 Intelligence Information System at Airbase Level (INTAL)
INTAL supports the collection and processing of the intelLgence data, such as order-of-battle in-

formation, target information, threat eata, and the like. It assists the expert in obtaiving an lite-
grated view on the various aspects of a war situation, including the threat on route and in the target
area. For presentation purposes, both aloha-numerical and graphic display facilities are available.
An IUTAL pilot system is currently Installed in an operational environment (see Fig. 14).

4.4 Meteorological Information System at Airbase Level (METAL)
MITAL supports the collection and processing of the mteorological data. obtained from various

sources. It assists the expert in obtaining an integrated view on the weather situation in the ares of
the operations. It adapts thwae data for easy and efficient usage during the missiom preparation and it
offers local weather information.
At the moment, the CAMPAL raster-scan colour monitor is used for presentation of the weather information

during the pilot's mission preparation.

. UDING REMARKS

T experiments with the A]CCIS subsystem in the operational environment have proved that the use
uf automation tools with respect to information supply Improves the integrity of the information and
facilitates the mission preparation.

The bottlenecku with respect to the vulnerability characteristics of computers Rust be eliminated tft
Improve the rebistance of slectronic information system against war violence.

Up to now the sutomation conceruing AKCCIS is directed to information supply mostlyý "-- The
state-of-the-art of automation offers more possibilities to improve the information handling rate. The
most Important possibilities are:

extension of the decision and infor-ation handling support;
i condensation and upgrading of information;

.- knowledge aengfsering.

'These itrs are the elements of the mission preparation system of the pendng futured(Fit. 16).

A4t-
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AP?11 A
Def initions of Perf ormance Characteristics of Inform@Atiou Supply

Acesbility

Tb. rate in wich the information cAn be saLs _y accessed within the limits of outhorisation.

M~~IME'It whchanges" In the reality to be repreosented can be easily Incorporated Into the informa-

tion system.

Auditability
The rate in which improper - someti~mes fraudulent - modifications of the information can be detected and
romedied.

Availability
The rate In which the information supply Is proof against non-intentional. disturbances originating within
the Information system.

2The Ma~te ii_._Ech the informatioL system can exchange information with other systems.

Consistency
The rate In which the coherent parts of information correspond with each other.

Continuity
The tate In whlh: the information supply is proof against all Interference or changes originating outside

* the Information syste. and against intentional interference originating within the information system.

Corr"Leete (Implementation)
Terate inwhich the Implementation satisfies the user requirements.

*CorreetneMa (information)
The rate in which the Information Is without errors.

TO HElre times a specific process haa to be repeated within a pro-definied tine range.

Impierturbability
Mes race In which disturbances in the Luformation supply can be prevented after Interference caused by
so~ificationalchanges in the information system.

Integrity
The rate In which the information corresponds with the reality that has to be represented.

The rate in which instructions can be easily given to the system (in number and type of actions).

ProtectabIlity
The rate in which the Information system Is proof against all Intentional interference end againist non-
Intentional disturbances originating outside the information system.

Quality
The rate In which the whole of characteristics of -product.* process or service satisfies the ra juire-
tents. derived from the )bjectives for usage.

Readiness
The rate between the speed with which the information system presents information after the mment the
informoti-yn Is defined in case of shared usage of resources and the speed In case of non-shared
resoairces.

Iscoverabilit,
The rate in which the information iupply can be realarted after repair.

The proh~bllity that an information system can execute the required functions under pre-defined circumt-
stances in a specific tims range.

Repairability
The -ate In which malfunctions in the implementation and in tha carrier-hardware can be easily detected
and remedied.

Resilience 
.The rate In which the Information supply can be continumd P: or non-intentional disturbances originating

within the Information system.

4"' The ime %a n an Inquiry and a response to It at. a terminal (detbrmzined by the quoing-tima and the
speed with which tie inquiry is executed).

The rate In hich the Information system hardware Is proof against all expected operational enviramo~antal
* conditions (shocks, vibrations. L=idy, temerature. radiation, etc.).

'f 
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Wi~ i tch =o uauthorized Inspection of information can he presented.

rIn which the Information supply is proof against (non-) Intentional access. inspection, usage.
modification. destruction. sa" disclosuza.

V -uerate in which a pra-dlafed process io executed.

Tetat In %'hich the information supply can be continued after Interfereav, exceeding the defined pro-
tectahility.

firate in which the time raquirameant are set (in relation to Information supply).

Trustworthiness
Sher-ate In which a user can trust the Information *yet=e for his Information supply.

Up-to-dateness
The rate In which the Information corresporis with the recent actuality.

User-f rimadlineas
The rate In which the Interface between Information system and user Is tuLed to the procedures. disci-
plinet and experience of the user.
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IROBUSTNESS (CARRIER)-
CORRECTNESS (IMPLEMENTATION)-

AVAILABILITY RESILIENCE -

REPAIRABILITY

RECOVERABILITY

{ADAPTABILITY
CONTIUITY IMPEATURBABILITY

-CONTNUITY PROTECTABILITY.

SURVIVABILITY

TRUSWORTINESS -UP -TO -OATENESS

CORRECTNESS
-INTEGRITY-

CONSISTENCY

AUDITABILITY.

rUSER FRIENflLINESSS

ASPETSOFACC~IBIITY OPERABILITY

COMMUNICATIVITY

ASPECTS OF

SECURITY SPEED

LTIMELINESS FRQEC

RESPONSETIME

READINESS

Bo. Shem* of perforsance charocteriatics for Inforsation supply
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ELEMENTS MANUAL AUTOMATED
INFORMATION SUPPLY INFORMATION SUPPLY

SENSOR AT ONE PLACE AVAILABLE UIVERSALLY AVAILABLE
ACQUISITION
ICOLLECTION) FROM BOOKS, LISTS, TELEPHIONE COMPUTER CONNECTIONS

XLSEWHERE

LOCAL PEOPLE PEOPLE

HANDLING PEOPLE COMPUTERS

rISTRIBUTION TELEP.ONE. COURIERS COMPUTER CONNECTIONS

STORAGE WALL TOTEý, BOOKS, COMPUTERMEMORY
MAPS, LISTS

PRESENTATION SAME MEDIA AS DISPLAYS
FOR STORAGE PRINTERS

Fig. S Differences between manual and automnated information supply
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W'OVRKSTATION CO ECTION AcSESSMENT SUPPLY
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Fig. 14 Current INTAL haidwar. configuration and its uaage
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Fig. 15 Architecture of mission preparation information system
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AIR TASK SCHEDULING M3NITORING DATATRANSFER
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Fig. 16 Future architecture of mission preparwzion Information system

DISCUSSION

S. Boehmer, USA
How is the database updated? Manuel, floppy disk, automated.

X.P. do Noel
Bulk data via segnetic tape (from AAFCE), small updates manually.

J.H. Powell
How will the system interface with European wide data systema ouch as EDDS (European Date
Distribution System).

R.P. do Noel
The system in linked to EIFEL, the next higher level system at ATOC.
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* by

S~Ronale A. Eric~k.'orS~Targeting Anaulysis Office

'. Navel Weapons CenterSChina Lake, California 93555
UBA

SThis paper presents a Naval Weapons Center study on close sitr support (CAS) targeting requirements

and systems. The paper gives en overview of U.S. Narine Corps CA5 and identifies problems in specific
areas of the CAB mission, including threat, coemunications, timing, tsrpet marking, ',nd target
acquisition. The study also analyses CAS targeting requirements and fo.-muates guidelines for
improvemsnt of CAB targeting capabilities. -•

diods Air Seport

CAB is defined as air action saganst h,~mtile targeta that are in the proximity of friendly forces.

Detailed integration o; each air smtasion with the fire and movement of the frienidly forces is required.

Cleee-im lita Support

The support furnished to ground troops by Marine Corps attack helicopters is called close-in fire
support (CIPS). The same coordination with ground and air forces is required. The CTPS mission is
different froe CAB in force attoctura ar~d ordnance employed, but is included in this study since it is
also air support provided to ground troops.

teg acquiefti.ta

Target acquisitibn is the term used to indi•,t'• the procnaa of locating the target once the general

target area haa 1Id.n entered. The target acquisition process usuall1y begins wiLth some type of search;
includes detec~tnn, recognition, or identificstion; and ends when the meapon has been released, fired,
or locked onto the target. The use of "acquire" in this report denotes whatever task (or tasks) is
appropriate in the context of the discussion.

Thjr unique functions in CAB of air-to-ground comuicationa and targeting marking ct~n also be
inciol~ed as part of the target acquisition process. A target mtarker (e.g., smosks, panels, or a laser
dg~ignstor spot) could also be thought of as the first of two targets in the search proceass with the
/z:atget. itself the final objective.

*/

S•' This study was carried out in thtree phases:

S1Q Review of CAB studies, handbooks, operational reports and instructor materials, with weighting

given to analysis end experience over the last eight years.I ) Interview with U.S. Marine Corps (USMC) aviators.

i3 niiaino h polmtercue. n osbeipoeensi A :rsigSynthesis of information gained from the literaturs and from interviews as the besis for

The study ie qualitative in nature; assumptions and important factors in CAB target acquisition are
simply stated with quantitative supporting data. These slatesmnte are generally ,jgreed to in the
operational and technical comunities. Conclusions as to target acquisition requirements can be derived
from the statements, and theka sets of requirements can form the "nhopping list" for choices of
targeting device devalopesent.

Moest of the target acquisition functions required of Marines in combat are given in Table I, where
the compnentst (or "player.") are also listed. The table shows the wide range of operations that
include some form of target acquisition. Items were reduced in number to those predominant in the
air-to-ground attack, CAB mLission (Table 2). Table 3 further restricts the scope of Table 2 to items
most appropriate to targeting per se.

__ _________
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TABLE 1. Complete Classification of Target Acquisition Spectrum.

1. Ground-to-ground

a. Components:a

1. Ground troaps (ea.., Infantrymen, forward observer)
2. Vehicle crews (e.g., Dragon gunner)
3. Artillery crew.

b. Functionesa

1. Acquire/track nsemy before firing
2. Direct fire on enemy
3. Designate enemy (e.g., with a laser device or smoke marker)
4. Report enemy location

It. Ground-to-air

a. Components:

1. Troops
2. Antiair weapon units (e.g., Rawk unit)

b. Functions:

1. Acquire friendly cargo helicopters (halo*)
2. Acquire friendly forward air controllers (airborne) (FAC(A))
3. Acquire friendly atteck aircraft
1. Acquire enemy air (halo and jet)

III. Air-to-air

a. Components:

1. Roles
2. FAC(A)/tactical air coordinator (airborne) (TAC(A))
3. Fighter aircraft
4. Attack aircraft

b. Functions:

1. Acquire enemy aircraft
2. Acquire own aircraft

IV. AiLr-to-ground

a. Components:

1. Cargo halo.
2. Troop halos
3. Attack halos
4. FAC(A)
5. lighter/attack jets

b. Functions:

1. Acquire own forces
2. Acquire landmarks (a.g., control points, identification points)
3. Acquire target warker
4. Acquire target
5. Acquire landing site

a Numbers aessigned to components and functions are not necessarily correlated.
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TABUE 2. CAB Target Acquisition Functions.

Other functions in the CAB operation are not included here (e6...
"acquiring enemy aircraft).

I. Ground-to-ground

a. Component.: troops

b. Functions:

1. Direct fire
2. Designate target
3. Report target location

It. Ground-to-air

a. Components: Troops

b. Functions:

1. Acquire own FAC(A)
2. Acquire own attacker

Il. Air-to-air

a. Components:

1. Halos
2. FAC(A)
3. Fighter/attack jets

b. Function: Acquire other friendly aircraft

IV. Air-to-ground

a. Componente:

1. Attack halos
2. Fighter/attack jets
3. IAC(A)
4. Ground support (FAC, air support radar tera)

b. Functions:

1. Acquire own forces
2. Acquire target marker (e.g., smoke, laser spot, radar beacon)
3. Acquire landmarks
4. Acquire target

TABLE 3. Study Priorities ii CAS Targeting.

I. Air-to-ground

a. Components:

1. Fighter/attack jets
2. Attack halos
3. Observer aircraft

b. Functions:

1. Acquire target
2. Acquire target marker
3. Designate target (from air or ground)

II. Ground-to-ground

a. Components: Txoopa

b. Function: Designate targets

_______________________
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Two other Important functions are closely related to an attack aircraft pilot finding the target:
ccamuntcstions and marking the target (Table 4). These 'two areea are treated explicitly in this study
asine they havs ben y W -ompuments in tho CAS target acquisition process and are not found at all in
other types of air-to-ground target acquisition.

TABLE 4. Additional Functions In CAB Targeting.

1. Copsunication

a. Components:a

1. Tactical Air C•omand Center (TAC•)
2. Di••ct Air Support Center (DASC)
3. Fire Support Coordinati-n Center (FSCC)
4. TAC(A)
5. FAC(A)
6. Ground support (FAC, air support radar teas)
7. Attack aircraft

b. Functtons:a

1. Request air strike
2. Direct aircraft to target area.
3. Pass target and strike itformation
4. Mark target
5. Clear aircraft for strike, or abort strike
6. Coordinate timing

1I. Work/designate target

a. Components:

1. Troops (PAC, rtillmtrv crew)
2. FAC(A)
3. Fighter/attack aircraft

b. Functions:

1. Locate targets
2. Launch marking monition
3. Track and designate targaet
4. Estimate or measure range and bearing to target
S. Describe target location to FAC(A) or attack aircraft
6. Tim target markcr properly

a Numbers assigned to components and functions are not necesserily cortelated.

i CABS •Za

This section gives a broad overview of the Marine Air CAS and CIFS missions. A number of a.audies
have been coLducted, and handbooks and trial reports are available that provide a great amount of
detailed information on threats, weapons, targets, and their associated tactics. Since the inforsation
is available, only its essence need be rapeited here.

Aircraft

The principal attack aircraft Involved in CAS will be the AV-aB, A-61, and F/A-18. (The A-AM and
F-4N/3 will be used In the reserve forces.) The OV-lO is the aircraft in use by FAC(A) in the Marine
observation squadrons. The AR-IJ/T it the attack halicopter that provides CIFS. Two of the attck
a&.rcraft are single-place types, so the pilot will be heavily task-loaded in the CAS environment. The
A-61, F-4S/N. and AN-IJ/T have two crewmen, so there will be sharing of the york.

T-reatn

The major threats w11l be mobile weapons that include the ZSU-23-4, small arms and automatic
weapons, and esveral varieties of surface-to-air missiles (SANa). Air threats from enemy fighters are
also a possibility, and Rind halicopters could be a threat in pose scenarios. The threats will use
radar as well as eloctro-optical and infrared (2O/Il) sensors to locate and track the Marine aircraft.
The specific location of the threats may not be known ahead of time, because of their mobility.

Targets

Most of the targets in the majority of the CA scesnarios will also be mobile - tanks, armored
parsonnel carriers (APCo), and vehicla-mounted artillery. Targeting the threats themselves (ZSU-23-A)
would also be effective. If the Marine ground forces are attacking, such things as fortifications
(bunkers) could also become targets.
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The vohicular tarjece are considered 'poinc" tLVrSeIt (as opposed to area targets), whoee location
can change becaLse of their mobility. This tyve of -argot is not easy to see unless it is raising dust
in a dry enviroement, or ii- marked or designated by a FAC or FAC(A).

The Maroens coul$ umcotanter a broad range of enviroments; e.g., flMt, open countLy with little
vogetation; hilly country with little vegetation or covered with trees; open foruland, or built-up
coastal regions, Including urban areas. Operatione sut be performed lay and night in all seasons.
Limited visibility and low ceilings make air operations dift.icult. Night conditions make operatlons
more difficult, but also decrease the threat's effectiveness by disruptint optical tracking.

An addItional enviroumnmtal problem that suet be considered in weapon 4uployment studies is
jmming. It is likely that air-to-ground communications will be degraded by jiminS. Radar performance
will be degraded by josming by both sides in a conflict.

The 'dentifyi'g feature of both GaS and CIS is opiration in proximity to friendly troops.
Traditionally. this has required close communicetion between the around troops and their attack
aircraft. First, and most Impoi lnt, by good communiattone ground troupe can ensure that their own
troops .re not attacked; second, they can ensure that the desired targot ts attacked and destroyed. A
Jnmed environme:,t makes this communication difficult if not impoesible at times.

Tactics

Basic weapon delivery tactics are dictated by the aircr.fc. capablifties, weapon characteristics,
weather, end the threat. The weapons umet be delivered within the range envelope (betweeq a marximu and
a niniaeu range) and in some cases suet impact at a high enough grazing angle to be effect'Lve. The
release conditions moat be such that the .0-"r-ft can avoid weapon fragmentation. Weapc 'ragaenration
from the first aircraft in a strike auxt be avoided by the second aircraft. (Timing iF criti-al.)

The threat forces the aircraft to fly such that target acquisition is difficult and weapot delivery
is not In the "optlua" pert of the envelope. Jet aircraft fly as low and fast so possible. They make
frequent turns to make tracking then difficult (jinki.•). They u-e terrain smaking to avoie detection.
This sain smoking keeps them from seeing the target, of course. Hvlttopters rly as low as porsible,
avoid eoy popul.ted are., Aný also use alk the manking possible.

Jet aircra•t mut normally Increase their altitude before weapon release, entering a Challow dive or
loft maneuver, or popping up a"d then entering a shallow dive over the target. Some weapons can elso be
delivered In a low-level loft (o.5., 10-degree pull-up to release) if the target can be found in time.

Heliccpters conducting CIPS usually uJe the pop-up maneuver, search the area for the target, slew
the weapon or turn the helicopter, lock on (if appropriate), track and fire. Sonetimes tracking is
riquired after weapon launch. This pop-up tvkes them just above the terrain- or vegetation-unmosk
point.

The timing oi the attack pass is critical. .articularly when target marking aid mobila targets dr.-
involved. This cootdinatior between the ground PAC, any airborne FAC, and the attack aircraft may also
take plr.e in a high-threat, communicationos-jaw-d anvirorw.ant (in the worst-case situatinn).

Targit marking can take many forms, depending 3n the aircraft systems and whether the strike is at
night or i.n the daytime. Smoke has been used for years to cue the pilot where to look for the target.
or where to release the %peapons if the target cannot be seen. White phosphorous (WP) @moke can be
delivered frun the ground or in th-. air (other colors are not now available).

The development oa laser designators, laser spot trackers, and laser-gusded bombs and missiles has
provided a new capability tn CM target scquisition and attack. Viese laser devices provide two
functions: they cue the pilot ad thw sirc-Aft system to the target's location, .nd they provide an ais-

* point for the luser-gulded weApon. Cueir.q reduces the pilottc s'.arch time, and guidanco reduces the
weapon's circular ce'ror rrobab lity (M.P).

rhe material ,resente•l above is intended to give * flavor of o•me of the target acquisition aspects

of clowe air support, without repeating much of the detail available ti other reports.

,'A has a wide variety 4t f-ight profiles (medium altit.ido, low altitude, pop-up, etc ), weapons.
and players. C& moust be co...-iated at night. in r.-e daytime, and in all sorts of terrain and weather.
Jets, observation air'ratt (CV-.0s), and neltc, pt rs engage in direct rupport of the ground troops (CAS

and CIPS).

(AS has sime of t..a m-as target acqniaitiin problems that are fouur in strikes away from friendly i

troope (e.g., liast, msking, hattl.". clutter, wesaher). The additional requirements to locate and
cormicate with friendlies near the targets. and to -ark the targets, introduce additional problem.

The ability to mark the targets, however, can make things easier for the attack pilot. It appears that

all these require ants must be mat in a mediumr- to high-threat enviroment.

'V
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More mail mobile targats will be encountered in CAS than in deep-strike atLack miesions. Bceuse
of their mobility, the locations of these targets will not be known exactly, end they will be
"available" to attack f'or o•ly a short time. Mobile targets are difficult to locate, unless marked, and
they may be heavily defended.

The proximity of friendly troops brings good nows and bad news. The bad news is that It is very
important that the attack pilot not drop his weapons on the wrong target. His teak-loading is increased

b7 oavi.g to locate the enemy and, at the same time, know he ie not thttenlng tr friendly troops. He
can't Just drop his payload on, or shoot at. anything that looks man-made.

The good n,.s is thes those nearby friendly troops can mark themselves and the targets to aid the
attack aircraft. The type of martinG must fit the situation and be compatible tith the aircraft

systems.

Table 5 showe the mest favorable conditions for CAS. Many of these conditlons might be found in a
permissive environment, against an unsophisticated enemy. Hovever, current scenario or mission-

description dncuments state that moat of these conditions should not be expected.

TABLE 5. Optimum Conditions for CAB.

1. Accurat* aircraft navigation system (good to 100 meters)

2. Target marking or cueing visible to pilot or avionicn
sensor (laser spot Cracker), and accurate offset fro*
marker to target

3. Marking of owa or friendly troops visible to aircraft

4. Good air-to-ground comunication witt adeqvate time
available for message

5. Clearance by FAC bWfore weapon relaeas

6. Positive ldentifýcation of target by pilot before
release

7. Damage assessment and jecod-pass inetructioie from PAC
after veapon delivery (for now aimiont from marker)

8. Good timing between air and ground

9. Appropriate aircraft weapons, tactics, and target
(proper warhead, fuse, impact angle, etc.)

10. Accurate weapon release computer

Table 6 shows some of the problems that an aircrow might have in actually F*-•-Iag the target once
all the other problems have been surmounted. These problems are caused by the target's characterijtice

(generally, hard to see or to locate with radar or forward-looking infrared (FLIR) sensor) and by the
threat forcing the aircrev to fly low and, for jfts. fast.

TABLE 6. Problems in Target Acquisition.

Problem Cause

1. Small Largets Targets are wetly vehicles (tanks, APCo,

ZS•us).

2. Low-contrast targets Targets use dirt. foliage, paint. and
camouflagse to avoid detection.

3. floeting targets Targets are mobile.

4. Restricted visibility Natural weathet', battlefield smoke
restrict visibility.

S. Terrain and vegetstton masking restrict Low-flight ,iltitude of aircraft in order

visibility to avoid threat.

6. Short search time Threat forces high speed, single pats, or

quick pop-up by aircraft.

£~)P-
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Target marking increases the probability of the sircrew's finding the target and reduces search time
to a minimum in a h8gh-threat ev-irouesnt. Table 7 shown soft ptoblems with the employment of Larget
markers. An shown in the table, there are problem@ with both a simple syst" like a tok. and A
complicated and expensive system like a laser designator. Th& laser designator aleo requires reliable
laser tracker avionics in the aircraft.

A laser designator used as a marking device is precise. It is also active, and can be used (in
reverse) to indicate where the forward observer is. The aircraft must be equipped with a compatible
sensing system, which msft be pointed in the right direction to detect the laser spot.

Use of a lasar-gulided weapon has one large advantage: it decrease* the CKP; however, it can make
other tasks in the weapon delivery process more difficult. Coordination and timing are more difficult.
And the designator, whether ground or airborne, is more vulnerable than passive systems. The half-lifm
of a designator is not very long.

An obvious need is to dicre=::r the designation time required by our acquisition systems and by laser
weapons.

TABLE 7. Ta,.get--arker Acquisition Problems.

Problem Cause

1. Smoke marker not alvwys visible. Battlefield haae, sooke. Restricted visibility.
Wind blows smoks away. Not usable at night or in
snow because of color.

2. Smoke marker not unique. Enemy counters with own moke. Colored smoke is

not available, but needed.

3. Smoke marker is static. Smoke cannot "follow" moving targets.

4. Smoke marker may not be placed Inaccuracy in marker delivery, artillery firing
accurately near target. of marker round, nr communication.

5. Laser designator readiness un- Operator cannot see deslgnatsr spot on target.
known (both ground and airborne).

6. Laser designator vulnerable Long time (10 to 30 sacon4ds) required with spot
(both ground and airborne), on target (depandtng on tactic and weapon system).

7. Wrong laser designator and laser Poor communication makes coordination difficult.
tracker codes soaetimes used.

8. Laser designAturi difficult to No night osghting devices for ground laser units.
use at night.

9. Target markers not visible from Terrain and vegetation masking.
low-flying aircraft.

Table 8 shows some additional targeting problems that would be encountered during night operations.
The A-61 target recognition and attack multisensor (TRAM) and the F/A-18 with its FIR would not require
flares, but vie of the aircrpft radar system with a radar beacon, and the FLIPA will still not be easyin a high-threat environment.

_ _ _o
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TABLE 8. Night CAB Problems.

Problem Cause

1. Aircraft wue& fly higher at night Automatic terrain avoidance systems (if any) not
then in the daytime. totally relied on.

2. flare illumination difficult. Pilots do not went to overfly target to drop
flare,. Flare placement not accurate. No forward-
firing flares In Narine Corpa inventory.

3. location of target by ground PAC Night search and ranging systems are not nov
difficult at night. available.

4. Target acquisition (search) by Restricted field of view. aircraft and target
airborne .ensor alone is not location uncertainty, low flight altitude, time
likely, limitation.

5. Use of a ground beacon alone is Range and asimuth from beacon to target can be
not good enough for target inaccurate.
strike.

6. Location of identification point IPs are usually visual fixee. Neat current air-
(IP) at night for pop-up attack craft do not heve a good enough navigation system.
it difficult.

ASSOCTErM &w M a Oauti

It is unrealistic to consider the target acquisition function as an independent item in the CAS
process. Related processes and problems that might be considered to be outside, or cn the fringes, of
targating are shown in Table 9. These factors certainly affect the ability of the aircrew to find the
target.

TABLE 9. Comunication and Coordination Problems.

Problem Cause

1. Unrestricted air-to-bround com- Enemy Jamming. Low-level flight makes comuni-
sunication probably not possible. cations difficult.

2. Description of target location Different view of target arms from air and ground.
takes a long time, if possible Description not prertse.
st all.

3. Split-second timing difficult Poor aircraft clocks and navigation systems. Enemy
(praelse time-on-target). diversions, bad weather.

4. Timely target designation for Mobile targets have a short exposure time. A
weapon delivery difficult. multiple-aircraft strike complicates coordination

and comunicat ion.

Figure 1 it a block diagram of the interrelated factors fot a fixed met of conditions that an
operational group would face in wartime. 'he only feedback loop shown goes from 'affectiveness" to"tactics.- In a given campaign, the military forces must operate against a specific threat and target,
with the alrcr~ft, avionics, and the marking devices available in the inventory. The only factor they
can change is tactics if they are not satisfied with their effertiveness. Some recent tactics changes
have had good success in countering threats and communications jumaing.

Figure I also illustrates the "associated" solutions to the targeting problem. If aircraft avionics
are changed to improve survivability (e.g., improved chaff), the tactics could be cheacgid to improve
target acquisition capability (e.g., fly higher). If a targat-marklng device an the ground is changed
to improve target acquisition capability and thereby improve effectiveness, aircraft avionics could
remain the sama. And so on.

A-h

am-- -
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FIGUR.E 1. GAS Factors for Fixed Set of Equipment and gnvironmental conditions.

A good targeting development strategy would include the following:

1. The targeting must be successful under flight conditions that are necessary to deal with the
threat (e.g., lov altitude, high speed).

2. The trgeting performance should be compatible with the delivery envelopes of the available
weapons (e.g., a miniuem range of 6,000 feet).

3. Operation of the targeting ystem suet not increase thi aircrew work load since it is already
too high.

Information reviewed during this study indicates that the threats will remain high and probably
increase in inteneity. Today's leee-developed cultures will soon have sophisticated antiair weaponry,
so the "low-threat* envirunment may b. a thing of the past.

One approach it to integrate targeting. electronic count ermeasures,. and weapon developments that
would attack the taraet and threat (sometimes the same) as a system. If the threats can be detected,
located, and killed or suppressed, attacking other targets becomes euch easier. And until the threats
can be suppressed, CAS say well be an unacceptable mission, because of unacceptable attrition rates.

,D111UAT m 2I C

What would be the moet important Improvements in USHC Air CAS ability, from the targeting
standpoint? The following seem to predominate in all of the above descriptions:

1. Improved threat acquisition and suppression

2. Improved comnunication in the Jammed etvironment

3. Improved target darhing

4. Improved friendly marking

5. Improved target acquisition, per as.

6. Decreased aircraft and target designator exposure time

What proposed *improvements" say not hdlp much? A listing should include:

I. Proposals for improving or modifying current, often expensive, products without clearly showing
what the Improvement will buy.

I

l,*~~~~~ IfzBO•...qb.- '
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2. Longer-rang. apons that di not deal with the easoci•ted &ever* long-rang, target acquisition
f problem (especially over land).

3. Concepts that do not deal with the threat and cannot be ueed at very low altitudes or at high
speeds (for jets).

4. Concepts that purpor. to increase the target acquisition range (e.g.. through better resolu-
tion), but do not solve the askLng-frcm-low-altitude or very-short-ezpoerte-tims problems.

5. Concepts that increass aircrev decision-oaking and mtrk load.

6. Concepts that are not compatible with our current and near-future weepons and their envelopes.

This paper has briefly described CA8 operations snd identified som of the target acquisition
prollems. Discussion of associated problems such a commnications has also been included. GAme
general recommendationa have been made on areaseeding imediate attention, and a strategy for longer-
range development has been suggested.

The inforpstion contained In this study is Intended to be used In cdabination with a technology
survey to produce specific hardware development proposals.

S."
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Depuls plusiours annies. l'Armle de l'Air frangaise procldc, A lliquir'ement des centres
dop~rations en moyens de tralteomnt automatists. La description d'un tel systems V'al-
de I Is dicision :celul dont est dotfie la Force Afrienne Tactique. fait l'objet d'un
expos#icid mime.

Dans ce contexts, les lquipes de rialisatior ont itS amenfies trils tot S s'intiresser
aux possibilitis qulaplporte une approche par les moyens de l'Intelllgence Artificial-
Is. La planification des missions. Is gestion des ressources sont des domaines on ces
techniques sont naturellement utilisables. Le renseignement militaire $galement et nous
aliens ici prisenter une application concornant Ia tenue A jour d~une situation par
systime expect.

Aprts cette description naus ivoquerons certaines conclusions auxquelies nous 1 con-
duit Is rialisation de systbmes experts dans Ie domiains des C31.

Un centre dlexploitation1 du renseijnement mjiiairS a -Dour ti1che de rassembler Ie maxi-
mum Jroirns psi¶isrTs- force, adverses. do les traitor (corrilation.
interpritation. validation), do les stocker, do rkallser des synchises et do Ios pro-
senter sous des formes diverses en vue do leur utilisation opgrationnello. L'ordre de
bataille ( 1) constitue une des pritertat~ions Its plus courantes de do type de situa-
tion.

Er temps do paix. los informations recueillies concernent en gfindral des unitis dont
Ie stationnement est relativemont stable. Un traitement manuel des observations re-
cuelillies est suffisant.

En temps do crise ou de conflit l'ordre de batailie des forces adverses devient tris
Avolutif. Pour tenir It situation A jour i1 faut traitor cheque jour un grand nombre
dlobsorvations provonant do sources tris diverses :compte rendu do missions pour les
observations A vue. exploitation dos reconnaissances airionnes (photo. optronique
infra-rouge. radirs SLAR, etc ... ) ou des ronseignomonts fournis per les satellites.
etc ... Par aillours. It tenue A jour do cette situation doit so faire pratiquemont en
temps actual pour Wte on phase avec 10 diroulement des opirations airiennes.

A Il'iidence. un traitoment informatique de toutes ces dennies est indispensable pour
exploiter dens les dilais voulus a& masse des Informations rogues.

Le systimo autoinatisk 00 traitement du ronseignaemnt militaire. appelf YIG1IU. propo-
se do ripondre A l'onsemble des bosomns du 26me 3ureau en temps do paix. do crise ou do
guerre :itablissemect at det ends dossers d~objectifs, aiso on ferms ot actualiua-

tio peinaent de 0B, ilabo~ratin des plans do recWo&che du ronseignoment. etc ...

to prejet VISILE privoit do traitor las diffirentos fenctions par des algorithees spd-
cifiques. Coepndant Is diveloppeinent des systiinos experts permet dlenvisager do lts
u til Ier pour traitor do fagon plus 1ligante at plus effirace un certain nombro do pro-

LI' late'.lIIgence Art if ic iol]lI est on off It pa rt Icul I roment bi anadaptA*eau domai nedu

do haut niveeu au profit d'opirateurs rapideinent formis (riservistes ontemnpsd
guerre).

- traitement d'une grande mass* do ueonnios.

- langage convorsationnel simple, fournissant A Ia demande @5s explications voulues
sut Is processus do raisennoeont du systbot et expliquant ses diductions.
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- possibiliti do modifier I& base do connaissances pour introduire do nouveaux mate-
rials ou modifier Ios caractfiristiquos do coux d~je pris en compto,

La systImo VIGEX so propose d'appliquer la technique des systImos experts sur un cas
concret simple :Stablissemont do l'OD8 (diplolement) des systimes do defonse airionne
d'un Corps d'Aruie adverse A partir der informations rocumIllies par difflronts cap-
tours sur une periods de 9 heures au jour J + 2 d'un conflit :observations visuello
vis des pilotos, exploitation des reconnaissancos airlennes et des photographies prises
par des satellites. renseignements d,: guorre Sloctronique.

11 s'agit de savoir. avec Ia plus grande fiabiliti possible, comment lns systInios d'ar-
me aol-air ennemis sont ripartis :ur 1e thiltre d'opfiretion. Ceci permettra. eventuel-
laemnt A un eutre systhme-export. de priparor Ia mission afirienne sur ce thiltre,
divaluer la menace....

L'utilisation do VlGEX a Ate congue pour Itre aussi convivialo quo possible ot pour
permettro ainsi Ilaccls a des personnos n'ayant aucune formation en informatique par
l'utllisation do graphiques. de menus et d'une interface en langago naturgi.

Le but do V1GE'. conduit 1s systlmo A romplir des types do fonctions distinctes

lIn saisia manuollo aides des informations ponctuollos Amanant des orgenes do recher-
che spficialisle, identifiles au prial.Ablc' connie pouvant eppertenir a dos il4monts
SAM.

l& correlation automatislo des informations seisios avec Ios 'Informations stoc-
kfies;

Ia presontation AI lutilisateur pour validation do

* Ia creation de nouveaux elements.
* Ia modification d'Ilimonts.
* 1. miss' en attonte d'informiatlon non corrOlable.

Ia presentation d'une situation des *oyens sol/air ifin do priciser leur localisa-

Zion CODS);

lx deduction. I partir do cette sitjation, d'une hypothise do diploiemont;

une ai.leA Isl comiprehension des risultats obtei.us;

Ia prise en compte par 1'export do la modification des modilos do diploiement des
unitis, ou des typos do systImo d'amme.

Pour offectuor isa tche. VIGEX dispose, a Ilentrie, d'uno s~rie 'd'observations'
ponctuellos ot incomplitos sur 1e dlplolomont onnomi ; cc sont los constituants ini-
tiaux do sa base de feits. VIGEX dispose aussi do Ia description do toutes los c.ýnfi-
gurations possibles pour chacun des 'syst.inos d'erme' ainsi quo Ia description d'un
certain nombre do 'diploioments typos' des forces ennemios. Co sont leg constituents
do Ia base do connaissance.

FORMALISATIOK DE LA CONKA;SSANCE

La base do cornaissence cat structurle do Ia fecon suivanto

- rpgles do production.

- frames do diploimmont type.

- frames do systmme d'arme.

En effot. un syatimo d'armo Ott compose d'un certain nombre do caractiristiquos (vihi-
cube do tic', frdquencm d'fimiasion radar....) qui pouvont preNdre chacule certainos
valeurs. Do mlice. un module do diplolement eat uro mosaique do zones giographiques
distinctos. chacuno pouvent cont-inir un type donne do systimo d'armo. Pour pouvoir
dicrire ces deux types do connals-sance. 10 formalisms 'frame' Itait bion edaptt

Par contro. pour risoudre los problImos suivents

quel modilo do diploiamont essayer on premier ?

quol est It meillour positionnomont de cc modilo par rapport aux emplacements des
observations ?

lea rilglos do production sont los mioux adaptiets.
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FORMALISATION DM RIj92NNfEN~f

L e rai~lonnemant en lchatnage-avent * consist. A partir des observi~tIons a trouver a
q ue1 systhme deorme elies correspondent puis A cherchar A quel diplolement type corres-
pondent ces systimas d'erie.

Le relsonnement en 'chatnage-arriire" consiste A faire l'hypothise dCun diploiemtent-
type puis. pour chacun des systImes dCarma qui le constituent, I voir si ii y a. au
mime emplacement. des observations qui y correspondent.

Un. observation se pr~sent. sous 1& forine d'une suite d'lnformatlons sur las caract6-
ristiques d'un systime observE et/ou ditectA (rais non forchment reconnu). prlcidle de
deux cils

lieu de l'observation.
type de ]'observation (I cue, photo. guerre Electronique etc ...)

La se.lsie se fait par Il'utilisation C'une grille comportant toutes les carectlristi-
ques envisegeables des matfriels pris en compte dens la base de conneissence du sys-
time.

11 suffit A P'utilisataur de reruplir cheque cerecttristique. une par une. pour ran-
trer en machine de fagon systleatique at complIte its Informations qu'il posside.

CORRELATION DES INFORMATIONS

Le dlploieinent des systlees d'armes sol/air est caractiristique du diploiement dPin
type de Corps d'Armle. sulvant les modhles que peuvent fitablir on 2tue Bureau.

Le systime VIGEX. pour chaque point glographique concernS. Stabit ]a corr~letion des
difflrents renseignements recueillis. En cas d'identlfication certaine (i.e d'une pleu-
sibilitl suffisente) d'un type de matfiriel, 11 etfiche sur l'tcran un symbol. fixe cor-
respondent A cc matfiriel. Dens le doute 11 effiche simplemerit un point d'interrogation
dens Ilattente d'informetions complhmentaires ou d~une dficision de 7.'opirateur.

Si les identifications dEJA effectuies permaettent din positionner le schima type du
Corps d'Armhe ou lIOBD des systi~mes sol/air. l'opirateur ou le systtime pourrunt en
tenir comptc. 0our lever le doute sur les batteries non identifl~es ou identifiles avec
un meujvais coefficient de certitude.

LANGAGE NATURE L

Le module de langage natural est chargE tie girer la compr~hension Je phrases tep~es
par 1 utilisateur at de pr~senter la riponse & la question OL d'ex Ec'jter 1 lordre
correspondent.

Ce module est capable de comprandre des phrases teples sous un greni nombre da for-

m es sjntexiques. 1I peut Egalement comprendre las formes abrigles ou grammatical ement
incorrectes.

La module de langage naturel analyst, la phrase entrie 1 ]'side d'un arbre syntaxique
pour en diduire la r~ponse A fournir ou l'action A effectuer.

11 er: capable d'un certain auto-epprentissage. Lorsque Ilutillsateur Psji donna une
a3fom grammeticale nouvelle. il recherche Ia plus proche parmi cella qu'ii colinatt.

En r~sumE. VIGEX est un systima expert qui Eitablit Ie dhploleinent probable des systi-
Has d'arme d'un corps d'armie A partir des Informations recueillies par Jifflrents
capteurs de renseignements.

VIGEX dispose an entrie de pluslaurs types d'information4

- des observations incomplites at de qualitl variable. provanant de sources de ransti-
gnements diverses.

- !es caractliristiques des principaux systames daorme,j

- las modiles de dlplolasent des forces ennemies.

VIGEX propose deux modules ilinterface

- P'un cr66 ;.ur l'erpmr : il pereet de rentrer las modfles de systimas d'arme at
les modll's de dlploiebvent,

- IlIautre destin I ldA uti i sateur :ilI permet de rentrar let observations racuelllies
par las divers capteurs et de demander A VIGEX de d0duira da celles-ci at diphnia-

inent le plujs proche do la rialItE.
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VIGEX met an oeuvre plusleurs techniques de Il'ntelligence Artificielle

- reprise'itation de ]a connaissance sous forme de "frames" et de rtgles de produc-
tion,

- prise en compteaet exploitation de donnges floues avec affectation de coefficients
do crfdibilitf.

- exploitation d~une interface homme-machine en langage natural.

VIGEX est implant# sur machine SUN. Il est dfveloppi en LISP et langage C.

Dans lts mois qul viennent. VIGEX va Ivoluer notamirent sur deux points.

11 va d'abord Itre complAter de fagon a suivre l'Avoiution d'une situation d'heure en
hours. La comparaison des dlplAcements successifs permettra ainsi de constater le
r~nforcement ou ]'attrition du systtme global de defenses sol/air et de formular des
appriciations sur lts d~ploiements des unitis.

Par ailiours, pour rendre la relation homme-machine encore plus aisfe. des essais
vtznt Itre felts pour commuander VIGEX I Ia voix.

SYSTEME EXPERT :-tS RSOE

La mise en. place d'un systtmo expert dans le domalnE *u Renseignement militaire at
plus gln~ralement des C31 prasente un certain nombre de problImes spficifiques.

*La risque d'agression extirieure

La savoir-faire introd~ait dans un syst~pe expert enst une mat~ire chbre. Eile a en
effat parfois 6t coflteu,-s a formalIJ.svr."'%ns tous les cas. l'ensemble reprksente un
capital op~rationnel important..

Qui plus est. ce capital est ici perfaitemont bien isoll at structur& (Ia base de
connaissance). Son interpretation en act donc a priori plus ais~e at plus rapide.

11 importa donc A cheque fois de prendre las mssures physiques at logiques pour pro-
tiger ces syctImes des risques dintrusion rý de capture.

-La tantation de la facilitl
Obs iors qua Von simule un comportemant de raisonnement avec un syst~me expert. le
risque existe de iui faire progressivement une conflance de plus en plus grands. Ce
risque est naturallemant plus flew# en p~riode de crise oa las utilisateurs sont
soumis A des stress do toutes sortes (nombre 6levd de messages. d4cision A prendre
rapidement etc ... ).

11 faut donc veiller A biin pr~parer Ilemploi opfirationnel des systimeS expert pour
laisser nattement Is prise de dicision aux utilisateurs at A leur esprit critique.
Clest en particulier comma cola qua Ilon pout se protlger des risques de pollution
des bases de donnfes at des systlmes par Peadversairs.

SYSTENE EXPERT :L'INTERET

Un des principaux avantages de l'epproche systbme expert est d'ordre mlthodologique et

concerns tent lts experts opfrationnels qua las rlalisateurs de C31 automatisf.
Pour leas experts optrationnals. participer AIsl conception d' un systime export. cest
1 'occasion de formal iser. de structurer son savoir-faire. Ce travail peut condiuire a
une consolidation. voire A une remise on cause de certains ul~canismas de reisonnemant
et de prise do dicision. Cette tiche est importente par ces consiquences at son am-
p1 eur.

Rieliser un systime expert cOst dgalement formaliser. rationnalisee. los ralations
et 1cc &chenges d'informations entre experts et Aquipes de rialisation du C31.

Pour les rielisateurs, on dolt considirer quo ilapproche systIme expert nlest pas
nlcesseiroment tine fin en soi. Un systims expert est Agalemant un outil do conception
et de mequettage de systIme automatics. En effet. It systime expert slpare clairement
I* savoir-faire (bass de connaissence) de IPenimation informatique (le moteur d'infl-
rence). 11 constitue donc une structure qui so prite plus aisiment A modification que
des programmes classiques.

11 deviant donc elors possible. par une succession as dieorrstrat ions prototype. d'arri-
var repidement A une bonne conception du systame A automatiser c'est-1-dire oui intigre
correctement at dons tous lts ditails Ies mlcenismes do raisonnement concernic.



COMPUTER AIDED SENSOR PLACEMENT OPTIMIZATIOE

A.Kainsinger and V.Rlth

ESG Elektronik-System-Gesellschaft mbH
vogelweideplatz 9, 8000 Muenchen 80inFederal Republic of Germany

0 •The problem of optimal sensor placement increases with the mobility of the sensors.0 New threats e.g. caused by new missile technologies lead to sensor systems, where some
of the sensors are highly mobile. Thus the optimization of sensor placement fok a given
surveillance areab-ecomes a complex and time critical task if constraints such a

own operations areas
-r terrain ondulation
.•errain accessabilnty,

sensor capabilities)
* own tactical objectives,
* assumed tactical objectives of the WP forces

have to be taken into account.

This paper presents a layer model for the computer aided stepwise optimization of sensor
placement respecting the restrictions mentioned above, The computer tool is based on
digitized terrain data containing information about the height and culture (fields,
trees, roads, water, houses etc.). The layer model is based on interactive procedures
and automatic decision guidance. The software can be installed on minicomputers with a
color display and color printer thus making it a mobile transportable tool which can be
used online in the field. - .

1. PREFACE

In recent years ESG has gained a lot of experience with computer toola for the
simulation of radar sensors and the production of radar coverage diagrams based on
digitized terrain data with terrain resolutions of between 30 and 1000 meter per pixel.
The output of the coverage diagrams is either by an electrostatic plotter on transparent
paper for full scale map overlays or by a color graphics terminal connected to a color
printer which produces handy diagrams and also maps on paper or transparent foils for
overlays or viewgraphs. The software was originally installed on a CDC 6000 and later
implemented on a DEC VAX 11 and an IBM 4341 Computer.

A fictive example of a coverage diagram is given in Figure 1. It shows the overlay of an
airborne line-of-sight sensor coverage (upper diagram) and a fictive radar station cover-
age on top of a mountain with jammer and clutter effects (lower diagram). The correspond-
ing maps (originally colored) to underlay the coverage diagrams are shown in Figures 2
and 3. These are shadow maps to represent the surfac!e structure (Figure 2) and color
coded height maps (Figure 3). The tool was used in the NATO Air Command and Control Sys-
tems (ACCS) project for the ACCS Multi Sensor Integration Study (AMSIS). In this project
some hundred radar coverage diagrams for existing and planned radar sites were produced.

The fast development in computer hardware with increased and cheaper storage and faster
processing time now allows to install the tool on minicomputers, thus making it portable
and mobile. With these features it is possible to use it not only for studies but also
for field applications.

2. THE OPTIMIZATION TOOL

Our customers very often expressed the wish for a tool which not only simulates the
coverage of a given radar at a given radar site, but in addition helps in the cptimiza-
tion of its placement. This lead to the development of a tool which is a good compromise
between high technical performan a and low computation time on tha one hand and on the
other hand allows to determine step by step an optimum sensor placement. It is based on
an overlay of different layers representing decision criteria such as terrain, technical
and tactical criteria.

2.1 The Reverse View

The most important initial step is to find positions fro.a which the areas of inter-
eat can be observed by the sensor. It was decided not to use the maximum percentage of
coverage as the decisive critertum but to define some pointg of interest e.g. in the mag-
nitude 3 or 4 which should be seen by the sensor. These points might represent roads or
flight corridors through which an enemy attack could be expected. The reason for the de-
cision against the maximum percentage coverage is illustrated by Figure 4 and 5.

Furthermore this concept allows a fast computation of suitable sensor positions. This is
done by a socalled reverse view rest elevation calculation. To explain this let us first
explain the term rest elevation. Figure 6 illustrates the way how for a certain target
height above ground, the coverage diagram can be comtputed from the rest elevation. Given
a certain sensor position and height above gr and the rest elevation is defined by the
height above which the target can be seen. F;r a given terra;,n as shown on top of the

,- ;4,_
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figure the rest elevation is given below. The rest elevation in always positive or zero.
If it is zero, the ground can be seen.

A coverage diagram is obtained by coloring these areas where the rest elevation is
smaller or equal to the target height. It is also possible to divide the rest elevation
in several intervalls and display it color-coded.

Normally, one coverage diagram shows the area which is seen for a given sensor position.
In optimizing a sensor position we face the inverse prohlem. We compute for each of the
points of Interest, which serve as the optimization, the reverse view rest elevation,
which is the rest elevation (line of sight) as seen not' to but from these points. The
areas whera all rest elevations of the points of interesE-are zero, are possible sensor
locations from which the sensor sees these points of interest. If no such area exists
we can display the area for which all rest elevations are below e.g. 100 meters.
Figures 7 illustrates this principle.

2.2 Layer Str'icture

Thus the a.m. reverse view coverage diagrams define terrain layers for the decision
process. Other terrain layers may result from a requirement that the sensor murt be
neither above water nor within a village, an information which is contained in the cul-
ture data of the terrain file. By intersecting the layers these areas (water, villages
etc.) are blanked out from the potential sensor placement areas.

As far as the technical criteria are concerned we may know the position and strength of
jammers for electronic counter measures (ECK). These define layers of areas which should
be avoided, thus reducing the potential area for sensor placement even more.

Another technical criterion may be that an area with a slope above a certain value is
not accesaible for the sensor. Other areas may be blanked out by manually entering their
contours with a light pen. E.g. these areas are technically or orographically unacces-
sible.

Tactical criteria might e.g. be not to position a sensor beyond a certain battle line or
on top of a hill desoite of the better coverage. Such constraints may be entered manually
or by computer aids. This tool interface is suitable for implementation of artificial
intelligence procedures.

The intersection of the above mentioned layers defines areas which best fulfill the op-
timization criteria. Each layer is stored in the color terminal's image memory and occu-
pies 1 bit per pixel. Entire layers can be switched on and off or colors can be attrib.-
uted to them (see Fig. 8).

2.3 Selection of Sensor Site

7n the areas were the sensor placement criteria are best fulfilled one or more po-
sitions are selected manually and their radar coverage liagrams are calculated respect-
Ing all the sensors radar features. Thus an optimal placement can be found quickly and
its coverage diagram is available in color on the screen and as a color hardcopy from
the printer.

3. CONCLUSION

Optimal sensor placement is a complex task involving human experience (e.g. tacti-
cal considerations) and mathematical calculations (e.g. covered area for a given digi-
zited terrain). It is generally recognized that it is very difficult and unprecise even
with a lot of experience to predict the coverage for a given sensor position just by
regarding % map with its elevation contour lines.

Thus computerized tools based on a digitized terrain elevation and culture data base
become a very successful means for optimizing sensor placements.

VI

- .,-. * - *
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DISCUSSION

W.E. Howell, USA
How long does it take the computer to produce the results shown in the example?

W. Rath
15 minutes computation time on a VAX 11/750 for all shown examples together. An optimization
session including all user input would last about half an hour. The computation time decreases
considerably if che number of pixels is reduced.

G.A. Ward, UK
Did you have an electronic display output as well as hard copy?
What was the resolution of the raster display?

W. Rath
The output is on a colour graphics terminal from which a colour hard copy can be made.
640 x 480 pixels.

E.M. Dowlen, UK
oHw fer was culture (trees etc.) included in the coverage diagrams shown?

W. Rath
No culture data were available for the examples shown, butt the tool is capable o- using culture
information, e.g. for radar clutter evaluation.
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IL An Integrated Aircraft Navigation and Display System Utilising

an On-Board Composite Data Dose.

by

M L Busbridge, Consultant, and D J Puleston, Systems Engineer

Airbnrne Display Division, CEO Avionics, Rochester, Kent
M191 2XX, UK

SIt is likely that future aircraft will contain a central data base containing feature details, ground
elevation, low flying obstruction data, intelligence and mission data. Receat advances in technology
have made it possible to implement such a data base within an aircraft.

The existence of a central date base facilitates many new functions for both low level ground attack
and air defence aircraft. These functions irclude: improved moving map displays, precision
navigation systems, covert radar shadowing, surface to air missile site intervisibility, and
perspective terrain displays for use in adverse visibility conditions.

The integration of such a system is currently being finalised and forms part of an on going flight
trials program in fixed wing jet aircraft.

(1) Introduction

As a result of recent advances in technology it it now possible to create and utilise very large
digital data bases. A point has now been reached where it is possible to incorporate a large data
base within an aircraft avionics system to support additional navigation, display and mission
functions.

Existing electromechanical navigation functions such as moving map displays and inertial navigation
systems could be improved or replaced by avionics subsystems which access the database in real time.
Furthermore new facilities, not previously possible, my be incorporated into the system to provide
greatly enhanced operational capability.

This paper details the work currently being performed at GEC Avionics, Rochester UK, in producirg an
integrated aircraft avionics navigation system which could result in a single line replaceable unit.
This unit fulfills the functions of a Head Down Display Color Map Generator with covert Radar
shadowing and SAM site intervisibility, Terrain Referenced Navigation, and Terrain Following. The
system is currently being proved in aircraft flight trials programmes in both the USA and OK. The
programmes comeaced the initial flight trial phases in fast jet operation in April 1986 arid the full
integration of all systems functions is planned for late '86 and early '87.

(2) The Central Data base

It is envisaged that the aircraft of the future will have a large digital central dati store readily
accessible by the avionic sub-systems. Such a ý.tore in an advanced attack aircraft is likely to
contain the following information:

"o Feature details (eg. roads, rivers, forests etc.)
"o Ground elevation profiles (eg. Digital Land Mass System. Digital Terrain Elevation

Digital Data [DIMS DTeDI cr contours)
"o An obstruction overlay for low flying.
"o Intelligence data (sg enemy positions, Forward Edge of Battle Area [FEIA], Surface to

Air Missiles (SAN) date).
"o Mission data (eg. waypointm, routing details, Initial Point I /P]).

Great effort is being put into the realisetion of such a central store; in particular the compilation
of the various coded digital information blocks, the codification into suitable compressed formats,
and in the development of the airborne memory medium such as lser disk technology and hybridtsed
solid stats semi-conductor memory devices. Suffice it to state that the work conducted to date has
shown that a central airborne database giving a more than adequate aircraft operational coverage can
be acheived.
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(3) The Movin _eap

* A number of suppliers have developed a two dimensional CRT aircraft cockpit digital moving map
display. It is possible to display in real time an exact repli,"ation of the standard aeronautical
charts at various scales by the Interrogation and manipulation of the central data bare. These can
be presented in either North orientated or Track orientated forms relative to aircraft present
position. In addition a range of m:ission and intelligence overlay data can be superimposed on the
map by additional symbol generation.. Noreover. the coloure uttlised by the displayed map can be
either manually or automatically selected according to the prevalent ambient lighting conditions. so
that an ergonomically compatible nag, display can be viewed whatever the background lighting
conditions, at night, or with the operator wearing night vision goggles. Since borb knowledge of the
aircraft altitude and the surrounding terrain can be supplied to the asp display at system it is
possible to include further nodes of operation over and above those currently possible with electro
mechanical film based systems. Thesa modes are:-

" Flexibility in altitude shading. An example of this
could be that all altitude bands above the present
aircraft altitude can be coloured shades of red and below current altitude in shades
of green.

" The two dimensional display could be enhanced to give
an apparent three dimensional map effect by the addition of sun angle shading. This
has the effect of highlighting the topographical features such as hill ranges and
river valleys.

" The database can be configured to organist the culture
data files so that individual feature files (or groups thereof) can be displayed or
decluttered in accordance with operational requirements. An example of this would be
the removal of place names and ninor roads when tracking a particularly strong
topographical feature such as a river valley.

(4) Terrain Referenced Navigation and Terrain Following

By comparing a short duration of actual recorded heights overflown using exisuing airplane radio
altimeter instrumentation with the relevant area or stored elevation data base it is possible to
continuously update the aircraft preaent position continuously with a Kalman Filter. Various leading
avi aic and aircraft suppliers are conducting work in this field. CXC Avionics have been active in
this area for the last seven years and have conducted a series of aircraft trials in the United
Kingdom under the auspices of the Ro~al Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough. The results obtained
have been highly satisfactory. From a precise knowledge of the terrain profile with respect to the
aircraft position and flight parameters it is possible to derive vertical steering cues for manual
terrain following or Indeed to outpit the control commands to an Automatic Flight Control System. In
addition, with the planned mission waypoints previously loaded into the navigation system either
manual or automatic waypoint steering is possible.

In this paper it is not necessary to re-iterate kq theory and methodology of these techniques since
they have beau discussed and presented to AGARD ,(2),(3) on previous occasions.

However the very accurate knowledge of aircraft present position obtained by Terrain Referenced
Navigation techniques together with the associated map and terrain date-base enables the
implementation of further integrated aircraft navigation and display system functions, some of the
more Important of which are outlined in the following sections of this paper.

(5) Line of Sight Obscuration

If the aircraft prevent position is known (i.e. the latitude, longitude and height above ground
level), the visibility or otherwise of any point on the ground may be determined. In the computption
divergent lines of eight from the aircraft position are calculated, and systematically scanned from
the aircraft position outwards, with the terrain data base being interrogated for all ground lying in
the vertical plane of the line of eight. The calculation determines the visibility or otherwise of
all points in that scan. A complete "radar scan" using divergent rays leads to the build-up of an
entire ground visibility/obscuration picture for all terrain about the aircraft position. The
resultant display produced in real-time from the digital data base it an accurate representation of a
(terrain only) radar trace/shadow display but has the advantages of being completely covert. The
advent of an accurate feature/culture data base in conjunction with the terrain data base will enable
a true synthetic radar representation to be generated in real time (SOHI/6OHh) in a similar manner.

(6) Surface to Air Missile Site Intervisibility

At present the danger sones about a SAN site are highlighted on existing maps by concentric circles
within which aircraft at known heights could be detected end within which it Is obviously dangerous
to verture. Techniques have been developed that are ver similar to the line of sight obecuration
just described but which take the position of the missile site as the origin. These generate a real
time display showing those areas within the theoretical coverage of the missile site where the
aircraft can safely fly at its current height above ground level aince it will be masked from the
missile site by intervening terrain and thus not detected.

'A,
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(7) Landscape Imagery

From any three dimensional database it is possible to generate a synthetic tmage of the view from any
given position and viewing angle. If the aircraft parameters (ie. position, height, pitch, roll and
heading) are known accurately it is possible to generatc a perspective image exactly corrasponding to
the a.,tual view from the cockpit by using the terrain elevation database.
Such a synthetic ;aage could prove invaluable, displayed on the Head Up Display one to one with the
real world, during low level fight if the pilot temporarily lost eight of his ground references, for
instance in adverse viewing conditions such sporadic low cloud. However the synthetic image is most
useful in augmenting the display of the outside world derived frem other aircraft sensors such as the
Forward Looking Infra Red (QIIR). The resiltant composite display can be viewed by the pilot
head-up or hend-down.

Previously the task of generating such a synthetic image in real time has been limited to large
computer based aircraft simulators ymnce the computational tasks, taking into account the real time
rapid movements involved, have been beyond the scope of on-board airplane equipment. However,
recent developments in microprocessor hardware, and a fresh approach to the necessary display
algorittas have permitted the design of an appropriate real-time display as a self-contained part of
an existing head-up display electronic unit or as part of an inte3rated navigatation and display
system. This design results in a display capability which exhibits the required ergonomic
characteristics suitable for mixing with the FLIR video onto a Head-Up Display.

(8) Air Defence Applications

The thzee dimensionrl calculations mentionea ear3lier may be used in two o.her modes, both of which
are displayed head-cown. Both of these modes have applications for air defence fighters on Combat
Air Patrol (CAP) at medium heights (1000m to 5000m) using the look-down, shoot-dowc technique with
modern missiles such aL ANRAAM or Skyflash.

" 'Desk Top Mode' - A long range oblique view of an area of terrain which may be used
for the presentation of the overall eituation from the fighter's eye view. This mode
is attractive for the 3 dimensional display of JTIDS information _,to.

"o 'Sun Angle Mode' - 1 plan view of the terrain elevauicn 4ith shading showing shadows
cart by an illuminating source such as the gun or a radar. It will allow pilots:-

i) to choose optimum CKP altitude to minimiso tezrain obscuration.

ii) to detect areas of inrdequate cover, or short range detection, if constrained in
height.

iii) to avoid firirg missiles which could lose the target through terrain obscuratior,
after beinZ launched.
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DISCUSSION

V. Rath. Gersany
Which is the storage sise available on board for terrain data?
How many saps can be stored in that storage?

M.L. Busbridge
"Presentt system is about 8 MBytes for trials use only. Projected production systems requirement
is for 300 UMytes to store approximately 1000 x 1000 nautical miles at 250,000:1, 5O0,O00:1 and
1 Nillion:l. This will consist of either up to 10 PCB Card Nodules of Hybridised EPRON or
laser disk storage.
The Nap Data will be stored in a composite database whose topographical features are held and reed
in parallel to the Terrain Elevation database.

J. Whalley, UK
To what extent is the data that you use standardisid?

M.L. Busbridge
The elevation data used is the DLNS DTEP (Digital Lane Nams Survey Digital Terrain Elevation Data).
The topographical data is not yet standardised in that insufficient coverage exists in a digital
form. Various manufacturers are digitising sufficient coverage for flight trials areas. This
data is of course derived from standard aeronautical charts.

G.A. Ward, IJK
Can you say why the maps you digitised still carry features unnecessary for flying tasks, e.g.
place names, etc.

M.L. Bumbridge
At present no definitive airborne requirements exist for those features which art necessary for both
low flying and helicopter use. GEC Avionics are taking the approach of digitising each of the
individual feature or "1WM "anew" which go to make up the total printed colour map (these number
frow 20 to 30 sheets for F - map sheet). By digitising, collating and storing these separately
we are, sa a result of trials, able to vary at will the various combinations required for the
various stages of flight. The objective is to determine which features or combination of features
are necessary and have these as quickly selected pilot options. (A slide illustrating this function
will be shown in Paper 32).

B. Stieler, Germany
In connectio: with TERCOM navigation, the terrain following flight (TF flight) can be carried out
without the use of t0e TF radar. Could the author give an idea of what safety altitude he
recommends to the pilot using this "synthetic" TY radar.

M.L. Buebridge
It is not intended to eliminate the use of real radar, but to limit its continuous transmission,
perhaps to a burst every 10. 20 or 30 secs. dependent on the degree of confidence obtained by
comparison with the TF synthetic image to a) the real world, and b) tho, "mynthetic" E scope with
the "real" E scope ski slopes, together with the variou.3 unspecified scanners, and the confidence
in the DLXS DTED database.

C. Zappullm
In the conventional map there is an error in the height indications and it is reported on the map.
As we intend to use "digit map" for TF navigation, what is the amount of error in "height"
computation in this map.

M.L. Bumbridgw
This Is dependent on the accuracy of the DLMS DTED database. A greater accuracy than the Level 1
is required. We have demonstrated that 3 metre errors in the database are acceptable for TF at
50 a AOL.

J. Davies. UK
Why was blue chosen to indicate a hazard region rather that the more traditionally used red
indicator?

M.L. Buabridge
We did not like the look of red. However, any colour cain be selected as a rosult of Trials and
Ergonomic studies as the colour palettm is fully programmable.

R. Guiot, 'rance
Loas t octets quo vous ayex mentionni coavrent-ils le trajet prevu pour la mission ou permettent-ils
deo deroutements importants.

N.L. Buabridge
The Slbytes covers 2 off standard 500,00:1 Aeronautical Charts + DLIS DTED Data for the same area.
This gives a *uniuma flight path of 40 mins which is sufficient for trials use. The proposed
production Lystam is 3OWbytes which gives 1000 x 1000 nmi.

77777=_ ___ __
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14. Abstract

The pace and complexity of modem air warfare are reaching the point where advanced computer
aids are becoming essential to assist the aircrew in the aircraft and the commander on the ground in
performing functions that hitherto had been considered to be their prerogative. Computers are
already used extensively in the operation and control of specific types of equipment, such as
advanced weapon systems, surveillance radars, electronic warfare and communications systems.
However, in the broader context there are still many areas which rely heavily on human decision
making and where the use of computers will have considerable impact in the future. The increasing
use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques, including Intelligent Knowledge Based Systems
QKBS) and Expert Systems will at one extreme allow decision -making to be increasingly
automated or controlled by non-expert personnel, and at the other extreme greatly extend the 1.
capabilities of military commanders by presenting information in a timely manner and by making
rapid assessment of alternative strategies. The successful application of computers should provide
improved effectiveness, flexibility and reliability of both men and equipment resulting in a saving of
resources and personnel.
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